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There is no friendship
with the unconscious
Lacan
From 1979 t o the present, the Papers of the FfeudianSchoolof
Melbourne have been transmitting the transference of
psychoanalytic work "in the field opened by Freud (which)
restores the cutting edge of its t r ~ t h . " ~
What would be the result of reading retroactively from today?
An effect of discourse is the answer. The discourse of the School
has produced effects. These effects are five:
a. Foreclosure,
b. Disavowal,
c. Repression,
d. Negation,
e. Transmission / Transference.
Let us consider,
a.
Foreclosure of this discourse by those whom it touched,
producing a continuous encounter with an insistence from
the real, but saving them however from the anathema of
psychosis by the process of shared deafness in a profession
of faith which becomes religion.
Disavowal. This as discussed by Freud with Laforgue,' is
b.
not the same thing as the blind spot on the retina. I t is not so
much that it is unseen or unheard, but what is seen or heard
does not confirm the belief which seeks to maintain 'that
everything is the same' or i n other words, 'that there are no
differences'. This opens a discourse which Aristotle states
as possible by:its being.political. For the very same reason,
1

this discourse and the psychoanalytic discourse are
mutually exclusive. This disavowal, by asserting sameness,
is an attempted mending by the
syllogism of the
conjunction which a symbolic return splits again. Freud has
shown this in Fetishism and The SpIitting of the Ego, to be
the steadfast desire for.the universal.subject, aiming at the
University Discourse whjch further aspires to become the
Discourse'of the M a ~ t e r . ~
Let us now consider,
Repression. That not-knowing of. the existence of a place
c:
where It knows. Because It returns, the knowledge is
insistent. Thus, not-to-know, even togetherwith knowing, is
not enough t o be i n the place of the truth. This did not fail to
astonish Freud, who in his work The Unconscious, had no
other exit than to accept that an interpretation which is
heard is not the same as a knowledge which is known. This
is a persisting symptom, self-perpetuated by those benefits
called secondary, of keeping the not-knowing. All this is
reduced to an exclamation which believes that everything is
explained by saying 'unconscious'.
Negatlon. Because it is between flight and repression, this
d.
involves rumination on its own saying of a metonomy which
in approaching its limits, would show the Angst that does
not lie (Lacan)"nd this negation is frequently heard in such
sayings as; 'we are .not', 'we will not be', etc. Such
enunciations, which repeat thediscourse by negating it, aim
to receive the benefit of the work of others, without working
themselves.'
And to conclude,
e: . TransmissIonlTransference. Freud, unlike Lacan and
Oedipus at Colonus, could not'leave the tomb unknown.8
This difference has to be explicit in order to clarify the work
of transference and the transference of psychoana1yti.c
w ~ r k . ~ Tparaphrase
o
Lacan, 'tosee what happens when the
person of the analyst does not act as a screen' l o
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HOMAGE TO FREUD
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OF FREUD PART II

-

All papers presented in this book have been written by members of the
Freudian School of Melbourne. reslding in Melbourne. except where indicated.

i

"Analyses which lead t o favourable
conclusion in a short time are of value in
ministering to the therapist's self-esteem
and substantiate the medical importance of
psycho-analysis; but they remain for the
most part insignificant as regards the
advancement of scientific knowledge.
Nothing new is learnt from them"
Freud.

"Whoever cannot carry his training analyses
to the turning-point at which it is proved
with fear and trembling that all the demands
that have been articulated in the analysis,
and more than any other the original
demand to become an analyst, which is now
about to be fulfilled, were merely
transferences intended to maintain in place
a desire that was unstable or dubious in its
problematic - such a person knows nothing
of what must be obtained from the subject if
he is to be able to assume the direction of an
analysis, or merely offer an acurate
interpretation of it"
Lacan.

' .

Estrangement: Depersonalization and
Derealization as the Negatives
of D6jh-Vu and Fausse Reconnaissance
Oscar Zentner

"Oh pain, how have all the years swept by me 7
Did I dream my life or did it truly happen 7"
Walter von der Vogelweide.'
"Our solution is not the traditional one:'
Lacan

It is Freud who, taking up the classical view of reality given by
the idealists, reformulated it. He then consideredthe sutijett's
experience of reality resulting from his unconscious memory and
leading to the recognition of internal or external perception.
These acts of recognition constitute what we call the sense of
reality: reality profoundly inscribed in the realm of the symbolic
and altered by the desire sustained by the fantasm.?

11
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The vicissitudes of such an operation of recognition are
addressed to thoseelements which, notwithstanding thefact that
they are part and essence ofthesubject,arenotadmittedassuch
in connection with the so-called reality, whether internal or
external. Furthermore, when this happens and it is important to
note that the subject will be conscious of it - w e come across the
phenomena of depersonalization and derealization. Both
phenomena are experienced as symptoms. In the former
(depersonalization) a part of the subject, and i n the latter
(derealization) a part of the so-called reality, are not accepted as
such. Depersonalization and derealization are currently
described as phenomena of short duration i n normal subjects,
but they can also be phenomena of an intermittent or a
permanent nature in psychoses. The fact that Freud clearly
qualified these phenomena as negative, indicates that he
regarded them as the counterpart of others. Let us remember for
a moment those other neurotic phenomena that he also
described as negative, such as the negative of.the perversions.
We, know that m a n y interpreted this statement of Freud's to
mean that a perversion expressed the drive in a naked form. But
the very fact that perversion does not expose the drive without its
representation, compels us to think that transformation is also
present or, to say it in another way, that defence is also at play in
perversion. If perversion is repressed in a neurosis, then what is
at play in perversion is an altogether different mechanism which
Freud specified as disavowal. Neurosis, perversion and
psychosis ,are nosological structures based . upon different
mechanisms rather than upon different levels of regression.
If we hold the view that depersonalization and derealization are
the negative of the d6jA-vu and fausse reconnaissance, could we
argue as a consequence that they are brought about by the
mechanism of repression, following the above mentioned
formula of the neurosis being the negative of perversion? It
seems we cannot. Freud,shows that prior to the feeling of
estrangement (that is, depersonalization and derealization) there
is a moment of disavowal.

-
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In A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis.Freud expressed
the negative phenomena through a personal experience as
follows:
"The essential subject-matter of the
thought, to be sure, was retained,even in the
distortion-that is, incredulity: 'By the
evidence of my senses Iam now standing on
the Acropolis, but I cannot believe it.'.?
However, we conclude that had he experienced the positive
phenomena, the resulting feeling, an avowal or feeling of
familiarity such as: 'I have been here before' or 'I have already
experienced this' would result. In short, the subject can reject or
accept the evidence of my senses in order to deform. In both
cases, there is a transformation due to an unconscious fantasm.
"It is in my view wrong to call the feeling of
having experienced something before an
illusion. I t is rather that at such' moments
something is really touched on which we
have alreadyexperienced once before,only
we can.not consciously remember it
because it has neverbeenconscious. To put
it briefly, the feeling of d6j8-vu corresponds
t o the recollection of an unconscious
phantasy."'
This fantasm is triggered by the context of a given situation. In
depersonalization and derealization, there is re-encounter, to
which the subject reacts with disavowal. In d6ji-vu and fausse
reconnaissance there is an encounter of what has been
foreclosed and the subjet reacts to it with hallucinatorya~owal.~
Both the phenomena of d 6 j h u and fausse reconnaissance are
positive. What the subject readily accepts now in a distorted
fashion is what had been foreclosed.
On January 24th. 1897. Freud wrote to Fliess the following:
"You know that I makeadistinction between
delusions of memory and delusions of
interpretation?

13
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i n the Draft K, the .delusions of interpretations are called
assimilatory.delusions. I think,thisdivision of Freud's, although not
explicit in this way, can be applied to the positive phenomena
(d&vu and fausse reconnaissance as thedelusions of memory)
and to .'the negative phenomena (depersonalization and
derealization' as delusions of interpretation or assimilation). The
negative phenomena imply more deformation than the positive
ones. Thus, we are justified in assuming the positive phenomena
(d&&vu and fausse reconnaissance) as part of the delusions of
memory (paramnesias), as long as we remember that these are
the,phenomena that Freud specifically warns ~ S ' n oto
t confuse
with illusions. This would clarify, from a clinical perspective, the
difference between illusion and delusion, the latter recognising
the play of an unconscious fantasm, the product of foreclosure.
The unconsciousfantasm at play both in the negative and the
positive phenomena seems to be that of a non-arri~6~castration.
In the negative.this,is disavowed. In the positive, castration is
avowed as in a hallucination. But what is the decisive element in
the 'bringing about. of either the negative or the positive
phe'nomena? We mentioned above th,at the defence in use seems
to be the only perspective t o throw light on this. The clinical
picture is a consequence of the defence, that is, the defence is a
qualitative determinant of the clinical picture.
The true field of clinical psychoanalysis was grounded in the
work of Freud but was soon confused with nosographic
eclecticism. Such eclecticism originated from a failure to
understand that if. psychopathology refers to the mechanisms at
play,, the clinical field is a taxonomy.of what it considers mental
illness to be. But. by the same token, can we say that there is
clinical psychoanalysis or psychoanalytic psychopathology?
Freud says that there cannot be one without the,other, as in the
paper that concerns us today, A Disturbance of Memory on the
Acropolis.
"When we have established the existenceof
,a phenomenon, the next question is oi
course as to'its cause:'8
Furthermore:

"You knowthattheaimof myscientificwork
was to throw light upon unusual, abnormal
14

-

or pathological manifestations of the mind
that is to say, to trace them back to the
psychical forces operating behind them and
to indicate the mechanisms at work. I began
by attempting this upon myself
In line with Freud and trying t o explain the cause at work, let us
go to the schema of the psychic apparatus as shown i n Letter 521O
There, he points out that perception (as he will later mention
again in The Mystic Writing Pad) does not preserve impressions
nor is it modified, but principally, it cannot be confused with
consciousness from which it is separated both topologically and
structurally.
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Topologically, perception is separated from consciousness by
the memory traces, the unconscious and the preconscious; and
also structurally, since perception is to a large extent
unconscious. Memory itself has no objective value. From this
perspective, memory is at the root of subjectivity. Memory and
perception are mutually exclusive. However, following the
schema above, we see that there isagap between W(perception)
and Bews (consciousness), product of the defence at play.
Similarly, there is a gap between memory ( W z ) and
consciousness, a gap that marks the difference of pyimary
process for perception and memory and secondary process for
consciousness. There can only be consciousness of
representations that come either from memory or from
perception after suffering the distortion imposed by thedefence.
15
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Letter 52 which. contains .the hypothesis of the psychic
apparatus as a succession of inscriptions, also includes the
formulaof hysteria as'a repudiated perversion. This prefigured
the general formula of. the .neurosis- as the negative of
formula for the
perversions. In 1936 Freud offers ,a,similar
phenomena of estrangement and dela-vu in A Disturbance of
Memory on the Acropolis. We think that the positive
phenomenon (d;ji$-vu)
as well as the negative phenomenon
(estrangement), are basically set in motion through the
mechanisms by which the subject deals with , a fundamental
fantasm.
"...the specific character of a. particular
neurosis lies in the fashion in which the
repression is accomplished."'2
The estrangement and d6jA-vu cannot in themselves only be
considered as neurotic, although they may be present in neurotic
subjects. Freud's examples are sufficiently. eloquent. In Fausse
Reconnaissance a subject remembers having observed a penis13
like his own i n a girl. He associated this memory with two others,
one of which refers to a punishment inflicted by his mother and
the subsequent hallucination of the loss of a finger''. In thesame
text Freud repeats the example of the Wolf Man on the occasion
of referring to the hallucination of the loss of the finger. The Wolf
Man insisted in his belief that he had already narrated (d6&
raconte') the episode to Freud. In these examples, Freud points
out that castration isassociated with the positive phenomena and
it is precisely i n t h e n that castration appears from the real in a
hallucinatory manner and as displaced onto the finger, for
instance. The estrar:gement, the negative phenomenon, has
instead succeeded better in disguising the ties with the original
conflict than 'has the positive phenomenon which shows
castration more ~ l e a r l y ' ~ This
.
is why i n the negative
phenomenon'the operation is accounted for in terms of nonexistence and non-belief (dis-belief). The subject finds-an outlet
when he dissociates himself from what he perceives both from
within himself and from without.
Neither is it by chance that Freud reduces everything to one
point at the end of his paper on the Acropolis: the Father. This is
not the father of Totem and Taboo, castrating father, above all

-

'
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dead father, that i s , the Name-of-the-Father, the Law. The'father
Freud refers to at the end of the paper is the father who awakens
pity in the son'B, thefatheroffleshand boneswhoassuchcannot
be the Law. The pity that appears in the text as guilt makes an
effective disavowal leaving no other trace than an alteration
denominated estrangement, a secondary product in itself'of a
disavowed castration. This is in contrast with foreclosed
castration which would give place to d6ji8-vu or fausse
reconnaissance.
It would seem that in estrangement (depersonalization and
derealization, both -as we said- negative phenomena) the
defence is more effective since there is almost no evident trace of
castration, while in d6jS-vu and fausse reconnaissance (both
positive):castration results in an hallucinatory avowal as coming
from the real.
In the text of the Acropolis paper, Freud resorts to the splitting
of the ego to explain estrangement (depersonalization and
derealization):
"To describe the situation more accurately,
the person who gave expression to the
remark was divided, far more sharply than
was usually noticeable, from another
person who took cognizance of the remark;
and both were astonished, though not by
the same thing. The first behaved as though
he were obliged. under the impact of an
unequivocal observation, to believe in
sanething ;he reality of which had hitherto
seemed doubtful. If I may make a slight
exaggeration, it was as i f someone, walking
beside Loch Ness, suddenlycaught sight of
the form of the famous Monster stranded
upon the shore and found himself driven to
'the admission: 'So it really does exist - the
sea-serpent we've believed in!' The second
person, on the other hand, was justifiably
astoni,shed, because he had been unaware
that the real existence of Athens, the

17
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Acropolis, and the landscape around it had
ever been objects of doubt. What he had
been expecting was rather someexpression
of delight or admiration:"'

This leads us to Freud's further observation two years later in
the Outline of Psychoanalysis in the chapter entitled The
PsychicaMpparatus and the Externa'l World:
"The view which postulates that in all
psychoses there is splitting of the egocould
not call for so much notice if it did not turn
out to apply to other states more like the
neuroses and, finally, t o the neuroses
themselves. I first becameconvinced of this
in cases of fetishism. This abnormality,
which may be counted a s . o n e of the
perversions, is, as is well known, based on
the patient (who is almost always male) not
recognizing the fact that females have no
penis - a fact which is extremely undesirable
to him since it is a proof of the possibility of
his. being castrated himself. He therefore
disavows his own sense-perception which
showed him that the female genitals lack a
penis and holds fast t o the contrary
conviction:"n
We should at this point recall that Freud emphasizes the
splitting. of the ego in the subject as the condition for its
structuring. The quotations above demonstrate the extent to
which Freud connected these phenomena with castration. One
.characteristic of the estrangement as product of the defence, is
to keep something away from the ego disavowing it: another is
the dependence upon the past which cannot be accepted without
dispute.lg This means that in estrangement the past will be
modified to serve the purposes'of the present.The consequences
of the defence are central themes of the paper and there is, in the
middle of the Acropolis text, a reference that, without being odd
or out of place, stands out and holds our attention. I t is a
reference t o a study of the different mechanisms of defence of the
ego carried out by:

18

"...my daughter, the child analyst (who)' is
writing a book upon them..."20
But this makes us ponder the following. What was Freud
transferring and to whom? Freud transferred to the community of
analysts, not the analysis of his transference as in The
lnterpretation of Dreams, The Psychopathology of Everyday Life
and even earlier, in the Letters to Niess but, paraphrasing Lacan,
he was passe-iflg the analysis. His allusion to Anna Freud is'his
hope, his expectation, his desire and as such, perhaps bound to
lead to misunderstanding. Nevertheless, her book The €go and
the Mechanisms of Defence is, in spite of her intentions, what the
ego is, only defence rather than an autonomous agency which
uses defences. If we only think in terms of what is notego, we will
for instance understand that just as the unconscious is not
defence. then neither is psychoanalysis a technique n o r a theory
of adaptation, since the ego with the defence, even if it adapted
reality to itself, would not escape the fundamental splitting that
places it not very far both from perversion and psychosis.

I

These are the consequences that Freud endeavoured to take
up again in his paper The Splitting of the €go in the Process of
Defence. a paper that remained unfinished because death took
over. Knowing that soon there would be no hand ableto maintain
pen on paper, he writes:
"...this success is achieved at the price of a
rift in the ego which never heals but which
increases as time goes on. The two contrary
reactions to theconflict persistasthecentre
point of a splitting of the ego. The whole
process seems so strange to us because we
take for granted the synthetic nature of the
processes of the ego. But we are clearly at
fault i n this?'
...and we think that the above was very much an answer to the
book of hi@daughter Anna. Freud's posthumouswork also marks
the limit of the analysis; of the Freudian analysis, toquote Lacan.
However, far from this being a wild criticism, it indicates t o what
extent Freud has to be interrogated. His paperon the Acropolis is
about discontent and with the discontent appeared the
estrangement (depersonalization, derealization). Such an

19
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experience remained unsolved. over the following 32 years. When
Freud resolves it, three things become clear:
a. Estrangement is the product of a disavowal
(positive),

These symptoms, both negative and positive, are structured as a
result'of the defence at play and I think they are determined by
the same fantasm as well. The negative phenomenaor symptoms
are the consequence of the mechanism of disavowal; the positive
are the consequence of foreclosure. This shows that i t is only
from the symptom that we can ascertain the defence. A
foreclosure does not determine a psychosis, but if there is
psychosis there must have been foreclosure. Likewise, a
disavowal does not determine a perv.ersion, but if there is
perversion there must have been disavowal. And by the same
token, a repression does not guarantee the neurosis, but ifthere
is neurosis there must have been repression.
"Interpretation without logic would be imbecilic" said Lacan.
Following t h i s i n d i c a t i o n n o t t o practise l o g i c b u t
psychoanalysis, we can see that neurosis i s basedon repression,
perversion is based on disavowal a n d psychosis i s based on
foreclosure. This noticeable. difference between Freud and
Lacan is a consequence of the former.emphasising a continuum
running from neurosis to psychosis, while the latter stresses the
discontinuity.
Estrangement is a disavowed d6jA-v~since i t presents itself as
a rejection, as a non-recognition or a non-acknowledgment. But
if the d6jia-vu is based o n . foreclosure, . i t brings about a
hallucinatory avowal that:

. . b. It i s the counterpart of a fausse
reconnaissance (negative), and,
c. It i s the product of an unconscious fantasm
of filial pity.z2This is the only point where a
father of flesh and bones, when'awakening
pity in the son, makes it'more difficultthough not imp.ossible - for the son to
receive him as dead, that is, as the Name-ofthe-Father.
Freud compares .himself and his brother Alexander to
Napoleon and his brother. He imagines telling his own brother
what Napoleon had told his brother regarding their father.
Napoleon asked his brother to imagine what it would be like if
their father were to be alive and able to attend his coronation.
Freud then makes a link between being in Athens and his dead
father:
"Thus what interfered with our enjoyment of
the joyrney to Athens was a feeling of filial
piety. And now you will no longer wonder
why the recollection of this incident on the
Acropolis should.have troubled me so often
since I myself have grown old and stand in
need of forbearance and can travel no
more."23
If I said "oursolution isnot the traditionalone" it is because the
issue of depersonalization presupposes that of personalization,
that is, a totality that suffers a deconstructive/disintegrative
process.
An objective and shared reality to which the 'subject adapts
himself is, likewise, presupposed in de-realization. This is why we
prefer to speak of estrangement as negative of the d6ji-w and
fausse reconnaissance, rather than depersonalization and
derealization in order to explain the above mentioned
phenomena.
,

20
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"It could be said that the sentiment of dLj;-'
vu comes to the re-encounter of the erratic
hallucination, that it is the imaginary echo
which emerges as a response to a point of
reality that belongs to the limit where it is
curtailed from the symbolic. This means
that the sentiment of irreality is exactly the
same phenomenon as the sentiment of
reality..."*'
The sentiment of realityhnreality depends upon the destinyof
castration, be it repression, disavowal or foreclosure.

21
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"This fantasm where th.e subject is held captive is as
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translation).
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( Wahrnehmungen-perceptions) are neurones in
which perceptions originate, t o which
consciousness attaches, but which in themselves
retain no trace of what has happened. 'For
consciousness and memory are mutually exclusive.

WZ

( Wahmehmungszeichen-indications of perception)
is the first registration of the perceptions; it is quite
incapable of consciousness, and arranged
according to associations by simultaneity.

Ub

(Unbewusstsein-unconsciousness) is the second
registration, arranged according to other (perhaps
causal) relations. U b traces would perhaps
correspond to conceptual memories: equally
inaccessible to consciousness.

Vb

(Vorbewusstsein-preconsciousness) is the third
transcription, attached to word-presentations and
corresponding to our official ego. The cathexes
preceeding from this Vb . become conscious
according to certain rules; and this secondary
thought-consciousness is subsequent in time, and
is probably linked to the hallucinatory activation of
word-presentations, so that the neurones of
consciousness would once again be perceptual
neurones and in themselves without memory.

Bews(8ewusstsein-consciousness).

Letter 5 2 Extracts From the FliessPapers 1892-1899in
Pre-psycho-analytic Publications and Unpublished
Drafts.St.Ed.. Vol.1.
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Extracts From the Fliess Papers, Draft K. The Neuroses
of Defence, in The Complete LettersofSigmundFreud
to Wilhelm Fliess 1887- 1904, p. 164.
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my own" in Fausse Reconnaissance (D6ji Raconte) in
Psycho-Analytic Treatment p.206.
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"...Then to my very great terror Isaw my little fingerfall
off; and in fact it fell into the pail. Knowing that my
mother was angry, I did not venture to say anything:
but myterrorgrewstillrnoreintensewhenlsawthepail
carried off soon afterwards by the servant girl. For a
long time I was convinced that I had lost a finger-up to
the time, I believe, at which I learnt to count'' in Idem.
p.206.
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Dieu ef la jouissance de M femme, in Le Skminaire.
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A n Outline of Psychoanalysis, (1938). StEd., Vol.
XXIII, p. 202.
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A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis, p.246
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Idem, p. 245.
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Splitting of the Ego in the Process of Defence, (1938).
St.Ed ... Vol. XXIII. p. 276.
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Idem, p.90.
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According to Lacan, Freud protects the Father.

z1 FREUD.S.

A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis,'p.248.
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LACAN,J.

RBsponse a u commentaire de Jean Hyppolite, in
Ecrits. Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1966, p.391. (My
translation).
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Elizabeth Von R Her Mask Nevertheless
Reveals a Hidden Sense
Gayle Paul1

"He told the story of the marvellous young
woman he had slept with when an apprentice to
Henrouille as well. The story became a
household joke in the end. That is what becomes
of, one's intimate secrets when they are brought
into the open and made public.
There is notking frightful in us and on earth and
perhaps in heaven above except what has not yet
been said."
Wine

2

I have chosen the case of Elizabeth von R, as it is the first fulllength analysis of hysteria by Freud and the one in which he
arrived at the procedure he employed and likened to "'clearing

away of the pathogenic psychical material layer by layer", to" the
technique of excavating a b u r i e d ~ i t y . " ~
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On first sight her history for Freud was "made up of
commonplace emotional upheavals, and there was nothing
about it to explain why it was particularly from hysteria that she
fell ill."'
Nevertheless, it is with this case that Freud states clearly the
"ultimate connection between the story of the patient's
sufferings and the symptoms of i l l n e s ~ . " ~
Twenty-four year old Elizabeth presents herself t o Freud in
1892, having suffered f o r two years from great pain when
walking, to the extent that she walked with the upper part of her
body bent forward, complaining of pains in the legs and fatigue.
Freud is struck by her cheerful air, both in regard to her family
troubles and her symptoms, "the belle indiffkrence of' an
hysteric"B he "could not help thinking", and "looking at her, one
could not help thinking of'the poet's words:
Her mask reveals a hidden sense."l

death of her other married sister who succumbed to a.longstanding heart condition during confinement; the loss of the
custody of this couple's child; and finally the withdrawal from the
family circle of this brother-in-law.
The third Set includes Elizabeth's attempts in action and
thou5ht to patch the fragmenting family and so prevent her
mother's isolation: by devoting herself entirely .to sick-nursing
her father, even sleeping in his room; becoming devoted to her
mother after her eye operation; by defending her mother against
her first brother-in-law; by reconciling herself to marriage.(after
the^ loss of one sister and husband t o Austria) by seeing the
devotion to another sister by her husband; b y returning to her
sister's sick bed; and finally bytheattempts at incorporating their
child into the family.
All these attempts failed in filling the gap. In regard to her
mother, Elizabeth is left with a feeling of helplessness for she
could not "afford a substitute for the happiness she had lo st."^

Freud later in a footnote retracts the poet's words, now his own,
saying that he was mistaken. We will return t o this later after
highlighting some points in his text.
The first is the Set of thoughts in regard t o the father and this
daughter, the youngest of three who "...took the place of a son
and a friend with. whom he could exchange thoughts..."; who
depaited "...from the ideal which people like t o see realized in a
girl ..." and who he jokingly called "cock-sure, and warned her
against being too positive in her judgements and against her
habit of regardlessly telling peoplethetruth and heoftensaid she
would find it hard to get a husband. She was in fact greatly
discontented'with b e i r g a girl." Instead, "...she nourished herself
on her pride in herfatherand in theprestigeandsocial position of
her family ... The unselfishness, however, with which she put her
mother and elder sisters first, when an occasion arose,
reconciled her parents completely to the harsher side of her
character."8
The second i s i n regard tothesetwhich includestheshattering
of her idyllic family portrait, by several family misfortunes such
as: the continued deterioration of her mother's eyesight; the
eighteen-month .long illness and then the death of her beloved
father: the movement
to Austria of a sister and brother-in-law; the
....

.The fourth Set: includes the appearance of the symptoms of
pain: such as when standing upon hearing of her father's illness;
in the right leg when nursing her father; after walking in a health
resort with her brother-in-law; after sitting on a hill when the
couple departed; i n the left leg when speaking of her two
brothers-in-law: after lying down on the train returning to her
sister's sick bed; and while standing at the foot of her sister's
death bed. It was not until two years after the death of her father
that she fell ill and became incapacitated when walking.
Freud takes these pains and uses them as a compass t o reveal
the hidden thoughts of Elizabeth and sorts out in detail in the text
which were rheumatic and which had taken rheumatism merely
as their pathogenic model.
"...She was using her physical feelings as a
symbol of her mental ones. But it remained
unexplained what her motives might. have
been for making a substitution of this kind
and at what moment it had taken place." '0
Thus a fifth Set includes Elizabeth's thoughts as revealed by
Freud in their two-sidedness of pleasure and pain: for example
feeling blissful after walking home with a boy during her father's

~
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illness, the bitter self reproach qu,ickly follows, "...for having
'sacrificed so much time t o her own enjoyment";l' feeling happily
reconciled to marriage after seeing the happiness of her sister
and walking with her brother-in-law, only to feel acute loneliness
upon their departure, a longing for love, so that her "frozen
nature began to melt;"l* and standing at the foot of her sister's
death bed and thinking to her horror, "Now he is free again and I
can be his wife."13
Thus Elizabeth in such moments is confronted by her desire
and her impotence; .not only could she not keep the family
together, a happy intention formed after her father's death, but
her 'wanting' reveals to her, her own wish to marry and to marry
her brother-in-law, a thought judged by her to be immoral and so
she condemned it and became preoccupied with the gloomy
reflections. Freud states "...that when for once _..the rare
conditions for a happy marriage. had been fulfilled, this
happiness should have come to such an end.""
The accumulation of these painful thoughts becomes literally,
her "inability to take a single step f o r ~ a r d . " ' ~
"Here then was the unhappy story of this
proud girl .with her longing for love.
Unreconciled to her fate, embittered by the
failure of all her little. schemes for re;
. establishing the family's former glories...
she had lived for eighteen months in almost
complete seclusion..."18
Let us then link what these Sets ofjdeas now leave us with:
,
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The outcome of these Sets in whatever combination we take the
separate elements, is the unknown conflict of pleasure and pain.
As Freud explains;
"...the erotic idea was repressed from
association and the affect attaching t o that
idea was used to intensify or revive a
physical pain w h i c h was present
simultaneously or shortly before. Thus it
was an insfance of the mechanism of
conversion for the purpose of defence ..."
"...the analysis pointed t o the occurrence of
a conversion of psychical excitation into
physical pain though that pain wascertainly
not perceived at the time in question or
remembered afterward^..."'^
There is not a single traumatic cause, but a Set of similar ones
overdetermining in outcome, being linked into the signifying
chain and repressed from it. This happens clearly in the case of
being walked home by a boy during her father's illness and in
regard to the fateful thought at her sister's death bed, so she
"...spared herself the painful conviction that she loved her sister's
husband by inducing physical pain in herself.''la During the
sessions, Freud connects many other instances of tender
feelings which lay behind her mask of sisterly affection, which
accumulated in that flash of thought:"Now he is free again and I
can be his wife"
Freud thought that he was mistaken in attributing the poet's
words t o Elizabeth because he was looking only for a symbolic
expression of her painful thoughts:
"...this p s y c h i c a l mechanism of
symbolization did not play a prominent part
with Fraulein Elizabeth von R. It did not
create her abasia... which was already
present (and) received considerable
reinforcement in this way ...( resulting in) a
functional paralysis based on psychical
associations but also with one based on
.
.
~ymbolization."~~
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The somatic pains were not created by the neurosis as a mask
but.w,ere used, intensified and maintained by it. The rheumatic
pain became a mnemic symbol zo of her painful psychical
excitations and culminated in her "not being able t o takeasingle
step forward", creating the symbolization in the second part of
her story.
With regard t o these feelings she was in the peculiar situation
of knowing and at thesame timeof not knowing, !'asituation. that
is, i n which a psychical group was Cut-Off ... C u t Off from any free
associative connection of thought with the rest of the ideational
content of her mind."21 This cutting-off, of knowing and notknowing, is the discourse of the Hysteric Written by Lacan as:
-9

s
-

-

I

s1

-.

a
s2 ...the question of
subjectivity': primacy t o the division of the
subject ($), over his or herfantasm (objeta)
producing the symptom in the place of
knowledge (Si) related to but divided from
the signifying chain (S2) which supports
it,"22

Let us look more closely at the fateful thought "Now he is free
again and I can be his wife", which caps Elizabeth's inability to
move forward.
What group of ideas could be 'cut off' for this 'cock-sure'
Elizabeth, the boy of her father's dreams, who almost comes into
being, but loyal t o her father's desire is rescued by his timely
relapse ? What group of ideas forces its way into consciousness
at her sister's bed ? When the subject addresses its demands
outside itself to another, this other becomes the fantasied place
of just such a knowledge or certainty the Other.23This Other is
'the site of language to which the speaking being addresses itself.

"The identification necessary to end. the
Oedipus complex accounts f o r t h e
troublesome nature of the female position.
The only ideal feminine identification
possible .for the girl is with the phallic
woman, but this is the 'pre-Oedipal'
identification par excellence."2'
The "...now he is free and I can be... ,'' is none other than the
return'of the repressed from the Other, the partial recognition
only, the moments called traumatic by Freud where conversion
takes place. Where our Sets move from S t o the s position and
pain emerges signified. The repressed returns from the Other
revealed in the words, "1 can be."
L i c a n writes:
"The 'you' descends on the woman with no
possibility of error, since it is a 'you' not
addressed to her as a person or as second
person, but one which strikes her at thevery
roots of her want. There is no 'you' unless it
comes from the Other with a capital 0.Once
the little girl is in a position to receive her
message in the inverted form of 'I1,once she
can refer to her image with this '1') and
effectively articulate the question 'what do I
want?' then she is already in the realm of
'intersubjectivity' ..."25
The realization that she could not continue t o address her
desire to her father (after walking home with the boy), that she
longs for love (after contemplating her sister's marriage) and
finally that she is not a boy but subject to the Other, descends
upon her: she must enter the door marked ladies not that door
desired by her father, she could not become the phallus, the 'not
all' (the woman) and so, desiring is blocked.
p ha1Ii c i s m i s a n 'unconscious'
phenomenon, if this somewhat risky
expression be permitted, which has nothing
natural about it forthe boyany moresotha%
for the girl."2e

-

In Freu'd's works, the emphasis is on the castration complex as
the source of the law and it.is the father who metaphorically says
no to the child's desire making the absence of penis in women
meaningful to the father's prohibition of incestuous desires.

'Ii..

This preference for the father is a functional shift from the
mother to the father, as the place of the Other, the place to which
the demand is addressed.
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So that each sex comes mythically and exclusively to stand for
that which could mythically satisfy and complete the other. The
fear of the n o t said causes the heightening of her pain and the
hesitation and bent gait at the threshold of herdoor before taking
on completely her fictional sexual category the myth and the
masquerade.
"For Lacan. masquerade is the very
definition of 'femininity' precisely because it
is constructed with reference to the male
sign."l7
.
,

-

The 'hysteric, Freud tells us, when taking verbal expressions
literally "...is not taking liberties with words but issimply,reviving
once mo.rethe sensationstowhich theverbalexpressionowesits
justifiction ...and hysteria is right in restoring the original
meaning of the words in depicting its unusually strong
innervations."28
'Her pains did not occur as productsof conversion at the time of
experiencing certain events, but during a second timing, "while
she was reproducing those impressions in her thought^,"^^ and
reworking, Nachtriglichkeit, the castration complex. The Null
Set, i n repetition at these moments of conversion, reveals her
lack.
"...psychoanalysis does not try t o describe
what a woman is that would b e a task it
could scarcely perform
but sets about
enquiring how she comes into being..."a0
Coming into Being necessarilyimpliesherstatusasaspeaking
being, a Being barred ($), theother, barredequallyforthose who
walk through the door marked ladies or those who enter
gentlemen. The doors are not complementary but expose the
fantasm upon which the notion of completion rests and.of the
paternal metaphor and its production of the lying ' a n d
"
masquerading subject.
" T h e castration complex ...i s of the
profoundest importance i n the formation
alike of character and neur0sis."3~

-

-
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Truth and Delusion in Schreber and Freud
Rob Gordon
"
I would count it a great triumph for my
dialectical dexterity if ...l should achieve only the
one result, 12 makethe physicians shake their
heads in douht as to whether there is some truth
in my so-called delusions and.hallucinations!'

Daniel Paul Schreber'
"It remains tor the future to decide whetherthere

is more delusion in my theory than I should liketo
admit. or whether there is more truth in
Schreber's delusion than other people are as yet
prepared to believe."

Freud?
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Schreber's Memoirs of My Nervous ///ness (1903), must have
been a welcome find for Freud when he read them. They
constitute an extensive account of the world of a type of patient
that was rare in his psycho-analytic practice - one of paranoid
psychosis. It is, moreover, so rich and explicit i n itscontent that it
invites interpretation on almost every page. It isclearly written by
a man ofeducation and intelligence (he was presidentofa district
court), and one characteristic particularly stands out - Schreber's
search for truth and for accuracy in his writing.
Schreber's truth is the purpose of the Memoirs.He asserts that
his experiences will reveal to mankind quite new knowledge in
the field of religion. His initial sketches were notes accumulated
for the purpose of recording and clarifying his experiences.
Then he wrote the Memoirs to give his family and friends "an
approximate idea at least of my religious conceptions, so that
they may have some understanding of the necessity which forces
me to various oddities of behaviour " (p.41). Later, he decided to
publish it for the benefit of the sciences of religion and
psychiatry.
Throughout the book Schreber endeavours to be clear about
his observations, to,check them against illusion or mistake, and
to draw carefully reasoned conclusions from them about the
nature of the world and God. Here is a man in the midst of a
phantasmagoria, undertaking a scientific enterprise. As he
presents i t to us. his thought is clear and consistent, but its
axioms reveal the paranoia. When he isconvinced that the world
has been brought to an end and yet he sees life going on about
him, he does not question the catastrophe, but draws the
conclusion that what he sees is a series of miracles creating
illusory people for his benefit alone.
Yet at the same time he does submit to the empirical tenet of
uncertainty due to insufficient observations and he seems to be
aware of his epistemological inadequacies:
"Nor' can I' maintain that' everything is
irrefutably certain even for me: much
remains only presumption and probability.
After all I too am.only a human being and
therefore limited to the confines of human
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unaerstanding; but one thing I am certain of,
namely that I have come infinitely closer to
the truth than human beings who have not
received divine revelation" (p. '41).
The hesitancy and humility which is evident here reminds usof
Freud's statement that we must abase ourselves before the facts.
After all, Freud also knew what it was like to interpret
observations and arrive at knowledge not acceptable to those
around him.
The Memoirs then, are a truth-offering from Schreber to the
world. Freud received this offering in his Psycho-analytic Notes
on an Autobiographical Account of a Case of Paranoia, (1911)
What did he find i n this offering? Among accounts of his
treatment and the course of his illness, Schreber gradually
supplies the reader with his description of the'world i n which he
found himself. Understandably, it is difficult to summarise it
comprehensively, but there are a number of key phenomena and
ideas.
For Schreber, there was a God who knew nothing'of the living
human being:He knew him afterhedied through hiscorpse. This
God was somehow divided into ap Upper and a Lower God,
called Ormuzd and Ariman. after the ancient Persian deities; the
names were not his but given by revelation. Of these two, the
Upper was remote and connected with the sun, while the Lower
was close and gave vent to his hostile intentions on Schreber's
body by means of miraculous happenings.
At a certain point, there occurred a "crisis in the realms of
heaven," which centred on the person of Schreber. The essence
of this crisis meant that Schreber himself came to constitute a
threat to God's omnipotence. It was precipitated by somebody
having committed "soul murder," which means, "to take
possession of another person's soul in order to prolong one's life
at another soul's expense, or to secure some other advantages
which outlast death" (p. 55).
It was thought to have been perpetrated by Flechsig,
Schreber's first physician, or possibly by Schreber himself.
The repercussions of this soul murder on the realms of God
can be understood only with certain background knowledge
37
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which Schreber provides in regard to departed souls. Firstly,'he
tel1.s us, "every single nerve of intellect represents the total
mental ,individuality of a human being." During life nerves are',
nourished by ttie body and man is "body and soul together." At
death the soul is not extinguished, it goes into hibernation and
can be re-awakened ,by God, who approaches corpses, and
draws the nerves up to himself.
..
God also,consists of nerves, but His.are infinite and eternal,
and have "the faculty of transforming themselves into all things
of the created world; in this capacity they are called rays" (p, 46).
Rays are also "complexes of blessed human souls merged into
higher entities" (p. 53). Blessed here means purified so the souls
may ascend to heaven and experience uninterrupted enjoyment
and contemplation of God.
Hav'ing created the world, Schreber understood God t o have
withdrawn and left it to its own devices, this state he called the
Order of the World. When exceptional circumstancesarose, such
as fervent prayer, or a need to shape the destiny of nations, God
would establish "nerve-contact'' with mankind - resulting in
miracles or highly gifted people being born, or it would occur
with individuals to provide dreams and inspirations. However,
nerve-contact could not be prolonged because it posedadanger
to God. Living human nerves in a high state of excitation exerted
such a power of attraction on God that he would become unable
to free himself from them and endanger his own existence. Such
nerves would also attract and hold souls.
The souls of the dead have as their ultimate destiny to merge
with each other and remain only aware of being part of God,
Hence it would appear that soul murder went totally against this
situation,. Schreber was led to presume that Flechsig has been
vouchsafed a contact with divine .rays because of God's
particular .interest i n human nervousness (Flechsig being a
nerve specialist): Flechsig however,had resisted the breaking of
contact and managed to retain a permanent nerve-contact. He
also established "something.like a conspiracy" with souls in a
certain part of heaven to maintain the situation.
It is difficultto becertain oftheexact relationof theseeventsto
Schreber himself, but the result is that permanent nerve-contact
is established between himself and the rays and Flechsig is
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perceived as intent on committing soul murder on him. God, also
is thought by Schreber to underrate the danger of thesitu,ation at
first. which might lead him to become permanently tie.d t o
Schreber too. This would result in all creation On earth.perishing.
An innate tendency of the Order of the.World is to unman
anyone who establishes permanent contact with the. rays,
because such contact leads to uninterrupted feelings of soulvoluptuou.sness. .Unmanning means to be transformed into a
woman, with one's genitals changed into female sexual organs.
This miracle emanates from the rays of Ariman, the Lower.God.
Just as unmanning .was a consequence of the Order of the
World, God, through his souls, developed. "the policy of
vacillation in which attempts to cure my nervous ,illness
alternated with attempts to annihilate me." A further attack was
the attempt by God to destroy his reason. All these measures
would reduce the nervous excit.ation and release the souls from
the irresistible voluptuousness they experienced in contact with
Schreber's nerves. A bewildering array of miracles was directed
at Schreber by the rays, nerves and souls as part of this piocess.
Flechsig also.posed the additional threat of soul murder.
Schreber successfully resisted all these attempts, he tells us.
He sums it up thus:
"from this apparently so unequal. battle
between one weak human being and God
.. . . . . . . . Himself, I emerge, albeit not without
. . .
. .
sufferings and deprivations ' victorious
..
because the Order of the World is on my
side" (p. 70).
Yet he sees the unmanning a s - a miracle on his body
proceeding very slowly over countless years. At one stage he
believed that all other humans had been destroyed and he would
bear the progenitors of a new human race with his feminine
organs. But at the time of writing the Memoirs he is no longer
certain of this.
Such is the essence of the drama in the midst of which
Schreber finds himself. It is a drama which occupies heaven and
earth, and the stars and^ planets. It includes his immediate
physical'environment which is the scene of constant miracles of
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accounts of occurrences and processes on other planets, the
extruding of his own nerves to form a network linking the stars
across the vault of heaven, and of souls clustered around the rays
on rodslike the bundle or fasces born by ancient Roman Lictors
before magistrates. Schreber acknowledges that they are
hallucinations, and refers often to Kraepelin's textbook of
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"In my opinion science wouldgovery wrong
to designate all such phenomena that lack
objective reality, and to throw them into the
lumber room of things that d o not exist ... It
seems psychologically. impossible that l
suffer only from hallucinations" (p, 90).
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Here is an example of the type of experience he i s referring to:
"With my mind'seye lseethe'rayswhichare
both ,th,e carriers of the voices'and.,the
poison of corpses to be unloaded.on 'my
body, as l o n g drawn out filaments
approaching my head from some vast
distant spot omthe horizon. I can see them
only with my mind's eye when my eyes are
closed by miracles or when Ibclose them
voluntarily, that is to say they are.then
reflected on my inner nervous system as
long filamentsstretching towards my head. I
see the same phenomena with my bodily
eye when I keep my eyes open; I see these
filaments, as it were, from one or more far
distant spots beyond the horizon stretching
sometimes towards my head sometimes
withdrawing from it. 'Every withdrawal is
accompanied by a keenly felt, at times
intense, pain in my head. The threads which
are,pulled, info my head they are also the
carriers' of 'the voices - perform a circular
movement in it, best compared'to my head
being hollowed out from inside with a drill"
(p. 227).
'
.
Such descriptions are plentiful, and it is difficult, even on a
second and third reading, to find one's way through them. It is
easier to focus on the figure of Flechsig and the Upper and Lower
Gods, and the attitudes associatnd with them. HoweverSchreber
seems'to regard descriptions such as the above as his'most
scientifically valuable contribution.
In his examination.of the Memoirs, Freud follows the theme of
Schreber's sexuality and detects the latent homosexual
attachment to Flechsig. reawakened from that to his own father
and structures the main delusional themes asdefencesagainst it.
He is led in part 111 of the Psycho-analytic Notes to consider the
mechanism of paranoia in terms of libidinal investments,
projection, regression and other concepts. Homosexuality i.s a
threat, The subject withdraws libido from the investments i n the
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6nvironment:and comes to the end-of-the-world experience as a
projection of the event. Then a process of recovery is noisily
.,
instituted in which the subject reconstructs his world in the form
of 'the delusions. Freud says of this process that it:
.
.
"...undoes the work of repression and brings.
back the libido again onto the people it had
abandoned. In paranoia this process is
carried out by the method of projection. It
was .incorrect to -say'that the perception
which was supressed internally is projected
outwards; the truth is rather, as we now see
that what was abolished internally returns
from without" (p. 71; my italics).

experience of his life. I refer here to the Projecr ror a Scientific
Psychology ot 1895.3Freud's description of what we should call
discovery is given i n letters to Fliess. In May 1895,he wrote of his
. ~.
Psychology:
"It has beckoned to me from afar since time
immemorial, but now that I have met with
the neuroses it has come that much
nearer ...l have devoted every free minute of
the last few weeks to work like this; I have
spent the night hours from eleven till two
w i t h imaginings, transpositions a n d
guesses like these" (p. 283-4, my italics).'
Then in October he wrote:

.'But at the end of the Psycho-analytic.Notes, Freud comments
on Schreber's haIIucinatory/supernatural observations:
"Schreber's 'rays of God'. which are made
up of a.condensation of the sun's rays, of
nerve fibres, and of spermatozoa, are in
reality nothing else than a concrete
representation and projection outwards of
libidinal investments and they thus lend his
delusions a striking conformity with our
theory ... these and many other details of
Schreber's delusional structure sound
almost like endopsychic perceptions of the
processes whose existence I have assumed
in these pages, as the basis of our
explanation of paranoia" (p. 78-9).
Freud evinces a sympathy for Schreber's experiences by
calling them endopsychic perceptions - perhaps a scientific
rendering of Schreber's mind's eye - which no doubt is exactly
what Schreber had wished for in his. appeal' to the scientific
commu'nity. Freud .also indicates that his. paper is "only a
fragment of a larger whole." Yet he,seemed to go no further with
it. But thereissomethingelseverymuch i n the wiugsattheend.of
the Psycho-analytic Notes and that is Freud's own capacity for
endopsychic perceptions which, we could say along with the
dream of Irma's injection must have been the most decisive

"In the course of a busy night "...the
boundaries were suddenly raised, the veils
fell away and it was possible to see through
from the details of the neuroses to the
..
determinants of consciousness. Everything
seemed to fit together, the gears were i n
mesh, the thing gave o n e the impression
that it waS really a machine and would soon
..
run of itself" (p. 285).
The intensity of this experience is further highlighted by.its
rebound indicated in his comment a month later:
,.;
-,,.;.;;#
"I can no longer understa'nd the state of
.. . ..
m i n d i n w h i c h I hatched out the
'Psychology'; I cannot make out how I came
to inflict it crn you" (p. 285).
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, , O f course we are now in a position to see how important the
Project is. It prefigures the rest of ,Freud's work and clearly
provided the framework for his 1ate.r discoveries and'
elaborations. Did he never publish it because of the way he had
arrived at it by a process of speculation ? (From the Latin
specular;, to spy out, observe; Concise Oxford Dictionary). Yet it
was'this mental vision of the mechanism which enabled him to
"see through", or rather'hear through hkpatients.
On closer examination, the parallels between Schreber's
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delusions and Freud's Project are extensive and striking.
illustrations will.have to serve here to indicate the basis of a
detailed analysis.
Schreber begins his book by differentiating two sets of nerves
one "adapted solely for receiving sensory impressions" an
anotherto "receive and retain mental impressions and as organ
an
of will." These correspond precisely to Freud's
V neurones, Schreber speaks of the excitation of nerves, and i
particular of irresistible feelings of voluptuous pleasure whic
souls exp'erience when in contact with his nerves..It is this energ
circulating in nerves which constitutes the threat to God's realm
and endangers the existence of the world.
In the Project, Freud postulates a quantity of energy which h
calls QJithe discharge of which,
"represents the primary function of t
nervous system. For among the paths
discharge those are preferred and retain
which involve a cessation ,of the stimulus
flight from the stimulus" (p. 296).
For Schreber. God inaugurates the process of "tying-of-souls-',
to-celestial-bodies" in order to reduce their contact with:
Schreber's voluptuousness. At the same .time contact with the
rays ceaselessly stimulates itFreud describes i n contrast to the
"flight from the stimulus" b y . the motor neurones,. the
endogenous stimuli which cannot be escaped, but must be met
by retaining a store of
"sufficient to meet the demand for a~
specific action". Freud develops his psychology around the
concretisation of the libido as Qfi and neurones and their
combinations as an anatomical representation of what will later:.
be seen as psychical mechanisms. The dynamic relations
between perceptions,. memory, wishing and .satisfaction .are
represented in terms of the contacts of the neurones. the energy
QJi within them and the investments and facilitations between
them. Hence Freud speaks of groups of neurones.' In his account
of the psychopathology of hysteria and in normal psychical:..
processes such as attention and sense of reality, he analyses th
V , an
contributions of different neurones, represented in the
o systems.

4
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Schreber's experience is of supernatural contact with the
nerves of dead souls who interact with him. They becomefurther
concretised as "little men" occupying his head. Just as Freud
describes neurones as entities for the purposes Of the theory,
Schreber finds himself in a world peopled by nerves. In turn these
nerves are grouped together to form souls and rays, which exert
more far-reaching effects on him.
One topic whichoccupies Freud in the early part of the Project
is the problem of how a neurone can be permanently altered by
an event to provide for memory, yet also remain unprejudiced to
receive fresh excitations. He assigns these functions to separate
classes of neurones, the y a n d neurones. He then develops the
idea of "contact barriers" between neurones to provide for a
selective passage ofQ4 that is, varying degreesof facilitation. He
arrives at the thesis: "memory is represented by the differences in
the facilitations between the V neurones." Other neurones
remain permeable, "offering no resistance and retaining
nothing."
Compare what Schreber says of the souls:
"One must remember that souls are
different from human beingsand therefore it
is not possible to gauge their feelings by
human standards. Souls' greatest
happiness lies in continual revelling in
pleasure combined with recollections of
their human past. They were able to
exchange their recollections and by means
of divine rays- borrowed forthis purpose, so
to speak - obtain knowledge about the
conditions of persons still living on earth in
whom they were interested, their relatives,
friends, etc., and probably even help raise
them up after death to attain to the state of
Blessedness. But souls' own happiness was
not clouded by learning of the relatives'
unhappy state on earth. For although the
souls retain the mem'ory'of theirown human
past, they could not for any length of time
retain new impressions which.they received

4
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as souls. This natural tendency of souls to
forget would soon have erased 'any new
adverse impressions" (p. 52).

I n > t h e second section of the Project Freud discusses the
psychopathology of hysterical compulsion. He concludes:
"That for every compulsion there is a
corresponding repression, that for every
excessive intrusion into consciousness
there is a corresponding amnesia.
The term 'excessively intense' points .to
quantitative characteristics. It is plausable
to suppose that .repression has the
quantitative meaning of being denuded of
0. and the sum of the two (of the
compulsion and the repression) is equal to
normal. If so, only the distribution has
changed. Something has been added to A
which has been subtracted from B" (p.350).
Here A is an excessively intense idea which gives rise to'
weeping without reason, while B is.an idea which would justify
the weeping.
In the first section, Freud also gives an account of defence in
relation to affects and wishful states. Both of these raise the
tension of Q. ' i n 'y ' - the mnemic neurones.
"Both states are of the greatest importance
for the passage (of quantity) in V I for they
lesve behind them motivesfor it which areof
a compulsive kind. The wishful state results
in a positive attraction towards the object
wished for, or more precisely towards its
mnemic image; the experience of pain leads
to a repulsion, a disinclination to keeping
the hostile mnemic image invested. Herewe
have primary wishful attraction and primary
defence (fending off) " (p. 322).
Then Freud introduces the ego. The two processes of wishful
attractiqn and defence or inclination to repression, he says:
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"...indicate' that an organization has been
formed in the 'W whose presence interferes
with passages (of quantity) which on the
first occasion occurred in a particular way
[Le. Accompanied by satisfaction or pain].
This organization is called the 'ego'. It can
easily be depicted i f ' w e consider that the
reqularly repeated reception of endogenous
Q. in certain neurones (of the nucleus) and
the facilitating effect proceeding thence will
produce a group of neurones which is
constantly invested ...Thus the ego i s to be
defined as the totality of t h e y investments,
at the given time, in which a permanent
component i s distinguished f r o m a
changing one "(p. 323).
Then foll,ows a detailed. discussion of inhibition and the
investment of Q. into a series of collateral neurones which he
calls "side - investments" Now let us listen to one of Schreber's
experiences:
"One night ...l succeeded with immense
mental effort in temporarily drawing down
to myself all impure ("tested") souls; .it
would have only required a thorough
"covering with rays" for my recovery
through one nerve-restoring sleep and with
it the disappearance of the impure souls ... In
consequence Flechsig's soul took special
measurestc exclude the recurrence of such
a danger to i!s existence and to that of other
impure souls. It resorted to mechanical
fastening as an expedient; a technique of
which I was only able to get a rough idea.
This mechanical fastening first occurred in
a looser form called "tying-to-rays" ...
According to thisthesoulshungona kindof
bundle of rods (like the fasces of the Roman
Lictors). but i n such a manner that the rods
spread out below like a cone, while the
47
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nerves of the souls were tied fast around the
upper points. When this looser form of
fastening seemed not to afford sufficient
defence against my power of attraction and
the danger of dissolving in my body, a more
resistant form was chosen which was called
" t y i n g - t 0 - c e Ies t i a I b o d ies . " As t h e
expression denotes, a tying to some distant
stars occurred which from then on excluded
the possibility of a complete dissolution in
my body in consequence of my power of
attraction;'on the. contrary withdrawal was
safeguarded through the mechanical
fastening so established. When the "middle
F1echsig"used this form of fastening for the
first time, it was felt i n God's realms that
behaviour so contrary to the Order of the
World.would not be tolerated. The "middle
Flechsig" was therefore forced to untie
himself again. But when theexperiment was
later repeated there was no longer sufficient
energy for such measures" (p. 118).
Another bsc:ription reminds us of the Freud of The Ego and
the /d
"Flechsig's soul introduced the partition of
souls mainly i n order to occupy the whole
heavenly vault with parts of souls so that
divine rays, following some power of
atiraction met resistance on all sides. The
picture which I have in mind is extremely
difficult to express in words; it appeared that
nerves probably taken fiom m y body were
strung over the whole heavenly vault, which
divine rays were not able to. surmount, or
which at least constituted a mechanical
obstacle - similar to the way a besieged
fortress is'protected by walls and moats
against the onrush'of the enemy" (p. 109).
.

.
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In these accounts we can detect not only the defensive
.
processes. but also their failure resulting in the illness.
In his Psycho-analytic Notes, Fre'ud concentrated on the
analysis and interpretation of the psychosis. He concerned
himself with the content. By contrast, the samples I have given
indicate something of the system we could call it delusional within which the content was articulated. As we haveseen, Freud
pointed to this at .the end of the paper and finished the
penultimate paragraph with:
"It remains for the future to decide whether
there is more delusion in my theory than?
should like to admit, or whether there is
more truth i n Schreber's delusion than other
people are as yet prepared to believe"
( p.79).
With Freud's reservations about the Project which prevented
him from ever publishing it. we can ask what is truth and delusion
there, or for that matter in the whole psycho-analytic corpus. The
Project is the outcome, the symptom of Freud's passionate
encounter with the real, which inaugurates an investigation that
will last all his life. The Memoirs are the outcome of the real being
articulated through Schreber as a revelation that cannot be
interrogated further. In apposition to Freud's late night
i,naginings we can place the continuous and unending stream of
speech which Schreber was subjected to: "It seems," he says:
"...to lie i n the nature of rays that they must
speak as soon as they are in motion; the
relevant law was expressed in the phrase 'do
not forget that rays must speak', and this
was spoken into my nerves innumerable
times" (p. 121).
Freud gave up the Project in distsste; a distaste which it seems
never fully abated. But its very unfinished nature and. the
dissatisfaction, even shame it engendered and its suppression
into the drawer of his desk, as he says to Fliess, gave rise to a
symptom. That symptom was psycho-analytic writing.
It is not that Freud is true and Schreber is false, nor is it that
hallucinations and delusions are false, norare they true. They are

-
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imaginary representations of the real whose symbolic referent
have been foreclosed leaving them suspended like Schrebei'
nerves acr,oss the vault of heaven in an indeterminate
projected endopsychic perceptions as Freud said, in w
could detect the outlines of,truth.
' B y contrast:the Project was a theory which we could call
delusion articulated within symbolic referents which all
progressive formulation of its latencies as Fr
witness. Freud established his discourse abo
on.the basis of the Project; Schreber's best w a s a co
with God and Flechsig. As he says at the end of the
"Consequently, as I firmly be
irregular state of affairs will
liquidated at my death at the lat
meantime I find immense consolation
encouragement in the knowledge
God's hostile opposition to me.continu
lose in virulenceand thestruggleagai
becomes increasingly conciliatory, perhap
finally toend in complete solidarity. This ... i
the natural sequence of the steadil
increasing soulrvoluptuousness of m
body... The whole development th
appears as a glorious triumph for the
o f t h e Worldin which I can ascribeto
a modest part. If an
beautiful sentence appl
the World, that all legitimate interests are i
harmony " (p. 252).
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Psycho-analytic Notes on A Case of Paranoia
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Project lor a Scientific Psychology. (1895).St. Ed..Vol.
I.

This and the following extracts are in the Editor's
introduction to the Project.
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Freud's Discovery of the Negative
Therapeutic Reaction
John Dingle
This is a brief introductory historical fragment related to
another area of work in progi'ess. It may appear somewhat
allusive out of context but I think it raisessome interesting issues
concerning Freud's own clinical approach. What I have tried to
convey is some impression of the theoretical and therapeutic
implications of a single clinical datum.
My interest in this topic hasarisen fromtwosources. Firstlythe
recent interest in evaluation of the efficacy of psychoanalytically
oriented psychotherapy has focussed on the question of why
some patients get worse in therapy. There have been a number of
contemporary reviews of .this topic by Suzanne Hadley. Hans
Strupp and Gomez-Schwartz.
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Notably absent from these reviews is any discussion of
Freud called the negative therapeutic reaction. Thisstrikes mea
interesling in itself. Sandler, Holder and Dare in 197
negative therapeutic reaction amongst the doze
psychoanalytic concepts. Unlike the other concepts lik
transference, resistance, acting out, etc., etc., this concept seem
to have found littleapplication outside psychoanalysis itself. Thi
also I found surprising as it seems li.kely to be helpful i
understanding diverse phenomena in other fields, such as th
mechanism of action of some paradoxical techniques an
complications of modelling strategies in family work.
This is outside the field of todaqs topic The Clinical Cases o
Freud. This brings me to the second source of my interest in t
topic which is the renewed interest in the Wolfman's case in t
light of the recent publication of Karin Obholzer's lnterviews w
the Wolfman and the results of the multilinguistic study o f t
Wolfman case by Abraham and Torok (with a Kleini
framework) summarised recently by Chapman in English in Cr
of the Wolfman.
Freud's experiences with the Wolfman are seminal i
understanding the development of his formulations of th
negative therapeutic reaction as well as his formulations o
masochism and exploring the possibilities of modificati
technique as a solution to the question of app
interminable analyses as well as the question of analysabilit
itself.
So from'the point of view of these two angles Ithought it woul
be of some interest to trace through historically, the devel
of Freud's thought on this issue.
In 1914, in thesecond partof Further Recommendationsont
Technique of Psychoanalysis called Remembering, Repeat;
and Working Through. Freud raised the whole qu
possible deterioration in the treatment in general.
He draws attention to the need for a change in the
attitude to his illness during treatment. In particular hesay
the -repeating .induced under the form of the transfe
neurosis implies,"conjuring up a pieceof real life" which'kanno
always be harmless and unobjectionable."

The process of making repressed material conscious may lead
to an intensification of anxiety or other SymptOmS."While at the
same time, place is found for a certain tolerance for the state of
being ill."
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"The resistance, however, may exploit the situation for its own
ends and abuse the licence to be ill:
"The first step in overcoming the resistance is made, as we
know, by the analyst's uncovering the resistance, which is never
recognised by the patient, and acquainting him with it, "then
embarking upon the process of the working through:'
In his work with the.Wolfman in the same year 1914 'and
published in 1918 Freud remarked; "In fact he never gave way to
fresh ideas without making one last attempt at clinging t o what
had lost its value for him. When his tutor discouraged him from
his cruelties to small animals, he did indeed put an end to these
misdeeds but not until he had again cut up caterpillars for a last
time to his thorough satisfaction. He still behaved in just thesame
way during the analytic treatment, for he showed a habit of
producing transitory 'negative reactions'; every time something
had been conclusively cleared up, he attempted tocontradict the
effect for a short while by an aggravation of the symptom which
had been cleared up."
Later Freud refers.to an "unconscious sense of guilt" in the
Wolfman, in part related to the repression of hostile wishes
towards the father. So important did Freud consider the
unconscious sense of guilt in thiscase that in afinal footnote he
raises the possibility that the patient's initial sustained
improvement may have been largely due to the misery of losing
his home. his family and all his personal relations in the war,
gratifying his sense of guilt.
In 1923 i n The €go and the Id under a consideration of the
Dependant Relationships of the €go he turns his attention to the
unconscious parts of.the superego in so far as they constitute
obstacles to recovery. "There are certain people who behave in a
quite peculiar fashion during the work of analysis. When one
speaks hopefully to them or expresses satisfaction with the
progress of the treatment, they show signs of dis-content and
their con,ditioninvariably becomes worse ... They react inversely
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to theprogress of the treatment. Every partial solution that
to result and in other people does result in an improveme
temporary suspension of symptoms produces in them
time being an exacerbation of their illness; they get worse
the treatment instead of getting better. They exhibit
known as a negative therapeutic reaction." "In the end we corn
to see that we are dealing with what may be called a 'mora
funct'm, a sense of guilt which is finding its satisfactio
illness and refusing to give up the punishment of suffering."

He distinguishes this resistance which later. in lnh
Symptoms and Anxiety he calls asuperego resistance from
forms of obstacles to recovery such as narcis
inaccessibility, negative attitude to the physician and cling
gains secondary to the illness.
"...as far as the patient is concerned this sense
dumb; it does nottell him he is guilty; he does not feel
feels ill. This sense of guilt expresses itself onlyasa resi
recovery which is extremely difficult to overcome."
In a footnote: "The battle with the obstacle of an unconscious(:
sense of guilt is not made easy for the analyst. Nothing can bc
done against it directly and nothing indirectly but the slow;
procedure of unmasking its unconscious repressed roots and of;
thus changing it into a'conscious sense of guilt."
Freud points out that the term unconscious sense of guilt is in
some ways a misnomer in that itdoes not makesense to talkof an
.unconscious feeling but he really refers to the repression of a
wish which in consciousness would be accompanied by guilt.
He points out the particularly favourablechanceof influencing
the uncounscious sense of guilt when "it is the product.of an,
identification with some other person who wasoncetheobje.ct of.
an erotic investment ... A sense of guilt that has been adopted in
this way is often the sole remaining trace of the abandoned loverelation and not at all easy to recognise as such."
If we can unmask the former object investment behind the
unconscious sense of guilt the therapeutic success may be qui!
favourable.
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"Perhaps it may depend too, on whether the personality of the
analyst allows the patient's putting him in the place of his ego
ideal - and this invokes temptation to the analyst to be the
prophet and saviour - to which the rules of-analysis are
Analysis does not set out to give the
diametrically opposed __.
patient's ego 'freedom' to decide one way or the other."
Normal conscious sense of guilt of course is based o'n'the
tension between the ego and ego ideal and is an expression of a
condemnation of the ego by its critical agency (related to the
neurotic sense of inferiority ).
When should one be on the look out for unconscious guilt?
Freud claims, particularly in obsessive neurosis - a n d in
melancholia, the'ego ideal displays particular severity. He also
refers to'criminals from a sense of guilt'and'those wrecked by
success.'
Also in 1924, in the Economic Problem of Masochism Freud
refers to the neurotic's need to maintain a certain level of suffering
and remarks how contrary to expectations a neurosis which has
defied all therapeutic efforts may dissolve under the influence of
apparent adverse circumstances - an unhappy marriage,
financial disaster, serious organic disease, etc.
Twenty years later, i n Analysis Terminable and lnterminable
(1937), Freud returns to the Wolfman case as an example of a
group of cases .resistant to psychoanalytic treatment and
characterised by "a kind of psychical entropy." "Here we are
dealing with the ultimate things which psychoanalytical research
can learn about; the behaviour of the two primal drives, their
distribution, mingling and defmion - things which we cannot
think of as being confined to..a single province ,of the mental
apparatus - the ego, the id and 'the superego. No stronger
impression arises from the resistance duringthe work of analysis
than of there being a force which is defending itself by every
possible means against .recovery and which is absolutely
resolved to hold on to illness and suffering. One portion of this
force has been'recognised by us, undoubtedly with justice,as the
sense of guilt and need for punishment and has been localized by
us i n the ego's relation to the superego. But this is only the
portion of it which is, as it were, psychically bound by the
I - - - ~
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supereg.o,and thus becomes recognisable; other quotas of th
same force, whether bound or free, may be at work in othe
unspecified places. If we take into.consideration the total pictu
n a d e up of the phenomena of masochism immanent i n so man
people, the negative therapeutic reaction and the sense of gui
'found in so'many neurotics, we shall no longer be able to adher
to the belief that mental events are exclusively governed by th
desire for pleasure. These phenomena are unmistakabl
'indications of the presence of a power in mental life which we.ca
the instinct of aggression or destruction according to its aim
and which we trace back to the original death drives of livin
matter. It is not a question of an antithesis between an optimisti
and a pessimistic theory of life. Only by the concurrent
mutually opposing action of the two primal drives Eros and t
death drive, never by one or the other alone, can we explain t
rich multiplicity of the phenomena of life."
Thus twenty years after the original analysis and publication
the details of the Wolfman's infantile neurosis as Freu
reconstructed it i n hisanalysis. he is still referring to thisanalys'
as a source.of data .on which to base further theoretic
considerations.
In the invitation to this Homage, Oscar Zentner quoied f
Freud's introduction to the Wolfman case, "Analyses which I
to a favourable conclusion in a short time are o f ~ v a l u ei
ministering to the therapist's self-esteem and substantiate th
medical importance of psychoanalysis but they remain for th
most part insignificant.as regards the advancement of scientifi
knowledge."
The Wolfrnan case is the most detailed clinical case report
Freud's available to us and i n many respects the one which rais
the greatest number of clinical and theoretical issues:

-

,

-

the relation of inf.antile to adult neurosis;
:
the importance of the primal scene,
the ultimate questions of analysability,
'
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-the number of questions of modification of
analytic technique, some of which Freud
himself explained,
-the possibilitythat analysis is interminable.
I have focussed on Freud's subsequent theoretical
elaborations of the negative therapeutic reaction because I think
he has elucidated a specific reason for repeated deteriorations i n
treatment which i s comparatively neglected in contemporary
psychiatric discussions of reasons for failure in psychotherapy.
Even within the realm of psychoanalysis itself, therehas been a
tendency after Freud to expand the concept i n svch a way that it
becomes blurred with other forms of resistance to therapy such a?.:
- resistance in the form of negative
transference to the therapist,
- regression at the threat of termination,
- clinging to symptoms as a result of
external secondary gain from illness.

But perhaps we shouldn't be so surprised that as Sandler,
Holder and Dare point out - of all the basic psychoanalytic
concepts, that of the negative therapeutic reaction seems to.be
the one which has found least 'application' outside the field of
psychoanalysis itself, because it is so weighted down with that
theoretical baggage labelled "not for export" which goes by itself
and makes the distinction between what is insido and outside the
field of analysis proper.
It is one of the most imporlant clinical phenomena which
prompts Freud in TheEgoandtheit toelaboratethedualaspects
of the superego in its relations to the i t a n d theexternal world in
the form of the representation of the idealised images of the
original parental objects of libidinal investment (the ego ideal)
'and their internalised prohibitions (the moral conscience) and its
derivation from the Oedipus complex.
It is an important part of his elaborations of the concepts of
moral masochism with its attendant paradoxes.
It leads him to clarify the different forms of resistance in the
light of the elaboration of the structural topographic model. And
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ultimately.it is the case which highlights the insufficiency o f t
theory of the Fleasure Principle to adequately account for all t
phenomena of mental life and leads Freud to persist with the
unpopular d,ual theory of drives and the still problem
theoretical issues of bound and unbound energies which he
recognised as a logical necessity of an adequate theoret
model already in his earliest Projecf for a Scientific Psycholo
(1895)- w i t h its discussion of the competing aims of the
apparatus to maintain stability, while needing to store up q
of energy to permit what he calls specific action.
It is the Wolfman's unconscioussenseof guilt reactivated in
Father transference to Freud which tips the balance i n .
direction of maintaining a stability in the form of an intermina
analysis blocking the patient's access to jouissanceif yo'u like.
all Freud's cases this is the one most subject to re-analys
re-formulation, the one on which we have the most ex
information in the form of memoirs, interviews, etc, and on w
there remains much information yet to be released from t
,
Freud Archives. The Wolfman died only a few years back.
Despite all this and Freud's own attempts at modification of
technique in this case his advice i s to highlight the eth'
responsibility for the analyst to control his furor fherapeuf,
and precisely to analyse - t h a t is to uncover the identificati
with past invested objects, which form the basis of
unconscious sense of guilt.
He says: "Of the physician's point of view I,can only declare.,
that in a case of this kind he must behave as 'timelessly' as the.
unconscious itself if he wishes to learn anything or to achieve :
anything. And in the e r d he will succeed i n doing so, if he has the;
strength t o renounce any~shortsjghted ambition."
Far from recommending analysis as the first choice for such
cases he says: "It is not to be expected that the amount of
patience, adaptability, insight and confidence demanded of the'
patient and his relatives will be forthcoming in many other
cases."
I have tried to indicate some of the richness of thetheoretical
insights and implications which flowed from, Freud's persistence
in analysing
this specific f o i m of resistance i n the Wolfman.
..
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As Freud says: "Only in such cases d o we succeed in
descending into the deepest and most primitive strata of mental
development and in gaining from these solutions for the
problems of the later formations. And we feel afterwards that,
strictly speaking, only an analysis which has penetrated so far
deserves the name. NatLlrallyasinglecasedoesnotgiveusall the
information that we should like to have. Or, to put it more
correctly, it might teach us everything, if we were only in a
position to make everything out and if we were not compelled by
the inexperience of our own perception tocontentourselves with
a little."
There have been three major attempts at re-formulation of the
dynamics of the negative therapeutic reaction:
1. Joan Rivisre using the Kleinian reformulations of the origins of the superego,
2. Hans Loewald from the Ego Psychological
point of view,
3. Bernard Brandschaft using Kohut'sideason
Narcissism.
Aspects of these attempts to re-formulate the problem of
negative therapeutic reaction have also been applied to
reworkings of the Wolfman case. I plan t o make a Freudian
critique g f these attempts at re-formulation, the subject of a
further communication on this problem.
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Che Vuoi?' or Some Remarks on Anorexia
Nervosa2
Maria In& R. de Zentner
Archbishop Thomas Becket:
"Who are you, tempting with my own desires?
Others have come, temporal tempters,
With pleasure and power at palpable price.
What do you offer? What do you ask?"
Temoter:
"I'offer what you desire."
T.S. Eliot

I would like to mention the myth of King Midas, not because I
think he isanorectic but inordertoillustrate h ~ w d e s i r e ~ s u s t a i n s
the subject. There is a subject only there where the desire is
maintained as such, as unfulfilled, which implies that the notion
of satisfaction is excluded from it.
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King Midas illustrates the fact that if it were possible to sati
desire,it would bring about theannihilationofthesubject. One
Lacan’s clinical recommendations is that ‘One should not give
the beggar’, pointing out that if one gives to he who asks, o
rejects his unconscious and therefore, hisexistence. King Midas
desire that everything he touched be turned into gold appear
fulfilled i n the first part of the myth and its second part deal
precisely with unravelling it, with undoing its fatal design.

Whilst we are not concerned with the moral of the myth, we
recognize that the refusal toeat in anorexia nervosa isasymptom
which needs clarification.. While in Midas the moral might be
related to greed, in anorexia nervosa the symptom concerns the
fantasm of a desire.at the point of extinction.
The gold in King Midas is good for nothing. Similarly,food is
good for nothing ,in anorexia nervosa. The difference however
resides in the fact that whilst for Midas, losing his golden touch
was resolved in a lesson of morality from where we inferred that
he who desires is punished; in anorexia nervosa instead, starving
is a desperate attempt of the’subject to differentiate his desire
from the needs by which he finds himself perturbed. While the
fundamental conflict for Midas is to renounce his desire i n order
to have his needs satisfied, i n anorexia nervosa the subject can
only affirm his desire through the non-satisfaction of the need.
‘This indicates to what degree the desire (and not the need) can
be disturbed when there is no space for a separation that
normally takes place when the subject affirms or holdsfast to the
persistence of his desire through the satisfaction of his needs.
However, need i n psychoanalytic theory is abolished in the
process of libidinization of the body. The response that the
subject elicits from the Other is a process of libidinization by
which he becomes erotogenized. It is possible therefore at this
point for LISto assert that what we encounter in our clinical work
is demand and desire but not need.
“Insofar as the childdoes not renounce his
object, his desire meets no satisfaction. In
order to discover a means of satisfaction, its
transformalion into demand is imperative,
that is, i n an alienated part, .in desire
signified by the signifier.”6

“Cybele became united with the King
Phrygia, Gordius. who has devised t
famous Gordian Knot. By him she had a son
Midas, who succeeded to his father
throne. He was a wise and pious king wh
established the cult of the Great Zeus of Id
and instituted the mysteries of Cybele. Hi
kindness to Silenus who, on the banks of th
Sangarius one day was drunk and had bee
tied up by peasants, earned Midas. . th
gratitude of’Dionysus.
The God asked him to make a wish an
Midas asked that everything he touched b
turned into gold. He soon regretted thi
indiscretion, for even the food he at
immediately turned into gold. Dionysu
took pity on him and sent him to purif
himself i n the’ river Pactolus, whic
thenceforth flowed with gold dust.”5
King Midas’ greed -the fulfillment of his desire- was punishe
and the punishment Look the form of satisfaction. Dionysus
granted him his desire to such an extent that its irreversibility
would have meant his annihilation as a being, his death by
inanition. But Dionysus took pity on himand granted him pardon.
What the myth tells us then is that when desire is satisfied, the
subject disappears. Desire, articulated as unfulfilled, sustains the
subject.
Now, Freud recommended Jung not to take inythsat facevalue
for the corroboration of psychoanalytic theory. Likewise, we
should read the myth of King Midas’as we read a clinical case.

The demand is basically defined as demand for love, that is,
de,mand for recognition. All speech is ,demand since it
presupposes the ,Other. It is easy to distinguish that when the
demand isformulated, it isalwaysaddressed to theother. Desire,
on the other hand, is born of the separation between need and
demand.

I
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But this introduces us to the following problem. Desire ha
metonymic structure, that is, desire is always desire of somethi
else, whilst the symptom is metaphor. Or, as Joyce Kilmer
"For nothing keeps a p
In his high singing mo
.
,
Like unappeasable hun
For unattainable food
The anorectic symptom tells us of a difference betwee
food that is c h e w d a n d the food that nourishes. If hunger
desire, anorexiawould not beasymptom. But. bythesamet
if it is a symptom, it is because it expresses something else, a
this something else refers to what I would like to bring out here
an hysterical, paranoid or melancholic structure. Neverthe
the symptom is not the illness and looking at anorexia nervo
relation t o t h e three former structures basically implies to I
the unconscious fantasm that sustains it i n an individu
distinctive manner. We repeat, the so-called disturbances of,
appetite'that extend from bulimia to anorexia are, to oui'
understanding, symptoms. This implies that what engender
them is to be found elsewhere.,
Let me put forward a provisional explanation.
:
Even.. the most primordial of needs is expressed in a
surrounding .that is already human, which means that it is
regulated in human terms too, thus signified by languagewith its
symbolic structure. This so-called need is, then, due to the
helplessness and dependence of the new born, conditioned by
others who satisfy it from a perspective that is not and cannot be
that of the new born. Here then, a first discord between what is
needed and what is given is produced. As Lacan said, a discord
between grace..and nature!
The organic or metabolic function that we hastily call need is,
as everything else, 6rotogeni.zed by language. Consequently, if
the body 'were not erotogenized, anorexia would n.ot..,,occur. .
because food would not beinscribed i n thesymbolic.Thesubject
possesses .an erotogenic body, a body erotogenized . ,by
language? Although in a first logical moment the need has t o be.
thought of as being able to be satisfied by the other for the'
survival of the subject. when the subject demands, language
modifies the need forever.
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"It would not be so difficult to discover the
desire if it,werenotthatfromthebeginning it
is alienated in the demand. Originally, the
child dependsentirely on thedemand dueto
his prematurity and impotence. His desireis
condemned to the mediation of the word
and the word has its status in the Other."g

For the subject with an anorectic symptom, need and desire
have been confused (by the other in the first place and by him
subsequently). The only way of elucidating or clarifying this
confusion for him is to treat hunger as if it were desire (from his
own perspective) and to maintain it as unsatisfied. His symptom,
the refusal of food, seems to speak 'I will maintain my hunger.'
Consideration must be given to the particular structure,
individual history and family romance of the subject where the
anorectic symptom takes over. It is at the very beginning of life
when the sexual activity and the ingestion of food overlap. The
oral level is here the locus for pathological fixation. Subsequent
inhibitions or disorders in the domain of the ingestion of food
draw our attention toward it. We can quite comfortably say that
this early oral level will pass unattended if disturbances d o not
arise. But because in that moment the "original attachment of
sexual excitation t o the nutritional drive still dominates the
scene:'". the relative autonomy or independence arising in
pathological circumstances will always refer back to the oral
level:
"Thefirstof theseistheoralorasitmightbe
called, cannibalistic pregenital sexual
organization. Here sexual activity has not
yet been separated from the ingestion of
food; nor are opposite currents within the
activity differentiated. The object of both
activities is the same, the sexual aim
consists in the incorporation of the objectthe prototypeof a processwhich, in the form
of identification, is later to play such an
important psychological part. A relic of this
constructed phase of organization, which is
forced upon our notice by pathology, may
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be seen in thumb-sucking,in which t
sexual activity, detached from the nutriti
activity, has substituted for the extraneo
object one situated in the subject's o
body."lz
As an attempt at clarifying the previous statements,
recall some classical case histories where we find the anore
s y m p t o m expressed i n the f o r e g r o u n d of differ
psychopathological structures. Although the r
anorexia in the cases that follow d o not all refe
nervosa. I thought their inclusion was relevant in order to d
signs that help us in deciphering the cause,at work in
clinical case.

I want however to stress once more that in our clinical pra
with patients suffering from anorexia nervosa, emphasis sho
be placed on listening to the underlying psychopatholo
Anorexia nervosa is a symptom, as we said,.not the dis
Freud refers to adolescent young girls suffering from anore
nervosa in his Draft G, written in 1895, where he d
part of melancholia. There, he equates loss of a
sexual terms, loss of libido:
"The nutritional neurosis parallel
melancholia i s anorexia. The famo
anorexia nervosa of young girls seems
me (on careful observation) to be
melancholia where sexuality
undeveloped. The patient asserted that
hsd not eaten, simply because she had
appetite, and for no other reason. Loss
appetite - in sexual terms, loss of libido
would .not be far wrong, therefore, t o st
from the idea that melancholia consists
mourning over. loss of libido."
Breuer's patient, Fraulein Anna O., was a twenty-one year 01
bubbling and imaginative .girl who fell gradually ill whi
devotedly .nursing-her 'sick father. She took solace fro
prosaic existence by systematically .falling into day-dre
(her 'private theatre'). A gen'eralized state of weakness toget
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with a distaste for food followed by tussis fiervosa were the first
signs of the illness. Later appeared disturbances of vision,
anaesthesia. hallucinations, gradual loss of her command of
grammar and syntax and periods of absences. And Breuer
interpolates in the narrative of the case "... she had eaten
extremely little previously, but now refused nourishment
altogether ... but she never consented to eat bread...followed by
three days and nights completely without sleep or nourishment,
by numerous attempts at suicide," and the history continues.
Anna 0. was an hysteric. The fantasm in.the hysteric tries to
maintain the desire as unfulfilled. In anorexia, instead, what is
maintained as unfulfilled is the need for nourishment,
maintaining i n this way a desire alive.
"The l o c a t i o n o f . -desire i s always
ambiguous: further here f r o m t h e demand,
in that it is torn off the field of the needs and
farther awayfrom it insofarasit isabsolutely
related with the Other and demands to be
recognized by it as such. In the hysterics, it
is entered upon i n its character of essential
unsatisfaction, as desire for a d e ~ i r e . " ' ~
When anorexia nervosa is a symptom of an hysterical disorder,
it is often accompanied by other symptoms such as vomiting,
paralysis, anaesthesia, disturbances of . vision and sleep,
hallucinations. The whole or part of the body, libidinized and
erotogenic, now serves a purpose for the expression of a
symptom (the mouth, a.limb, an eye, and so on).
Frau Emmy von N.,a forty. year old lady from. Livonia, the
woman with the tic, presented t o Freud in 1889 as hysterical.
Amidst other symptoms,
"Our patient's anorexia offers a most
brilliant instance of this kind of abulia. She
ate so little because she did not enjoy the
taste because the act of eating had from the
earliest times be'en c o n n e c t e d with'
memories of disgust whose sum of affect
had never been to any degree diminished;
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.and it is impossible to eat with disgust and
pleasure .at the same time.
Her. old-established disgust at meal tim
had persisted undiminished because sh
was obliged constantly to suppress it:
instead of getting rid of it by abreaction. In.'
her childhood she had been forced, under
threat of punishment, to eat the cold meat
that disgusted her, and'in herlater yearsshe
,.hadbeen prevented out of consideration for
her brothers from expressing the affects.to2
which she was exposed during their meals;
together."14.
In the theoretical discussion of .Studies on Hysteria, Breuer
tells of the twelve year old boyi5 who complained of difficulty in
swallowing and headache,refusal of food and vomiting and who'
had previously suffered from. pavor nocturnus. Again, an
overdetermining history revealed several factors at play coupled
with a sexual experience with over-riding effects of disgust that
precipitated the.anorectic symptom.
In the Analysis of a Case of'Chrohic Paranoia or Dementia '
Paranoides, as corrected by Freud later, Frau P. "avoided all
contact with other people, ate poorly and was very,depressed." i
Her disgust at eating appeared amidst "...delusional ideas..,
characterized by distrust and suspicion and which areconcerned :
with ideas of being persecuted by others."1Bspecifically "...her '.
delusional idea of being watched while she was undressing, her
visual hallucinations, her hallucinations of sensations and her I
hearing of voices."" The voices in paranoia are the revelation of
thoughts and the certainty attached to their occurrence engulfs '
the subject in a close-knit system where everything is connected . '
to something else, where ideas of being poisoned and followed
are the basis'for a state of permanent weariness. The role of the ,
superego in'paranoia -and in obsessional neurosis- is incessant
and threatening and the subject dreads being trapped, therefore
having always to be one step ahead.of the Other. In the words of
Lucretius,
"What is food to one maybe fierce poison to
others."

In Freud's argument that "Every neurosis in the adult is built
upon a neurosis which has occurred in childhood,"18 he takes an
early disturbance of appetite in the Wolf-Man, together-with the
wolf phobia and the obsessional piety..as'the series of.infantile
disorders that marked the beginning of his,illness.and permeated
him. This created a state of actual vulnerability on which.the
eruption of.neurosis. after puberty was based. In this case, .the
infantile obsessional neurosis SeNed as. facilitation for the
outbreak of an hypochondria and paranoia in adulthood. .
"The obsessional is also tilted towards
desire, but in a way that is not so evident
because that desire, that beyond ..the
demand that is his target, implies- the
destruction of the Other."jg

.
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We find that the anorectic symptom in melancholia is perhaps
the most dramatic. The subject is unattached and withdrawn,
therapeutic work is slow and painfully difficult. The primordial
aim of the treatment is to facilitate libidinal investment otherthan
that of a narcissisticsort, thestarting point for what subsequently
ought to manifest itself in theanalysisasatransferenceneurosis.
Melancholia is one way the subject has to avoid sadness. In an
attempt at avoiding the sadness of the loss, the subject identifies
with the lost object (not always known either). But. different from
the other cases discussed here, the decision to let oneself die by
inanition. the decision of suicide, reaches a kind of serene
indifference in melancholia. However, we should not neglect
here the value of a desire for the annihilation of the Other, an
Other who far from being an Other with a lack, is an.Other that
demands a perfection that is impossible to reach. The subject
seems to say 'I should not feed that Other that resides i n my I.'
"The phantasy of one's death, of one's
disappearance, is the first object that the
subject has to bring into play i n this
dialectic. and he does indeed bring it into
play as we know from innumerable cases,
such as in anorexia nervosa. We also know
that the phantasy of one's death is usually
manipulated bythechild i n hisloverelations
with his parents."2c

-
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Let us gothrough the beginningsof ourpaperinordertoreturn
to the theme of the object in the anorectic.
Desire is beyond the need because it is logically born in the
moment when that need. is satisfied. In that moment of
satisfaction,. something lacks in the subject, something that
Freud called the object primordially lost. He linked thedesireas
unconscious and impossible to be satisfied to this primordially
lost object. The desire in this way is born from thegap that opens
between the need and the demand. The desire beyond the need
falls short of the demand. However, the desire is alienated in the
demand and an analysis separates them, since it teaches us that
what is desired cannot be absent from what is demanded. In the
anorectic symptom, for instance, the confusion between what i
demanded and what is desired compels the subject to have
recourse to only one possible alternative ...not to demand.
The faeces, the breast, the gaze, the voice, are all described by
Lacan as objects. These objects are summarized i n the so-called
objef a, an object whose function is to be the cause of desire.
"It is here that I propose that the interest the
subject takes in his own split is bound up
with that which determines it namely, a
privileged object which has emerged from
some primal separation, from some selfmutilation induced by the very approach of
the real, whose name, in our algebra, is the
objet a," 21

-

Consequently, what is identified as the cause of desire cannot be
at the same time its aim - unless the closing of the distance
between cause and desire were to be possible. Theoretically, for
both Freud and Lacan. the desire is only satisfied with the death
of the subject or the impossible reunion with the objet a, In an
analysiqthe analyst will be the resemblance of the objet a, and
from there he will cause what psychoanalysis described as
transference, keeping the subject separated from his object. The
analysis will then open a possibility, ,namely,to weigh the extent
of his desire.

-
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''In any case, what makes usdistinguish this
satisfaction from the'mere autoeroticism of
the'erogenous 'zone. is the object .that we
confuse all too often with that upon-which
the drive closes :this object, which is in fact
simply, the, presence. of a hollow, .a void,
which.can be occupied, Freud tells us, by
any object, and whoseagency we know only
in the form of the lost object, the petit a.The
.objetpefita is.nottheoriginoftheora1drive.
It is not. introduced as the original food, it is
introduced .from the fact that no food will
ever 'satisfy the oral. drive, except by
c.ircumventing the eternally .lacking
.
otiject."22

. .,
This objet a is part of what Lacan.called fantasmand of what we
think.Freud called the conte,nt of primary repression. He wrote
the. formula of the fantasm i n - t h e follpwing way: $ 0 a. The
questionwe want to posit is, what isthefantasmfortheanorectic
sy,mptom.presenting itself as the representative of an hysterical,
paranoid,or melancholic structure.
,
. '
':Wesaid that the'objetais born ofthedivisionofthesubjectand
is installed as its cause. ' I n hysteria, the a appears 'as an
unsatisfied desire; as desire for a desire. This would be part of
what we called.'the hysterical fantasm. In melancholia, the a.
product of the division, 'is confused with the Other and reintegrated into the I through indentification. This identification,
strongly marked by, hate-love ambivalence, is part of the
melancholic fantasm. If i n hysteria the outcome is non-fulfillment
as ,a reassuring measure.. of. the maintenance of desire; in
melancholia the.outcome is suicide, ensuring in life after death
an orderof things.wherethe hate:love ambivalence has no place.
In the case of a paranoia with severe anorexia the a, alsocause of
desire, is identified in'a causal delusion that will give sense to a
world where the subject isthe centre. The guilt and reproaches in
obsessional neurosis often take a similar presentation too. The
fantasm in paranoia is of a persecutory and poisoning world that
only aspires to destroy. The paranoiac.actively avoids the Other
and fears the Other knows of his desire, consequently feeling
that, he runs the risk of being at its mercy.
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:;:,:ln.these.,three descriptions we find the same erotogenic zone,
the:mouth. However. the mechanism of regression is in
to.explain it;,or else the anorectic symptom would not
itself.differently in.hysteria;.paranoia and melancholia.
!... .
" . "At an oral level, it is the nothing insofar as
that from which the subject was weaned is
no.,longer anything ,for him. In anorexia
.
. ' : nervosa.'what'the child eats is the nothing.
" -This:will'enableyou to grasp obliquely how
,.
. , . .~ thFobjkct of weaning may come to function 9
. , .... ..,.
'. '.. .'"at.the level 'of castration, as p r i v a t i ~ n . " ~ ~
.
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To. return now to'ihe title of..our paper, we wish to formulate.
once more the question, 'Che zvuoi?'in :order not t o delude
ourselves with' the shape taken by the devil: the horrible camel,
beautiful Biondetta, as in Cazotte's novel. The symptom is not the
illness: The anorectic symptom cannot tie separated from its
psychopathological foundationso let usnot be.led astray. I have.
delineated here three. presentations, hysterical, -paranoid and
melancholic. These are not .exclusive,nor are they'e'xhaustive,
they 'respond to my experience and the predominani'pathology
at play. My reflections are a'begin'ning for the hearing of a.
symptom with which our knowledge has stumbledbut which has
also given.us.a rewarding.path to traverse.
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"Natural 'desire has, proper1y:speaking
dimension of being irnpossible,to be saia'in
any way.,You will never have a natural desire
'. 'because the Other is already i n its place,'the,
. Otherwi
apital 0 as the locus where the
nd the'sign isenoudh to restore.
Che kuoi?'&Vhat do you want?)::
.a'question''ifl,front 'of 'which 'the subject
can not;^ in :the"'first '.instance,
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should one day appearas
fromidemand, as pointing out wh
demanded." ''
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Le diable amoureux. Editions Gallimard, Paris, 1981.
Che vuoi? (What do you want?) is the question that
Beelzebub -the devil disguised sometimes as the head
of a horrible camel and other times as the beautiful
Biondetta- asks from Alvare in Cazotte's novel Le
diable amoureux(The Devil in Love).*Lacan mentions it
in hisseminar Ledisiretsoninterpretation (Desireand
its Interpretation) to show that the subject does not
want what he'desires; an equivalent to the Freudian
formulation of the unconscious.
This is a modified version of a paper publishedwith the
same title in Festschriftfor Dr. Winston Rlckards. ltwas
written as a tribute to Dr. Winston Rickards, former
Director, Department of Psychiatry, Royal Children's
Hospital, with whom I worked for nearly ten years.
During that time, not one child or adolescent who
presented with anorexia nervosa and who attended the
Department for treatment died despite the mortality
rate of 10 to 15 per cent recorded in textbooks of
Psychiatry.
As Lacan said, it is not only important to explain why
your daughter does not speak, it is also important to
allow her to speak. Similarly, with anorectic girls, it is
not only important to explain what happens but to
allow the child a life of her own.
Murder in the CathedraLFaber and Faber, London.
"In the centre of the treatment and of the
psychoanalytic theory we find the desire. Freud saw in
the mechanisms of desire the spring of the symptoms,
inhibitions, Angsl: and with the name of libido he
designated the psychical energy of desire, in Ledtisir
et son interpre'tation. Seminars of November
1958/January 1959 and January/February 1959,
published respectively in the Bulletin de Psychologie.
X111/5, January 1960 and XIIV6, January 1960. Groupe
dEtudes de Psychologie de Wniversite'de Paris. (My
translation).
Myth of King Midas. from N e w Larousse
Encyclopaedia of Mythology. Hamely, London.
'
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Les formations de llnconscient (The Formations & t
Unconscious.). Seminars on the Freudian texts:
December 1957/March 1958. published respectively i
the Bulletin de Psychologie X1112-3, November 195
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PART II

THE FREUDIAN DISCOURSE

Topologerie
Topology and Psychoanalysis
Juan-David Nasio'

In memory of Pierre Soury

The prohibition of the imaginary has caused much trouble to
psychoanalysts i n their attempts toconceptualize the real.There
i s no certainty that one should come down against the image in
favour of words or numbers. Concerning the psychic real, the
question becomes: what difference is there between attempting
to speak this real withconcepts, write it with numbersandshow it
with imaginary devices?
Member 01 the Ecole Freudisnns de Paris. founded by Jacques Lscan. and dissolved in
1980. Psychoanalyst. Lecturer. since 1971 a1 the University of Paris VII. author 01
L'lnconscienl a venir (1980). edited by Christian Sourgois, Paris:
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The introduction of topology by Lacan in the 1960's, in
particular the recent developments on the knots, constitute, in
my opinion, an attempt to grasp the real byimaginarymeansand
- we shall see more than imaginary, rather fantasmatic means
that I will call topological devices. This means of envisaging the
topology has more to do with geometry (dessin) than with
calculus (calcul), more with the blackboard rather than with
paper; more to do with illustration than with proof, leading to the
belief according to which to engage in topology is for analyststo
engage in science. To draw a line of demarcation between the
classical topology and ours, we must proceedas with linguistics to
invent a name, for example topologerie (Iam convinced that the
invention of the word 'linguisterie' has been beneficial in
dissipating a great number of misunderstandings).
That being said, it remains to be known if the interest that the
psychoanalysts take in topology corresponds to a type of
sophistication, to preoccupation with. minutiae and fragments
without further developments, typical of the last agonal period of
a theory or rather, on the contrary, if this interest corresponds to
the reconstitution, begun by Lacan, of a new transcendental
aesthetic, in conformity with experience; no longerof thesubject
of knowledge but of the subject of the unconscious.
But what is this real which requires one to have a topology in
order to approach it; and which topology is involved? Let's reply
in two slightly different ways (langues), one Freudian, the other
Lacanian.
Freud postulated two real and unknown worlds; one
exterior,the other psychic, interior. With reference to Kant, he
rejoiced in the conclusion that, of the two, only the internal real
had a chance of,being knowable.'

desire of the patient to that of the psychoanalyst. The interrace is
SO large that it absorbs the two worlds which it isolates.
And then, a second remark. At the end of his life Freud came to
conceive the interior-exterior division in another way. Without
really making it explicit, he considered that the psychic
apparatus had a spatial extension and space in its turn was the
projection of this apparatus?
However, despite these final questions, the Freudian opus and
psychoanalysts i n general when they practise analysis, remain
embarrassed by this ineradicable intuition that the psychic
apparatus is an inside bounded by a surface (the skin) facing the
external real.
This duality of Freudian reals is succeeded by a Lacanian
topology putting into play some more precise relationships.
Instead of two reals. there is only one, unequivocal, without
division essentially defined by its modality of being impossible to
represent .and within which psychoanalysis situates the
dimension of sex as impossible exhaustion. Confronting the real
is the subject and between the two, the set of ways in which the
subject approaches the real of sex. Ways related to the signifiers
and ways related to the objet a; the former one called symptoms,
the latter fantasms. Thus, between the subject and sex are found
a series of causal relationships, generally paradoxical,
constitutive of what psychoanalysis calls reality. I t is of this
psychoanalytic reality that topology attempts to give account.
Four relationships, moreover four paradoxical pairs of
concepts defining reality are recreated, put into play by our
topological devices.
Here briefly are each of these pairs and the topological figures
which illustrate them,

A double remark will complicatethissimple partitionofthetwo
worlds. Firstly, if it is so that one can grasptheinternal real, there
must be a means (dispositif)of looking at it which is external but
dependent on the conditions of this same internal real. This
technical device being for Freud neither the concept nor the idea
nor the knowledge but the psychoanalytic experience itself.
Now, the. two apparently separate worlds, interpenetrate in the
analytic relationship in the crossed form of a chiasm relating the

- demand and desire, illustrated by the
torus,
the divided subject and his speech (a
signifying speech), illustrated b y the
Moebius strip,
- one signifier and the others, illustrated by
the Klein bottle,

-
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-finally the subject in its relationship to'th
object (fantasm), illustrated by the cross
cap and the sphere fitted with a cross-cap
L.et us take each of these pairs straight away in the form o
question:
Thefirst pair relates to thequestion'of repetition: howtoacc
that it is necessary t o make two turns t o return to the point
departure and to state that something is lost since apparently0
has only repeated the same gesture? However, t o really lose, on
must make the turn twice. I will explain myself: The first loo
corresponds to the trace of a local repetition called dema
while the second is composed of the continuous series of
repetitions.
Figure 2
Series of Demands in a Torus 1,2,3,n....

Figure 1
A Local Demand

Desire results from these two loops. The demand in its most
simple expression is a message addressed to the Other which
returns to the subject in an inverted form but without the body
being affected; that is to say without anything being detached
from the drive. The first loop of a local demand must find again
the loop of a second demand in order for there to be in effect
separation. Or again, there will be nodesirewithout acontinuous
series of demands (at least two) being looped.
a4

Central Hole

)

I

Line of the Internal Eight

Figure 3
Internal Eight or Diagram of the
Series of Demands in the Torus
a5
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The torus permits us to think the trace of two continuous loop
(the internal eight) and the central hole which results from it, th
place of the object lacking in desire.
The second pair takes up the question of the subject. How c
it be that we will be thesubjectwhenweareonlyspoken?Un dr
Simultaneously how can we be the absent support of fut
repetitions? Or again, how can it be that we become other, t
we will change by the single fact of speaking? The topologi

The third pair concerns the question of that relationship, so
difficult to COnCeptUaliZe, between a signifier and the rest of the
signifying chain. Difficult to conceive because it implies grasping
how a set of signifying elements only has.consistence on the
condition that it lacks one element and above all that this lacking
one is found on the exterior of the set or indeed constitutes its
limit (bord). The signifyingchainconsistsifandonlyif,asignifier
itself."ex-sists" as its limit. And, however, when one tries to mark
this logic of the.signifying pair - SI(the one) and 52 (the set) -,
from the appearance of a symptom in the course of a cure for
example this immediately imposes the question of the
relationship between this formation . of t h e unconscious
(symptom) and the unconscious itself. The good reply, but
poorly formulated would be; there is no unconscious except
there where there is a symptom, neither before nor after. One
should have also been able to utilize the expression of
immanence and to formulate thus; the unconscious i s immanent
in the signifier-symptom. Neither the one nor the other of these
formulations is adequate to illustrate the logic of the relationship
between one signifier and the others. Then let us have recourse
to topology. The reference here is not to cutting but to what one
calls the returning circle of the Klein bottle. The family of curves
which plot this surface follows a movement such that, folding
back on itself it describes the form of an edge at the level of the
neck of the bottle. At first sight this so-called returning circle
corresponds therefore to the neck, that is to say to the borders of
a hole. In fact, topologically, this circle is locatable at any point of
the surface, as if the neck were equivalent even to the base, to the
rim or to the body of the bottle. The returning circle represents for
us the exception, SI which can appear at any point on the
surface and determines its positioning.

Figure 5
Moebius Strip

It is not sufficient therefore to represent the subject in space. ..
The act of cutting is also necessary, the tracing of a closed curve.
The act of saying is of the same order, since the signifier
determines, cleaves the subject in two; it represents it and in so
doing it makes it disappear. It is in cutting the strip that onecan
say: here i s the subject.
86
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The fourth palr'concerns the question of the relationship of the'
subject to the object (the question closest to,the two Freudian:
reals). How to understand that the subject can be included in i t '
and at the same time include itself in an object which is however
radically exterior and heterogen,eous t o it? In other words; how to'
iinderstand that what we call afantasm is not an image internal to,
the psychic economy of the subject but an apparatus, a spatial'
extension (bsfiBta/alB)in rea1ity;confounding itself with it? It is the
fact of showing us that the inside' and the.outside are a single,
indivisible thing which gives its value to the,cross-cap,. Let's
follow an ant which leaves from a point on the anterior surface of'
the left lobe, for example; it crossesthe line of false intersection,
and, immediately, finds itself on the posteriorsurfaceand interior
of the right lobe until it findsitself. onceagain, still on theinternal
surface but in front at the line of false intersection. It comes out.
then behind the left lobe on the-external surface, crossing the
posterior surface and then the anterior until it returns to its point
of departure. It will have therefore passed from the~exteriortothe
interior and from the interior to the exterior without having noted
any limit, without having crossed any border. For it there will not
have been any difference between a supposed interior and a
supposed exterior of our surface. If we consider this trajectory of
the ant as the trace i n a double loop of a cut, it will have cut the
cross-cap into two parts; a unilateral' Moebius strip which
represents the subject and a. bilateral disc which represents the'
fantasmatic object. We refind there the three elements of the
articulation of thefantasm proposed by Lacan. the subject ($) the
and the obiet a.
cut (0)

____.----___

Cutting of the Sphere Fitted with a CrOSS-CaP.
88
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Each of these geometric figures (except the torus and to a
certain extent, the strip) that we have just shown is the result of a
certain excess brought about by plunging an abstract surface in
the ambient .Euclidian space. The abstract surface is i n itself
unrepresentable. in our usual intuitive dimensions without
forcing and producing a non-regular bastardized representation
of a surface which only exists as a variety of an abstract space.
We can see that the topology with which the psychoanalysts
think and work is neither the general topology nor the algebraic
topology. Whilst approaching combinatory topology, it is in the
last instance an entirely particular topology, which I will
characterize as illusfrafive and lanfasmatic. 'We work not with
equations numbers and letters
but with scissors, crayons
rubber bands.
Are these figures, these spaces real.or fictitious? Neither the
one nor the other. They are singular devices, spatio-temporal
accomplishments which in the manner of a special theatre
dramatise the paradox: the separation of desire becomes a hole,
the repetitive course of the signifier follows the trace of an eight
(double loop), or again the signifier of the exception takes the
form of the neck of a bottle. These are the intermediary elements
between the.strict topological domain from whence theyprdcead
and the pairs of paradoxical concepts of the psychoanalyuc
theory. They don't constitute true surfaces since, from the factof
their immersion in ambient space, they are non-reguiar
representations; no more are theyconcepts, as usuallyaccepted.
since their sense is not explained nor demonstrated, it is shown. It
is shown i n drawing, in cutting o r in pasting.
But it would be wrong to believe that this surface which isn't
one and this concept effected singularly in space, these
composites (mixfes) as Albert Lautman4 calls them are the
metaphor, good or bad, of the paradox. They do not illustrate the
paradox, they are the paradox itself. We will not say that the
concept of the subject is illustrated by the Moebius strip, but I
insist we wilt show the strip and in cutting it in the middle, we will
say: fhis is the subject. The device doesn't designate the being of
the subject, it is it.5
We no longer read the representation, we practise it, it is this
practice which gives it its sense. The sense is i n the usage of the
89
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representation. Now, when we say usage, we say also failurean
flight. What escapes when one works with these topolog
composites is the body. Let's listen: not the body as extend
nor as image, but as partial place of j0uissance:jouissance of
gaze and of the touch. To practise topology signifies treating
representation with the body and i n the same act, inscribing t
practice in the set of ourfantasmatic productions. For, what is
fantasm, if not an action, an act which confounds us with the Ii
of the body that we lose?
In spite of the objections which this "clinical"B approach'
fopologerie can raise, I have two reasons for holding to it. First
why not apply to our practice of topology the concept
jouissance which we employ in the work with our patients and t
ourselves that that part of jouissance that this practice carries
(gaze 'and touch) is only the transformation of that. which i s
present In the cure i n the form of the fantasm? As if one could
speak.of the fantasmatic transmission from one practice to the
other. The topology that we work does not escape the Lacanian
dictum that "there is no metalanguage." In other words, there is
no language (even the working of topological figures) which is
not held in check by jouissance.
The second reason concerns the imaginary ,of the
psychoanalysts. In what way will the practice with topological
objects transform the conditions of the imaginary of these
psychoanalysts who are given to it?,Andi n what measure can this
modified imaginary, adapted to the exigencies of topology, lead
the psychoanalyst to listen differently to his analysands and to
his own experience? I begin with the supposition that, in the
analyst who frequently uses these devices, the familiarity which
he will begin to acquire with them can accustom him, little by
little, if not to perceive, at least to imagine, up to a certain point,
another space, closer to the topological representation of the
psychic real. It i s no longer a matter of pretending to eliminate
intuition i n favour of a supposed topological formalism, but of
transforming it. Perhaps then the exercise of topology will permit
the opening of the field^ of a new imaginary linked to the
experiene of the unconscious.
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A Key to an Enigma
Hector C. Rupolo’

“The Hysterical Proton Pseudos
We have seen that hysterical compulsion originates from a peculiar
kind of Qfimotion (symbol-formation), which is probably a primary
process, since it can easily be demonstrated in dreams; [and we have
seen] that the operative force ofthis processisdefenceonthe part ofthe
ego, which here, however, is performing more than its normal function.
We need an explanation of the fact that in the case of an ego-process
consequences follow:to which we are accustomed only with primary
processes. We.must expect to find special psychical determinants here.
We know from clinical evidence that all this only occurs in the sexual
sphere; so perhaps we shall have to explain the special psychical
determinant from natural characteristics of sexuality.
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Now, as i t happens, there is a special psychical constellation in the
sexdal sphere which might beof servicelor our purpose. I will dustrateit
(,I is known to us empirically) by an example '
Emma is subject at the present time to a compulsion of not being able

to go into shops alone. As a reason for this, [she produced] a memory
from the time when sne was twelve years old (shortly after puberty).She

went into a shop to buy something. saw the two shop-assistants (one of
wnom she can remember) laughing together. and ran away in some kind
of allecf o l Irighr. In connection with this, she was led l o recall that the
two of them were laughing at her clothes and that one of them had
pleased her sexbally.

DISCOURSE

shopneeper she remembered his grabbing through her clothes; but
since then she had reached puberty. The memory aroused what it was
certainly not able to at thetime, asexualrelease, which wastransformed
into anxiety. With this anxiety, she was afraid that the shop-assistants
might repeat the assault, and she ran away.

Qq

It is quite certainly established that two kinds of
processes are
mixed up together here. that the memory of Scene II (shop keeper)
occurred in quite a different slate from the other one:What happened
can be reoresented thus:

The relation of these fragments [to one another] and the eflect of the
experience are alike unintelligible. If she felt unpleasure at her clothes
being laughed at. that must have been corrected long ago, ever since she
has been dresslng as a [grown-up) lady. Moreover. it makes no
d.fference to her clothes whether she goes into a shop alone or in
company. That she is not simply in need of protection is shown by the
fact that. as happens w,th agoraphobla. even the company 01 a small
cnild is enough to make her feel sale. And there is thequite incongruous
fact that one of them pleased her; it would make no difference to this
e.ther. i f she were accompanied. Thus the memories aroused explain
nether tne compulsion nor the determinat on of the symptom.
Further investigation now revealed a second memory. which she
oenies having had in mina at the moment of Scene I. Nor is there
anytning lo prove thos On two occasions when she was a child of eight
she nad gone mto a small shop to buy some sweets. and the shopkeeper
had grabbed at her genitals thrOJgh her ClOtheS. In spite of the first
experience she had gone there a second time: alter the second time she
stopped away. She now reproached herself for having gone there the
second time, as thodgh she had wanted in that way to provoke the
assaJlt. In fact a state of 'oppressive bad consc#ence'istobetraceo back
IO this experience.
We now understand Scene I (shop-assistants) if we take Scene II
(shopkeeper) along with it. Weonly needanassociativelink betweenthe
two. She herself pointed out that i t was provided by the laughing: the
laugning of the shop-assistants had reminded her of the grin with which
the shopkeeper had accompanied his assault. The course of events can
now be reconstructed as follows. In the shop the two assistants were
laughing; tnis laughing aroused (unconsclously) the memory of the
shopkeeper Indeed. the situation had yet another similarity [to the
earlier one]' she was once again in a shop alone. Together with the
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Of these. d e blacked-in ideas are perceptions which are also
remembered. The fact that the sexual release tooentered consciousness
is proved by the otherwise incomprehensible idea that the laughing
shop-assistant had pleased her. The Outcome -not to remain in the shop
alone on account ofthedangerofassault-isquiterationallyconstructed
having regard to all the pieces of the associative process. However,
nothing of the process (represented underneath) entered
consciousness except the element clothes; and though operating
consciously has made two false Connections in the material at its
disposal (shop-assistants, laughing. clothes. sexual feeling): that she
was being laughedaton account Ofherclothesandthatoneoftheshopassistants excited sexual pleasure in her.
The whole complex (unblacked-in [circles]) is represented in
consciousness by the one idea clothes, clearly.the most innocent one.
Here a repression accompanied by symbol-formation has taken place.
The fact that the outcome -the symptom- is then quite rationally
constructed [see above]. SO that the symbol plays no part in it. is in point
of fact a peculiarity of the case.
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It might be said that it is quite usual; as happens here, for an
association. to pass through unconscious intermediate links until it
comes to a conscious one: In that case, the element which enters
consciousness is probably the one that arouses special interest. In our
example, however, it is noticeable precisely .that the element which

enters.consciousness is not the one that arouses interest (assault) but
another one. as a symbol (clothes). I f we ask ourselves what may be the
cause of this interpolated pathological process, onlyone presents itself;
the sexual release, of which there is also evidence in consciousness.
This is linked to the memory of the assault: but it is highly noteworthy
that it [the sexual release] was not linked to the assault when this was
experjenced. Here we have the case of a memory arousing an affect
which it'did not arouse as an experience, because in the meantime the
change. [brought about] in puberty had made possible a different
understanding of what was remembered.
NoWthis case is typical of repression in hysteria. We invariably find
that a memory is repressed which has only become atrauma by deferred
action (Nachfraglich: retroactively)'. -the cause of this state of things is
the retardation of puberty as compared with the rest of the individual's
deve(opment."
Freud3

0 6; $EUW
X g o t 'rl'ruerai napa rd n p w r o v J l e u 6 0 ~
"A

false argument depends on the first false statement in it."
Aristotle'.
"I no longer understand the state of mind in
which I hatched the psychology: cannot

conceive how I could have inflicted it on you. I
believe you are still too polite to me; it appears to
have been a kind of madness. The clinical
solution of the two neuroses probably will stand
up, after some modification."
Freud5
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"He was not only the subject who was supposed
to know. He did know, and he gave us this
knowledge in terms that may be said to be
indestructible, inasmuch as, since they were first
communicated, they support an .interrogation
which, up to the present day has never been
exhausted."
Lacan'

f

Three references guide our reflection: that of Freud, which
holds the solution t o both neuroses in clear allusion to
obsessional neurosis and hysteria; that of Lacan re-affirming the
legacy of knowledge from Freud in his text as indestructible, and
finally that of Aristotle where is found the.npwrou $eu60{.'
Following the path traversed,8 the articulation of the Lacanian
Real with the Freudian letter is imposed on us.
It is Emma with her trauma, who invites us to make this
reflection on the letter, the relevance of which only becomes
clear from the teachings of Lacan on the written text.
We thought to fulfill the task when we used the instrument
f o r g e d b y Freud to. conceptualize the trauma: t h e
Nachtragiglichkeit.9
the conclusionJust as the reading of theouXXO7W~to~'~from
we went from Lacan t o Freud and Aristotle
The concept of Real belongs to Lacan not t o Freud;.however
we felt taken in the path of truth when the discourse was able to
say once more that it was not about how it had been, but,of how
from now is what had not been.
The Pseudo Lle of Emma.
The translation of the title of this text arrives to usaseitherfirst
hysterical lie (preceeding falsity)" or as fallacy.'*
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But i f we attempted a clarification of the path we have followed
through the Aristotelian Organon, it was not t o avoid obstacles.
Moreover, the obstacles increased. We understood that Freud
with his title in Greek and the following elaboration of Emma’s
case bequeathed us many questions.

!I

i

i
;

1

We took into account the Organonand wereguided by Lacan’s
definition: “...in Aristotle I think, can be apprehended to what
extent it concerns an opening which can only be clarified from
what I announce precisely now: that Logic is the science of the
Real.”13
But although the aim of the present work is to explain this, we
should state the limit that it implies: we will only base it on the
Prior Analytics, there where Aristotle refers to thenpwrov $ E U ~ O
The first question that came to us was the following: What is the
most convenient translation from t h e Freudian text of the word
$EV60{?

There inevitably emerges a relationship.with words such as lie;
falsity fallacy and error.
We immediately discarded the word error, though.there is a
translation which, used it,.since the word which corresponds to
error is Xcllpos oqmpaxlra.
.
.
The difference between lie and falsity instead was much more
difficult because the same word has the two meanings in Greek;
furthermore, liar is written,Jlev6op~o{.~~
Beyond a certain meticulousness with regard to.one or the
other translation of the word $EU$O{
what comes into playfor
us here is the Freudian,concept in relation to the Aristotelian one.
In Aristotle. it is difficult ot speak with certainty of. the word
$EU!O{
as a lie. The use made of this word in Prior
Analyfics and in On lnterpretation is clearly that of the false as
opposed to the true.
What happens is that Aristotle gave the foundationsof Logicin
these texts, and his pre-occupation is in discerning when the
discourse is true or false.
The difficulties that we may find in the. interpretation of the
Aristotelian text come from an ideology held in what is called
Traditional Logic which.is not Aristotelian but Mediaeval:
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Traditional Logic interprets the sayings of the Organon as that
the syllogisms are susceptible to analysis as either true or false
according to the values that we give to the premises and
conclusions. But it adds something of its own harvest: that the
syllogism can be either correct or i n c ~ r r e c t . ’ ~
Now if the syllogisms can be analysed from the perspective of
correctness, independently of their value of truth, adisplacement
from implication to inference is necessarily produced-operations
which hold a completely different. value in Logic.
Because of the words used by Freud (“The conclusion’is built
in a correct form”) it seems to be that this is the concept: that of
Traditional Logic.
However as usually happens in the Freudian texts, beyond its
theoretical knowledge it produces openings which give us the
possibility of continuing t o speak on those texts.
This means that Freud seems to show i n these pages an
analysis in the form.of a syllogism of what would be the premises
and conclusions in the case of Emma in a Traditional form. But
the analysis which he produces does not coincide with
knowledge-opening in this way a saying linked with the
Aristotelian one, inasmuch as the value of the implication is
already operating in the saying itself.
But we shall see i n which particular form the implication is
utilized since, when it is produced in the midst of the
psychoanalytic discourse an inevitable rupture occurs with
Logic, by not being limited t o an analysis of the enunciations.
It is clear that the difference between Psychoanalysis and
Logic is abysmal because they speak of different subjects.
However we can make use of the knowledge of the latter in order
to explore further the Freudian text.
Once we clarify the translation of pseudos as false,’B and since
the wordnpwrovdid not offer any difficulty for translation, the
Aristotelian formulationnpwrov, + d o { e m e r g e s clearly as the
first false statement.
We find two different places i n which Aristotle mentions.the
proton pseudos, in Chapter II of the PriorAnalytics, Part II and in
Chapter XVIII.”
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Two completely different possibilities appear in both chapte '
which as we will see give rise t o two different interpretations wi
regard to the Freudian text.
In Chapter I1Aristotle refers specifically to the premises as th
First False Statement and proposes a series of considerations i
relation to the different combinatory possibilities of false
premises or true ones and how from them we can arrive'at'a
conclusion.
What interested us in this reference is when he affirms that
from the true, the false cannot be concluded. Ttiis isfor usaclear
indication of the use of implication..
Aristotle says:
"Now it is impossible to deduce a false
conclusion starting from true premises but it
is possible to deduce a true conclusion
starting from false premises."17
The affi,rmation that from false premises something truthful
can be concluded is nothing other than the implication as
formulated by the stoics.
And we have studied this first formulation due to the
implications which appear in the Freudian texts in a first analysis
which we can make of the case of Emma.
Freud speaksof falseconnectionsand thesecould besimilarto
the false premises from which a true one follows.
Well now there are two false connections affirmed by Freud in
Emma's case:

- c
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0
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0
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Shop-assistan s
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Laughing
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Sexual Release

,'Clothes

,

e-o---False Connections (our addition to Freud's diagram)
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Besides the similarity between false connections and false
premises, Freud goes beyond and assimilates the symptom t o a
conclusion, "constructed'in a totally correct form."'B
We have clarified the usageof the word correctandanticipated
how Freud in the development of truth, exceeds the limits of his
knowledge, which we could qualify as conscious with regard to
the syllogism, producing an instrumentation of it i n the form of an
implication.
We said this of the implication forthe following reason: if Freud
had affirmed as true, the connections between dressesllaugh,
shopkeeper/sexual release, what w o u l d , have been the
conclusion?
Inevitably, the answer is that the implication wouldn't have
been possible. Which is thesameastoaffirm thattherewould not
have been any relation between the symptom and what Emma
said as the connection between dresses-laugh on the one hand
and shopkeepers-sexual release on the other hand.
Since the only thing that proves the implication is that it would
not be a false conclusion deduced from true premises, it is
necessary that the affirmation of the premises as false bethere to
assure the relation between. premises and conclusion.
Arrriving at this point we have to propose a difference between
a logical analysis and the analysis made by psychoanalysis.
Thus Logic being ascience,.will have thenecessity t o foreclose
the subject t o constitute its writing and will produce an analysis
of the enunciation of the discourse.
The psychoanalytic discourse instead does not lose itself in the
analysis of the enunciations since what is of interest is the
emergence of the subject of the unconscious, there where the
enunciation marks the enunciated.
From there the culde sac that Logic encounters, as for instance
in the example of the paradoxof the Liar, resolved by thisscience
with the installation of metalanguage or the Russian types.
This is why for psychoanalysis; the false connections
produced by Emmaare noobjection, since we know that the truth
always is mi-dire (half-said) and appears in the form of fiction. It
is from the falsity of the discourse that truth appears, knowing
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that it will appear in a point where it (the truth) is connected w!!
the abyss, with that which goes beyond the false or true sayin
This is what we will attempt t o develop now.
The Enlgrna of a Key: a Writing

Starting from what on the one hand would be a distract
listening to a detail in a text by Freud and on the other hand
Chapter XVlii of the Prior Analytics, Part II. we are confron
with a double interrogation:
a) Why that bracket (key)I8 in Freud's diagram?
b) What is the First False Premise to which Aristotle refers in his
work?
This double interrogation in a given moment converges i n
single question, which for the time being we leave in order to
develop the two questions.
We will take first the problem in relation to theprotonpseudos.
Aristotle says:
"A false discourse derives from thenpwrov
$ d o f . Every syllogism has two or more
premises.
Both.may be false ortrue but both cannot be
true in a false syllogism.
Instead if T is shown by means of AB and
this by means.of AEZH and what we just
named are false, then so will be this
discourse. Since A and B are deduced from
them.
This is how a false conclusion is drawn"z0

DISCOURSE

conclusions, for example it is possible for a syllogism t o have a
true conclusion even when the premises are false.
2 If the first false premise in this sentence that we analysed
were to be the same as what is said in Chapter II, we could not
understand why here Aristotle said: "a false discourse is derived
from the first false premise."
Evidently this would give rise to a contradiction, since in one
place he affirms that from the false the true can be implied and i n
the above quote he affirms that the false comes alwaysfrom the
first false premise.
From here emerged the question: to what first false premise
Aristotle refers?
Where does this first false premise come from? Isn't a false
discourse in any case the first false premise that is part of the
discourse itself?
Doesn't Psychoanalysis show usa first false premise that made
possible, the structuring of a being as a speaking being? From
whence derives the phallus if not from the first false premise
which is the universal premise of the penis?z1
And isn't thatthenecessarycondition fortheappearanceof the
truth as half-said?
Let us go back to Emma'scaseandgive place to theinterrogation
that Freud's diagram provokes in us:
n
9&
I-

t

=sShop
I

?Fllobt

Making a comparison between what Aristotle said above and
Chapter II quoted before, we draw the following conclusions:
1 It is evident that when Aristotle speaks o f n p w r o v JIeu60f in
Chapter II, he refers to the premises.
The premises are analysed with respect t o the singularity of
each case, of each syllogism. This analysis leads to different
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,.The reason why we stop,in this curved bracket (key) was t
usage made of it by Freud: he does not put anything on the 0th
side of the curved bracket.
.
The usage generally made of this curved bracket is
synthesize.or group together some things, but in orderto do
usually a word or a symbol is written on the pointed side of
curved bracket. In this instance Freud did not do this.

DISCOURSE
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Our task is then to explain this curved bracket, to giv
signification to it. For this we need to start with what the curve
bracket encompasses.
What the curved bracket encompasses is the two Scenes under
an etremely important concept for psychoanalysis which in this
text appears clearly explicit, thht of Nachtraglichkeit.22
"This is the typical case of repression in
hysteria. Everywhere that a memory is
repressed, w h i c h o n l y retroactively
(Nachtraglich) becomes a trauma."
However this concept was already articulated in the text from
the moment in which Freud spoke of the two Scenes: the first at .
age 12, the second at age 8.
By writing the Scenes in an inverted form with regard to
chronological time, he is giving a correct place with regard to the
concept.of retroaction (Nachtraglichkeit).
Not only does he speak of the retroaction of one Scene upon
the oJher. He also indicates what the trauma will be, retroactively
(apres-coup), 'in this case.
It is this meaning and only this that the assault of the shop
keeper appears with a signification in relation t o the
psychoanalytic discourse and not as Laplanche suggests by
Well now
ascribing to Emma some obscuresex~alpremonition.~~
if this curved bracket, the meaning of which we are questioning,
appears as encompassing the two Scenes, it is because there is
some relation between it and them.
Now the question is to be able to say, what is that relationship.
Let us start from the curved bracket. If we search .the
etymological meaning in Spanish this word (/lave) comes from
the Latin word ( c / a ~ e ) . * ~
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This etymology provides us with an analogy between What i S a
curved bracket which always posesses an enigma (clave)and the
usage made of it i n the writing since generally speaking the word
which it points to usually is the key to what is e n c o m p a s ~ e d . ~ ~
But we can alsocomparethecurved bracket in its function with
the line which usually is placed between the premises and the
conclusion in syllogisms.'
In the diagram bequeathed by Freud, the line is not between
conclusion and premises - on the contrary, it encompasses both.

'i

i
i

Within the space mapped by the curved 'bracket there are a
series of arrows which point to the curved bracket and one that
emerges from the curved bracket towards the word sexual
release, which appears together with what Freud tells us is the
conclusion: t o be alone, shop flight.
If we made a comparison between the discourse of Logic and
what Freud says, it was only to show the differences between
them.
Differences which tell us for instance the function of writing in
psychoanalysis.
If what- Freud says in Emma's case had been a Qllogism the
writing would have been there to become a conclusion of the
premises.
..
.
It is the atopia of that curved bracket, its non-usewhich tells us
of this second place of writing in psychoanalysis.
Writing borders on the Real, with adiscoursethat unfolds in an
analysis; ii will obtain its support from this discourse and will
mark it.
This curved bracket which tells us of a certain enigma is i n the
words of Lacan, a writing. It is a Freudian writing from a second
. .
Scene, the Lacanian one.
But if the first is false, it is because ttie truth comes into the
Scene in that way, speaking of the falseness of the word which
pretends to grasp the Real.
Freud regrets the Project, however a writing in the form of an
enigma challenges us and we should take'up the gauntlet.
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It is.because knowledge is not known and it is because havin
read there, where Freud knew without knowing, that Lacancoul
make, the, analytic discourse take a new movement an
retroactively. act upon that first false premise, that we have
attempted .a description.
The .current discourse still continues (Encore) but the
responsibility is on the analyst to decide the function of writi
since the writing' foretells the limit to which. all of, us
submitted: castration.

. .

I

Proton Pseudos.

8

This is the written account of a,Seminar given in the
years 1980-1981 called The Real in the Freudian Texts:

9

See Note 2.
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FREUD,S.
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Project for a Scientific Psychology. Footnote p.352 in
the Spanish translation, The First Hysterical Lie.

'* LAPLANCHE.J.
Life and Death in Psychoanalysis. Baltimore, Johns
Hopkins. 1976.
I3

"

Notes

'
2

An example not used by Freud in other texts.

l5

Nachtraglich is not deferred action as mistranslated by
Strachey but retroactive as pointed out by Lacan.

le

The author acknowledges Judith Jamesonfor pointing
out and correcting Freud's work in its translation from
German into Spanish. For the present publication
however, the School has used Strachey's translation
and has remarked upon the mistranslation by writing in
brackets the correct concept.
. 3 FREUD,S.

Proiect for a Scienctific Psychology, (1895). StEd.,
Vo.1, p. 352-356.

' ARISTOTLE.

Prior Analytics, Book iI, Ch.,Vlll (66a,16). The Loeb
Classical Libraw.

5

The Complete Letters of Sigmund Freud to Wilhelm
Fliess, (1887-1904). Translated and edited by Jeffrey
M. Masson. Belknap Harvard. 1985. p.152.

6

LACAN,J.

,'

Of the Subject who is Supposed to-Know, of the First
Dyad, and of the Good.in The Four Fundamental
Concepts, of Psycho-Analysis, (1964). The Hogarth
.Press and the Institute of Psycho:Analysis. 1977, p.
232.
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LACAN.,J.

BOCHENSKI.1.
La paradoja del mentiroso (The paradox of the,Liar) in
Historia de la l6gica formal. Biblioteca hispanica de
fiiosofia. Spain, p.141.
LUKASIEWICS.
La silgogistica de Aristoteles. Editorial Tecnos, p. 26.
We will not devote a single sentence to the translation
of Laplanche as fallacy, since this word has a whole
tradition which explains by itself its unsuitability to be
used in the place of false statement.

1

"

Les non dupes errent. Seminar XXI. Unpublished.

ARISTOTLE

Prior Analytics. / I , p.410.53b and 494,66a.

111

In the same text, the translation of Hysterical Proton
Pseudos.

18

The author is playing on the fact that the word key
(/lave in Spanish) translates both as key, as in key to a
code, and also the curved bracket which Freud uses in
his diagram representing Emma's true and false
connections. See Project...p.254, Op. Cit.

*O

ARISTOTLE

Prior Analytics, il.Chapter XVIII. p.494. 66a, Op. Cit.

2'

VEGH, i.

Freud retorna en castellano. Imago. No.8. Buenos
Aires, p. 119.

22

See Note 2
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24
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LAPLANCHE.J.
Life and Death in Psychoanalysis, p. 39.
.
Breve,Diccionario etimoldgico de la lengua castellana
Joan: 'Corominas.

Foreword to M. Safouan's
The Decoding of Dreams:
Syntax and Abstract Signification
and
The Primary Processes in The Dream

Geschweiffe Klammer: curved bracket. Literally

25

'curved tongs'. an expression which in printing mean
the sign of the /lave:.)
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Moustapha Safouan: A.E. Analyst €cole Freudienne de Paris
founded by Jacques Lacan (dissolved in 1980) has published:

- Le structuralisme en psychanalyse, in Qu'esf-ce que le
..

.I

-

Structuralisme, Le Seuil, 1968.
Erudes sur I'Oedipe, Le Seuil, 1974.
La sexualit6 f e m h i n e dans la doctrine Freudienne, Le Seuil,
1979.
L'echec du principe du p/aisir, translated as Pleasure and
Being: Hedonism from a Psychoanalytic Point of View. St.
Martins Press, 1983.
L'inconscienf et fa question de la formation des analystes, Le
Seuil, 1983.

.. .

., . .

..

.

The following two Chapters form part of the book The
Unconscious and its Scribe; Rhetoric from a Psychoanalytic
Point of View, which is due for publication i n English in the near
future. They are published by the kind permission of the author.
This book develops many of the ideas introduced in Pleasure and
Being.
The Chapters published here follow on from Dr. Safouan's
Seminars given to the Freudian School of Melbourne on his
previous visit i n December 1981, On Symbolism and On Jokes
both published i n Papers of The Freudian Schoolof Melbourne,
1981.
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The Decoding of Dreams:
Syntax and Abstract Signification
Moustafa Safouan
As writing, dreams are subject to 'the considerations of
staging' Hence thequestion which is posed in thefirst part of this
chapter, and which Freud phrases as follows: 'What
representation do dreams provide for "if", "because", "just as",
"although", "either-or", and all the other conjuctions without
which we cannot understand sentences or speeches?"
The actual phrasing.of this question quite clearly indicatesthat
for Freud it is a question not only of the relations with which the
logic of propositions is concerned, but of all the conjunctions
which a 'natural' language places at the subject's disposal, and
which logic, owing to the difficulty there is in reducing them to
'truth values' finds it hard to tame. One could also add other
conjunctions to the sequence enumerated by Freud, namely,
'and'. 'but', 'since', 'the more... the more', 'the more ... the less',
'rather than', 'the proof being that', 'to the extent that', et% I shall
consider these relations as they 6ccur in our experience.
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1.1 It i s easy to imagine how difficult a scribe without phonetic
writing would find it to render these terms2 There is therefore
nothing surprising about Freud's answer:
"In the first place dreams take into account
in a general way the connection which
undeniably exists between all the portions
of the dream-thoughts by combining the
whole material into a single situation or
event. They reproduce logical connection
by simultaneity in time. Here they are acting
like the painter who, in a picture of the
S c h o o l of Athens or of Parnassus
represents in one groupall the philosophers
or all the poets. It i s true that they were never
assembled in a single hall or on a single
mountain-top; but they certainly form a
group in the conceptual sense.

Dreams carry this method of reproduction
down to details. Whenever they show us two
elements close together, this guarantees
that there is some specially intimate
connection between what corresponds to
them among the dream-thoughts. In the
same way, in our system of writing, 'ab'
means that the two letters are to be
pronounced in a single syllable. If a gap is
left between the 'a' and the 'b' it means that
the 'a' is the last letter of one word and the 'b'
is th.e first of the next one. So, too,
collocations in dreams d o not consist of any
chance, disconnected portions of the
dream-material, but of portions which are
fairly connected'in the dream-thoughts as
well:'3
The comparison with the painter's task is not meant to be taken
literally. I myself have nevec come across a dream which
juxtaposes different elements i n order to indicate the concept
under which these elements- may be subsumed. On the other

11c
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hand, there can be no doubt that simultaneityserves to represent
(but one could as well say - to dispense with ) every kind of
logical, or more precisely, grammatical relation, i n a mannerthat
one would not at first suspect. Here, by way of example, is a
fragment of a dream:
I was preparing to make love to X. A t that
moment I realized that an eye was watching
us. Then Istopped. After...
Several sessions later, this eye was described as a blind
eye,which brought to mind the association that 'love is' blind'.
This was enough to indicate what this fragment meant: 'rather
than lose love, I will renounce my desire'.
1.2 This recourse t o simultaneity in time (Gleichzeitigkeit)
obliges us to point out how great a difference there is between
dream writing and every other form, a difference which justifies
the comparison between it and staging: a writing takes time
without using it for the purposes of signification. This difference
is still more apparent in the case of succession, which the dream
uses t o express causal relafions (Kausalbeziehungenj and this
following two methods 'which are i n essence the samd' Here is
the first:
"Suppose the dream-thoughts run like this:
'since this was so and so, such and such was
bound to happen.! l h e n !he commoner
method of representation would be to
introduce the dependent clause as an
introductory dream and t o add the principal
clause as the main dream. If I have
interpreted aright, the temporal sequence
may be reversed. But the more extensive
part of the dream always corresponds to the
principal clause"5
In fact, what is essential to this procedure is the division of the
dream into two successive parts, irrespective of their relative
length (which does not mean, as Freud is careful to specify, that
every division of a dream into two parts serves to express a
relation). One may compare the interval between these two parts
to the comma which, according tocertain rulesof punctuation, is
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intercalated between dependent and main clause: this apart, the
scribe leaves it up to the'interpreter to choose the conjuction
most appropriate to the context: because, since, when, as, given.
that, therefore, also, consequently, which is why etc.
Save only in cases where the dependent clause employs a.
saying or proverb in current use a Canadian dreamer who like
the patient who had given Freud a "b.eautiful example" to
illustrate that method -wanting toexplain thecourseof his life by
the modesty of his origins, may represent himself in a preliminary
dream as eating a bun by reference to the saying, apparently
current in Quebec: 'When one is born'for a bun ...'
The second method is described by Freud in these terms:

-

"The other methodof representing a causal'
relation is adapted to lessextensive material
and consists in one image in the dream,
whether of a person or thing, being
transformed intoanother. Theexistenceof a
causal relation is only to be taken seriously
if the transformation actually occurs before
oureyesandnotifwemerelynoticethatone
thing hasappeared in the placeof another."B
It is also worth noting that not every transformation signifies
causality. If a small worm is transformed into a giant one, which
devours and devastates everything in its path, this may simply
correspond to the 'terrifying' wish to 'eat everything' a wish that
is fairly frequently encountered in the subterranean labyrinths
hollowed out by oral demand.,I would, moreover, be inclined to
specify that transformation does not strictly speaking express a
causal relation, but only the content of the subordinate clause.
When this transformation assumesa'miraculous'orabsurd form,
the conjunction often signifies a refutation: if the toad becomes
an elephant, then you will succeed.
Are there other methods for expressing the conjunction 'if' in
dreams? Indeed, the appearance in a dream of a man with a
feminine attribute may indicate a thought which could be
paraphrased as follows: 'If Mr. So-and-so were a woman ...' and it
was undoubtedly because Freud saw all 'composite images' as
expressing relations of resemblance that he failed to note this.
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Which is not to imply thatcomposite images, like transformation,
only express the content of the subordinate clause.
Succession is therefore indeed the sole method which
constantly serves in dreams to express 'causal relations'
Generally speaking, an interpreter will have no trouble. in
discovering whether successi.ve dreams translate such relations
or whether they simply signify the same thoughts more and more
emphatically. Where the latter is thecase, there tend to beseveral
dreams with no link between them other than that of having taken
place 'in the course of the same night'; whereas a separation
which takes the form of a short interval emphasised as such in the
narrative of the dream, definitely indicates a link between thetwo
parts o f ' t h e same dream. If there is, however, any remaining
doubt, the associations are not slow to dispel it, by indicating if it
is a question of a sequence or if it is indeed a repetition of the
same theme.
1.3 The relation which Freud. examines next is that of the
alternative. He is quite categorical about this:
"The alternative 'either-or' cannot be
expressed in dreams in any way whatever.
Both of the alternatives are usuallyinserted
in the text of the dream as though they were
equally valid:''
As proof of this, he recalls the dream of Irma's injection, which
attributed her illness to a series . o f incompatible, if not
contradictory causes. Now, we cannot concur with this: it isclear
that.this 'proof' implies a normative judgement concerning the
'mentality'of dreams. Where it isaquestion of mutuallyexclusive
arguments, the dream ought t o . have separated them by
'either/ors' instead of adding them together. One wonders why,
when the leading thought in this dream apparently consisted in
pleading innocence at any price.
Freud's argument would hold, on the other hand, if the latent
thought of the dream actually took the form of an alternative. In
which case, the question then arises: does this form find the
means to express itself in the manifest dream? And which? The
answer, contrary to what Freud says, is not therefore in doubt: the
presence of an alternative i n the manifest dream always indicates
the existence of an alternative at the level of thedream-thought.
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Freud based his cast. upon an example which hasundoubtedly
become the most celebrated in the whole psychoanalytic
literature on dreams:
"During the night before myfather'sfuneral
I had a dream of a printed notice, placard or.
a poster - rather like the notice forbidding
one to smoke in railway waiting-rooms - o n
which appeared either
'You are requested to close the eyes' .'.

Freud's example does not requirea whole range of associationsg
for it reproduces a contemporary German saying, in which 'to
close an eye' is 'to show indulgence: Now, one cannot ask one's
fellow both to accord pardon and to remain blind about a thing.
Which is precisely the meaning of this dream.

or,

'.
'You are requested to close an eye'
I usually wrote this i n the form:
'You are requested to close theIan eye(sp:
Each of these two versions had a meaning of
its own and led i n a different direction when
the dream was interpreted. I had,chosen the
simplest possible ritual for the funeral, for'l
knew my father's own views on such
ceremonies. But some other members of the
family were not sympathetic to such
puritanical simplicity and thought we
should be disgraced in the eyes of those
who attended the funeral. Hence one.of the
versions: 'You are requested to close.an
eye' Le., to 'wink at' or 'overlook: Here it is
particularly easy to see the meaning of the
vagueness expressed by the 'either-or.' The
dream-work failed to establish a unified
wording for the dream-thoughts which
could at the same time be ambiguous, and
the two main lines of thought consequently
began to diverge even in the manifest
content of the 'dream."n
Now, we have good reason to be surprised by this failure of the
dream to find its own form, not least because of the habitual
facility, if not .licence, that dreams-.show in the formation of
images and composite words.Fortunately, the'interpretation of
114

Although dreams in which alternatives occur are relatively
infrequent, they are of considerable importance in analysis. This
is precisely because the desire that is signified in them is, in the
end, the desire to make a choice - which does not rule out those
cases in which the alternative is accompanied by a negation,
whether reDresented or not in the dream: to choose is out of the
question.
It is probably because he maintained these dreams d o not
know negation in general that Freud ruled out the possibility of
their having any means of representing alternatives. But, just as
he had asserted that "'No" seems not toexist so farasdreams are
concerned' and had then proceeded to indicate a host of
methods .for expressing this relation, so here too he concludes,
just prior to tackling negation, by outlining a method: 'In a few
instances the difficulty of representing an alternative is got over
by dividing the dream into two pieces of equal length?'
He gives
no example of this, and I personally know of nodream employing
this method.
1.4.a It goes without saying that the thoughts staged by the
dream are not limited simply to those propositions known as
declarative and assertive. Not only d o they present as many
varieties as we have waking thoughts (demands, wishes, regrets,
denials, etc ...) but they also allow of a like number of nuances of
signification, nuances which vary in the case of negation,
depending upon the various brands of it in a particular language,
and notably in French, which has pas, point, goutte, rien. guare,
personne, jamais, etc.
One may question a dream's ability t o render the distinction
between 'John is not hurrying' and 'John never hurries'. In fact,
such difficulties are easily resolved, at least in principle, i n those
cases i n which the mark of negation is the homophone of another
word.which may itself be represented. One cannot rule out the
possibility of the image a of drop (gouttej of blood having' a
conjuratory meaning in adream. for instance, 'Dusang, iln'yaura
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goutte; 'of'blood. there won't be any/a drop'. I recall an
analysand having .a dream of which he no longer remembered
.anything... save that 'Tintin' was involved. A moment later, he told
a story that one of his relatives had narrated the day before. It is
not hard to imagine what sort of reception he had given to this
n,arrative, i.e.. 'Tintin' which in colloquial French means'nothing
doing:"
But what then are we to make of Freud's assertion that the
dream shows 'a particular'preference for combining contraries
into a unity or for representing them as one and.the same thing'?
In support of this assertion, Freud quotes a dream in which 'the
same branch which was carried like a lily and as though by an
innocent girl was at.the same time an allusion to the Dame aux
But what is so surprising about a woman imagining
Cameliaszl'.
herself to be both Maria and the Dame aux Camelias, if such is her
desire? Since it is a faithful scribe, the dream can have no
'preference' and simply transcribes the subject's o w n
preferences as to the choice of its colours. This folding back of
the dream thoughts on to the representations of being, which are
under the sway as we know, of the pleasure principle alone, may
indeed be termed 'regression'. But one cannot help observing
that such a regression has nothing to do with a regression t0.a
more primitive stage, which is how Freud (who refers here to Karl
Abel's Der Gegensinn der Urworte 1884) understood it.
1.4.b Emile Benveniste, in his Remarks Upon the Function of
Language in fhe Freudian Discovery, made the most devastating
criticisms of this work, focussing as much upon its methodology
as upon its first priciples. As regards Abel's methods, they are so
random or are based upon such superficial comparisons that
Benveniste has no difficulty in showing that they are generally
mistaken. As regards his first principles, Benveniste writes as
follows: 'To imagine a stage of language, which is defined both as
"primordial" and as real and "historical" in which a particular
object would be named, as being both itself and at the,same time
some other thing, and in which the relation expressed would be
one of enduring contradiction, a non-relational relation, in which
everything would be both itself and other than itself, and
therefore neither itself nor another thing, to imagine all this
would be to imagine something purely chimerical'!a

This criticism may well have laid bare Abel's geneticist or
evolutionist framework, and consequently that of Freud, but its
approach to the problem of words with antithetical meanings
does however leave the problem itself, as Lacan h a s o b ~ e i v e d ' ~
quite unresolved, inasmuch as there is hardly a single language,
whether primitive or not, which does not contain such words.
These words are, as is well known, particularly common in
Arabic, where tha same .word will signify for instance, buy and
sell, weak and strong, double and half, and even landand sea. But
what we tend too often to overlook is the fact that one also finds
alongside a word having two antithetical meanings (bahr =sea
and land), another word for land (ard) in relation to which bahr
means just sea!5 Moreover, it is not, strictly speaking, wordswith
antithetical meanings that are so common in classical Arabic, but
triads'there is nahar (day) and /ail (night), and then there is
carime which may be used indiscriminately for either. Likewise
for black and white, doubt and certainty, fellow and rival, onewho
asks and' one who does not ask, masculine and feminine,
menstruation and 'purity' etc. [Observations such as these are
indispensable to the solution of our problem, inasmuch as they
show that, in passing.fromthe level of phonemes to that of words,
we d o not pass into a domain of meanings which imposes its law
of non-contradiction. but.that the meaning of a word, once more,
depends upon its double-relation with what surrounds i t 1. This
structure becomes still rnore.apparent when we pass to the
subsequent level.of inclusive,ness. that of the sentence, in which
each term derives its meaning as much from its context as from
what Lacan calls its :vertical connections'. In other words, the
solution of the problem of words with antithetical meaningsdoes
not reside, as Benveniste would have us suppose, i n the fact that
a word utters an object.conceived as a focus for relations, with
itself and with others, but in the fact that, at whatever level one
puts oneself, the signified still depends upon the relations in
which the signifier i s involved. In short, this solution is the one
that Lacan, following what one might call 'Lichtenberg's method'
(after the author of the famous Aphorisms), implies but does not
spell out when he writes: 'Track down its spoor (that of the
signifier) there where it tracks us down? Indeed. it is t o this
sentence that he appends the note in which he re-poses to
Benveniste the question of words with antithetical meanings.
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Freud's geneticist prejudice did not in fact. prevent him from
'correcting' his previous assertion, namely, that 'the dream
cannot express a no'". In the Traumdeutung, as we shall see
(1.6. sq.), he points t o a whole range of methods for representing
this relation.
1.5.aThe more Freud restricts the place of negation indreams,
the more on the other hand, he favours the relation of similarity.
'One and only one of these logical relations' Freud writes, 'isvery
highly favoured.by the mechanism of dream-formation; namely,
the relation of similarity, consonance or approximation - the
relation of just as. This relation, unlike any other, is capable of
being represented in dreams in a variety of ways'P

1.5.c Moreover, Freud went on t o modify his opinion
concerning the representation of the relation of similarity by
composite images. A few lines further on, he writes:
"...identification or the construction of
composite figures serves various purposes
in dreams: firstly to represent an element
common to both persons, secondly to
represent a displaced common element,
and thirdly, too, to express a merely wishful
common element."1g
I will not stress overmuch 'to represent a displaced common
element' for all too often we observe a superficial element
covering up another, much less innocent one. The important
point to note is that an apparent failure in the formation of
composite images occurs where.identificaiton, in thestrict sense
of the term, is involved. Freud speaks of cases i n which
identification (as a means of representation i n the dream, and
therefore to be firmly distinguished, as Strachey does, from the
identification through which identity is 'constructed) and
composition miscarry:
"If so, the scene in the dream isattributed to
one of the persons concerned, while the
other (and,usuallythe more important one)
appears as an attendant figure without any
other function. The dreamer may describe
the position i n such a phrase as 'My mother
was there as well' (Stekel). An element of
this kind in the dream-content may be
compared to the 'determinatives' 'used in
hieroglyphic script, which are not meant to
be pronounced but serve merely t o
elucidate other signs."2n
But rather than seeing this as a 'failure' we ought t o discern in
t h i s 'determinative' a n index a c c e n t u a t i n g 'unvoiced'
identification. For example, 'My mother was there as well' might
well indicate that some other feminine figure featuring in the
dream did so quoad matrem. Freud, in speaking of the failureof
this method, is actually pointing t o a method which translates the
relation of identification.

1.5.b These means turn out to be, i n actual fact, the various
forms of one and the same method, which consists in forming
composite images, but which does not only serve to express the
relation of similarity. Admittedly, the image of a person or of a
place i n which A appears with an attribute. belonging to B
(identification). or an image composed of A's and E's image
(composition) can serve t o represent 'A has hostile feelings
towards me and so has B: But the same image may equally well
be intended to represent nottheirsimilarity,ibut what onecan call
their commutativity: A. is 8;which :does not mean that he
resembles him, any more than t o assert that 'John.is a Tartuff,e'
simply means that he is a. hyprocrite.: but .that. he is another
incarnation of hypocrisy. 0r.again;-it may be that A is identified
with B not on account of an attribute that they have in common,
but precisely because of their contrast 7 in which case the relation
is more like a 'but' i.e., 'no longer virgin but still innocent'. Which
does not, moreover, prevent the same-relation.'but' from going
quite unrepresented. Thus, an analysand dreamed.'of a pepperplant whose leaves seemed to have the form of a shell-fish; but
when l touched them, lrealised that i t wasnotso.'Thisisadream
in which the dreamer's thoughts about .women were fairly
eloquently expressed: 'attractive, but not aphrodisiac' Since it is
the narrative of the.dream which anyway provides the key to the
image, the dream can allow itself such 'idleness' .in the
representation of relations.
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1.5.dThe formation of composite images may also serve to
represent that relation which is phrased as'instead of'. Desire has
such an affinity with regret that nothing iscommonerthan wishes
that assume the form of a wish for substitution, whether
accompanied by an explicit negation or not ('if I were King', 'if I
were King and not a beggar'). In such cases, the person or place
to be exchanged often' appears in the dream with an attribute
belonging to the desired person or place. Freud cites the case of
Irma; who appears in the dream i n a position that reminds him of
the other patient that he would like to have had in her place. Or
again, in order to render the thought 'its a pity one has to make
children with these wretches and not with her!' ari'analysand's
dream employs this same method:' her (male) friend is there
represented as marked with a'unary
which belonged only
to her preferred (female) friend. I would note in passing that
nothing would be more inappropriate thawto speak of such a
subject in terms of 'homosexuality' unlessone wereto recall that
the desire i n question is essentially constituted out of the
impossibility the subject feels at the idea of satisfying it. The~fact
of recalling this serves t o show, rather, that this thought is the
sign of an irrevocably heterosexual orientation. There is nothing
contradictory i n adding that, to the extent that the ties of love
were reserved for the (female).friend, the latter was then able to
subsist in the interpretation, w h i l e t h e (male) lover was
aufgehebf,~ and only subsisted as an 'example' of a man,
a'representative'.of his sex. In fact, the associations following this
dream. essentially revolved around an enumeration of the
dreamer's grievances against men, described as 'wretches'.
These grievances did not, any more than the qualification
'wretch' figure in the dream. Hence that extremely important
observation regarding dream writing, namely, its 'telegraphic'
character. We shall see that a good part of what Freud describes
under the heading of 'condensation' only serves to emphasize
this quality.
1.6 If Freud had had to deal with French-speaking'patients, he
would assuredly not have failed to note the method alluded to
above, whereby the dream goes a long way towards phoneticised
writing or the rebus in order to represent negation, and he himself
identified .a very ingenious procedure for expressing 'just the
reverse' or 'quite the contrary'. It is easy enough to describe this
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method if one notes that our customary way of saying, for
example, 'he isn't poor, guite the contrary' may be replaced with
no great harm done by'he is rich' followed by the denial,,'on the
contrary'. One of Freud's patients had a dream, t o which we shall
have occasion to return (the'lovelydream')22which occurred in a
place with many people in it, someupabove, on the topfloor, and
the others down below; the dreamer's brother was among the
former, while the dreamer himself wasamong the latter. Now, the
truth was 'quite the reverse' for the brother had been ruined and
had therefore lost his place i n 'high'society whilst the patient had
held on to.his fortune. This inversion was quickly denounced in
later parts of the dream in which, contrary to the introductory
scene from Daudet's Sappho and indeed, against all probability,
the dreamer climbed a path with great difficulty at first and then
with greater and greater ease.
I d o not recall ever having encountered examples of this ilk, but
anyone who is familiar with dream interpretation will be sure to
recognize. in this method (which basically consists in'employing
an altogether obvious inversion i n order to indicate another) the
signature of the dream: I have, on the other hand, come across a
number of dreams in which the accumulation of 'provocative'
inversions had the meaning of a sarcastic commentary on the
part of the dreamer regarding the fact that when a small boy, he
was often taken for a girl; 'why not then call North South, white
black, etc.?'
1.7 Freud also points to two methods intended to representthe
negation of the verbs 'to be able to' and 'to wish'. The dream
represents 'I cannot' by a situation in which the dreamer features
as incapabbof acting, whereas7 don't wish to' is translated by a
feeling of inhibition which prevents'the dreamer from carrying
out the act. In fact, this 'I don't wish to' always refers to a desire
which arouses an'xiety; which is why, as Freud actually observes,
the impediment so.often hasaslightlyanxiousfeel toit.Towhich
I would add that the detour most often employed in representing
the 'negation of the verb 'to be' consists in replacing this same
negation with an assertion t o the contrary, with 'he isn't small'
thus becoming 'he is big'. One dream made sosubtlea useofthis
method that one of its characters appeared in it with another's
attribute, but without this attribute being in any way specified ('it
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was John, but it was someone else'); from this one inferred that
the character in question was never what he claimed to be.
The negation of theverb'to be'is made,allthe,ea$erthrough its
often, being a denegation: 'It is not'l who am guilty or who carried
out a particular act, but'so-and-so'. In order to represent the
whole phrase, it is thus sufficient t o impute to the latter what was
expelled from the ego.
One can see, in the light of the above remarks, how right Freud
was to assert that one never knows a priori if one.ought to
interpret a dream image as positive. or negative. But this
assertion does not mean that the dream does not know of any
'no'; if there isafailure it is not in principle but infact,foradream
works with the means that are at hand.
1.8 In everyday life, negation is practically never reduced t o a
simple hallmarking with negative operator. Negation may often,
if we set aside denegation, take the form of derision, sarcasm,
irony, passionate refutation, etc. In short, it assumes polemical
forms which may be expressed.by an ,'its absurd', 'that's
ridiculous,' 'mad', or even'you must be joking'. 'my. hat', 'tell me
another', 'amen', etc. - in every one of these expressions the
contradiction, rather than bearing on the proposition, takes the
Other for its target (an Other that may, if I deem something that I
have just said to be absurd, be myself). So it is with the dreamthoughts. What is the usual procedure for translating this form of
negation when the discursive forms involved are so various?
'A dream; Freud writes, 'is made absurd... if a judgement that
something "is absurd" is among the elements, included in the the
dream-thoughts-that is to say, if any one of the dreamer's
unconscious trains of thought has criticism or ridicule as its
motive. Absu'rdity isaccordinglyoneof the methods by which the
dream-work ,represents a .contradiction - alongside such other
methods as the reversal in the dream-content of some material
relation in the dream-thoughts, or the exploitation of the
sensation of motor inhibition. Absurdity in a dream, however, is
not to be translated by a simple 'no'; it is intended to reproduce,
the mood of the dream-thoughts, which combines derision or
laughter with the contradiction. It is only with such an aim in view
that the dream-word produces anything ridiculous. Here once

again i t is giving a manifest form to a portion of the latent
ont tent.'^
Truth to tell, there are dreams whose apparent absurdity is
simply due t o the fact that they effect a word-for-word translation
of current expressions, which are 'absurd' and yet perfectly
intelligible (or which, being intelligible, have nothing absurd
about them) e.g., 'death has made him yet greater', 'he has his
head in the air' etc..J4 the 'its absurd' is generally translated
either through the dream taking pleasure i n piling upabsurdities
at its leisure, or through a judgement of absurdity comprising a
part of the dream's narrative - or through a remark that draws
attention to a.particular absurdity.
Freud's first example, 'the dream of a patient who had lost his
father six years earlier' provides a good illustration of this latter
method:
"His father h a d met with a grave calamity.
,., . .
He h a d been travelling b y the night train,
which h a d been derailed. The carriageseats
were forced together and his head was
compressed from side to side. The dreamer
then saw him lying in'bed with a woundover
his left eyebrow which ran i n a vertical
direction. He was surprised at his father's
having met with a calamity (since he was
already dead, as he added in telling me the
: dream). How clear his eyes were!"25
I would willingly say that the interpretation of thisdream would
simply consist in adding,' after t h e remark that the father was
'already dead', 'but it is. absurd that he is'. This interpretation
becomes. all the more plausible if you consider that the
associations indicate that the last phrase in the dream,
immediately following the dreamer's astonished remark, callsfor
an inversion'which often signifies, as we have seem'quite the
reverse':
. .
"When the patient was four years old he had
. . .' . . . , , been present when. a pistol, accidentally
loaded,, had been discharged and had
.
. , . blackened his father's eyes, (the eyes are so
clear)."2B
I
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This phrase, Die augen sind so klar, leaves us in a state of some
uncertainty (not knowing to whom, precisely, these eyes that are
so clear belong)?" Is this pure chance, or does the dream indeed
have these ironical traits?
Another .dream about a dead father, dreamed by Freud, will
serve to illustrate the first method, the one which consists in
displaying the absurdities involved in so flagrant a manner that
the dreamer will not have to emphasize them himself:
"I received a communication from the town
council of my birthplace 'concerning the
fees due for someone's maintenance in the
hospital in the year 1851, which h a d been
necessitated by an attack he had had in my
house. l was amused by this sin&, in:the
first place, Iwas not yet alive in'l851 a ~ d , ' i n
the second place, my father, to whom i t
might have related, was alreadydead. l went
to him in the next room, where he was lying
on his bed, and.told him about it. To my
surprise, h e recollected that in 1851 he h a d
once got drunk and h a d h a d to be locked up
or detained It.was a t a time at which he h a d
been working for the house of T... 'so you
used to drink as well?' l asked; 'did you get
married soon after that?'lcalculated that, of
course, l was born in 1856, which seemed to
be the year which immediately followed the
year in ,question."2e
Since it would be out of the question t o cite all the associations
that Freud gives respecting the different elements of thisdream, I
will simply recall a few of the more important points:
1.'The deadfather'doesnotrefertohewhomthesubject had had
one day to bury, but it tends rather to signify an ideal borne.by
those who presented themselves, at differen't stages of his
existence, as 'seniors' i.e., Meynert, Breuer, etc.
2. The number 51, in isolation, represented in Freud's eyes the
fateful age, at which men seem t o be most vulnerable. 'I have
known collegues' Freud writes, 'who have died suddenly at that
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stage. and amongst them one who, after long delays, had been
appointed to a professorship only a few days before his death."2s
3. The interval which 'doesn't count' four or five years, 'was the
length of time during which I made my fiance wait for our
marriage: and it was also, by a chance coincidence which was
eagerly exploited by the dream-thoughts, the length of time
during which I made my patient of longest standing wait for a
complete r e c ~ v e r y ' .I~will
~ not lay too much stress on this
'chance' but 'to make wait' i n this context, is quite clearly
synonymous with 'to wait'.
4. The' phrase 'I went to him i n the next room', 'Correctly
reproduced the circumstances in which I informed my father of
my having become engaged to be married, without consulting
If we turn back to the dream itself, we shall find that the phrase
terminating it represents the dreamer's answer t o the question
put previously concerning his father's marriage. And what
follows from this answer or from this absurd calculation? That
nothing has come to separate that time when the dreamer was
n o t from the time when he was born. The absurdities that the
dream 'displays' represent what Freud calls the dreamer's
'disposition' i.e., the energy with which he repudiates the 'origin':
"Nor is it by any means a matter of chance
that our first examples of absurdity in
dreams related to a dead father. In such
cases, the conditions for creating absurd
dreams are found together in characteristic
fashion. The authority wielded by a father
provokes criticism from his children at an
early age, and the severity of the demands
he makes upon them leads them, for their
own relief, to.keep their eyes open to any
weakness of their father's; but the filial piety
called up in our minds by the figure of a
father, particularly after his death, tightens
the censorship which prohibits any such
criticism from being consciously
ex~ressed."~~

J
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In actual fact, what the subject finds so hard to tolerate in his
father is thedisplay of this final 'weakness'in which it is signified
that he is no more. namely, dead. The father's desire is no easier
to bear ... since it is his own desire that the subject experiences in
the father's desire.

1.9 There is indeed a'kind of negation that bears out Freud's
assertion that dreams d o not know of a 'no'. Wartburg and
Zumthor present the following examples of it: Prenez garde
qu'on ne vous.rende la pareille, il craint qu'on n e vienne pas, 33
and treat them as forms of 'semi-negation'.. Semi-negation,
because the presence of the article ne does not reverse the
meaning of the proposition. Othergrammarians have termed this
ne an 'expletive'. As Lacan has so often observed, this is a
perfectly defensible opinion, so long as (or because) one only
takes into consideration what the subject means, in the sense
that je crains qu'il ne vienne is equivalent to je crains qu'ilvienne,
but is no longer defensible once one considers not the meaning
uttered, but the relation of the subject to this utterance.
Admittedly, the-subject would not be .able t o articulate this
relation at the very moment in which it utters what it means. But
this relation does still signify. From this perspective,.which is the
one which interests the analyst most, the so-called 'expletive' ne
would seem rather to be a trace - arising in the course of the
utterance - of what is unfolding at the level of the enunciation. A
trace in.which the subject's relat.ion as subject of theenunciation
to what it states or t o what it means, is signified as a relation of
divergence, discordance or even of conflict: je crains qu'il.ne
vienne...mais qu'il vienne donc et qu'on en finisse! What I fear is
also what I desi,re and suddenly I fear that he will not come. .
Now, if the negation in question here presupposes the
presence of the subject or of its intentions in the act of speech,
this condition is absent i n the dream, for there the dreamer falls
back into a simple desire to sleep, leaving, so t o speak, the
signifier to make its own way. The dream cannot therefore
represent this form of negation.
1.9.a This explanation of the dream's incapacity to represent
the so-called 'expletive' ne, since it only represents a 'material'
i.e. a discourse that no actual speaker sustains, is simply, . if we
..
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think about it, a 'repetition'of what Freud assenssocategorically
regarding the question of intellectual activity in dreams:
"My reply (put briefly) is as follows:
everything that appears in dreams as the
ostensible activity of the function of
judgement is to be regarded not as an
intellectual achievement of the dream-work
but as belonging to the 'material of the
dream-thoughts and as having been lifted
from them into the manifest content of the
dream as a ready-madestructure. Ican even
carry this assertion further. Even the
judgements made after waking upon a
dream that has been remembered, and the
feelings called up in us by the reproduction
of such a dream, form part, to a great extent,
of the latent content of the dream and are to
be included in its i n t e r p r e t a t i ~ n . " ~ ~
We have already seen that a judgement that something is
absurd, a remark or expression of like astonishment, far from
testifying to an application of faculty of judgement, is on the
contrary an integral part of the manifest dream: and the very one
that betrays its most urgent meaning. Nor is there any lack of
examples that will bearobt Freud's second remark: it turns out
that the very words that the subject employs i n order to describe
his dream, t o comment upon it or t o criticize it, t o themselves
constitute an integral part of the dream, and therein is signified
much more than what the subject says. This remark thus shows
that waking-up does not imply a radical break with the dream, for
the subject may well awake from sleep, but it will not therefore
necessarily wake up from the dream. On the other hand, in
waking up from the dream, it wakes up from sleep, which the
dream precisely is meant t o protect. The only desire that the
dream fulfills is that of sleeping.
But does not the appearance of the I in the dream, which is
moreover a fairly common occurence, bear out theexistence of a
reflexive activity? By no means. The fact is that the dreamer
remembers his or her dream as if it were a message sent by an
Other, t o such an extent that it would not be misleading t o begin
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the narrative of a dream by 'A dream told me that I was in such a
place ... etc.' This message clearly concerns t h e . subject;
considered from this perspective, thefact 'that thedreamer'sown
ego appears several times, or in several forms, i n a dream is at
bottom no more remarkable than that the ego should be
contained in a conscious thought several times or in different
places or connections e.g. in the sentence"when /think what a
healthy .child I was."'35
But nor doestheappearanceofthelinthedreammeanthatthe
dream sets about thinking,there where.the subject is no longer
thinking as if there were another.subject within the subject; the
dream merely 'transcribes a material whose elements are
borrowed.from the conscious or the preconscious. It is simply
that the narrative of the dream, in which these elements are
combined, turns out to havea meaning which goes beyond what
it states. What is thus signified, the subject may not articulate.
This signification,, which it would .be improper to hypostatise
outside of the act or moment in which it makes itself understood,
constitutes what Freud calls 'the latent thought of t h ~ ? d r e a m ' ~ ~ - a
thought that n o 7 think'may. In short, thedream, just like'a lapsus'
or a joke, testifies t o the existence of an autonomous function of
the signifier 'which is different, diverge,nt even from that of
intentional discourse. This function is neither communication,
nor communion; it serves, rather, to make the truth heard.31 In
that ii is produced in .sleep, the 'dream highlights the strict
subordination
. . of the signifier t o the function.
..
I . '

Flectere s i nequeo superos, acheronta m O ~ e b O . ~ ~
1.10 Freud asserts that:
" D r e a m s a r e c o m p l e t e l y egoistical..
Whenever my own ego does.not appear in
: the content of the dream, but only some
extraneous person, I maysafelyassume that
m y o w n ego lies concealed, b y
identification,behind this other person..."39
This i,s, to put it mildly, an exaggeratim, and Freud went on to
reconsider this point in an article dated 1923. There he confirms
that thingsdosometimeswork Iikethis,asinthedream in whicha
woman dreamed that she was 'seated in a room, with a' friend,
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dressed in.a kimono. A man comes back in a n d exclaims: "good
heavens, isn't this the young girl that l saw before so prettily
dressed?"To interpret this you simply have to replace 'dressed'
with 'undressed' for, during a certain period of her childhood, the
dreamer had shared her father's bedroom, and had,had to draw
apart her clothes when asleep -for her father's pleasure. Her
friend thus represented her as an object, and the fact of the
dreamer assuming the two forms is no moreextraordinary,let me
emphasize in passing, than the fact of two persons appearing in
the following sentence: 'Would that I might see myself .prettily
undressed before. his eyes!' But ' i t would be absurd, Freud
specifies, to suppose that it always works like this.
Consider the following example: an analysand spent whole
sessions describing her relationship with her little sister, whom
she had utterly appropriated, considering her to be hers' and
hers' alone. The expression 'hers' alone ' featured so often that
she herself was bound tosuspect that adenegation wasinvolved.
It was in such a context that she told of adream i n which 'Mr. Y., a
colleague for whom she had little respect, h a d been confirmedin
his postasdirector' Adream which in somesensesuggested that
the denegation was being undermined and which 'confirmed'the
one to whom the child imtruth belonged, and who, whether
esteemed or.not, was assuredly other.
This said, Freud's assertion that 'dreams are completely
egotistical' remains a fundamentally correct one, if one takes that
to mean that they always involve a particular positioning of the
subject in being.
1.11 Freud concludes 'the means of representation i n dreams'
with a rather clever argument, which serves to support the thesis
that a dream is the hallucinatory fulfillment of a desire:
"The dream-work makes use of dreaming as
a form of repudiation, and so confirms the
.di,scovery t h a t dreams are ,wishf~lfillments."'~
We ought, however, to follow Freud's account of this argument
in detail, and not hurry through it. In fact, the dream within the
dream, constitutes a staging of the saying 'its only a dream'. In
other words, what the dream usesforthe purposesofdenegation
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is not the actual fact of the dream but rather the saying .'only a
dream' inasmuch as it denies the reality.of what is involved - in
return for which this reality is simply affirmed the more.
1.12 It would be of interest here to consider a question which
Freud does not raise: what is the meaning of the distinction, in the
dream itself, between dream and reality? Here is an example:

....;

:

" I went to ihe house of m y friendRaymonde
(this i s .a feminine. version of my father's
Christian name).' a n d l wanted to tell her of
an event which took place whilst I was going
to her house. But while l was narrating i t to
her, l realised.thaf this event could not
conceivably have happened in reality, and
must have occurred in a dream: since I told
her that this event h a d happened whilst I

..,"

.'

was crossing... Square; 'a Square which is
not i n Paris but in the town of ... The
distinction .between dream and reality
struck me as only too obvious, and l was
.
very annoyed at having confused them."
The meaning of this dream (and I am convincedthatthe reader
would share my certainty if I were to relate what the analysand
had made known to me elsewhere) is as follows: it is only in
phantasy that Raymonde and Raymond are two'versions of the
same signified. In other words, the distinction.between dream
and reality is equivalent to a distinction between 'word and
things' for it is in the former that we first 'think' the latter.
'

2.0 Recourse. not only to current sayings, but also to those
images that proliferate in proverbs, songs, riddles, poems, slang
forms, in other words, in 'the treasury of the language' is
obligatory if one is to transcribeabstract significations. There are
dreams that are so completelydependent upon this method that
one may decipher them without appealing to the dreamer's free
associations. It is easy to see why dreams should show such a
predilection for imaged expressions:
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"A thing that is pictorial is, from the point of
view of a dream, a thing that is capable of
being represented: it can be introduced into
a situation in which abstract expressions
offer the same kind of difficulties to
representation in dreams as a political
leading article in a newspaperwould offer to
an i l l ~ s t r a t o r . " ~ ~

How would one 'illustrate' say, 'a secret love'? The lines of a
popular song may be of some help here:
Kein 'feuer', keine 'kohle'
Kann brennen so heiss,
Als wie 'hiemliche liebe'
Von der niemand Nichts we is^.'^
So it is that the sentence 'my sister has passed her secret love

on to me' may easily be rendered by an image of the sister
handing the dreamer a piece of coal.
2.1 The method thus consists in exchanging 'one form of
expression against another' or i n replacing 'an abstract
expression' by 'a concrete expression' having fhesame meaning.
We must follow Freud in distinguishing between this situation
and one in which a 'dream element' (a word or an expression) is
substituted for another although it does not have thesame
meaning. It is true that Freud describes these two kinds of
substitution as being the result of a work of displacement along
the path traced by the associative chains, which I shall have
occasion to examine more closely below. The really vital thing,
however, is the distinction itself:
"In one case... one element is replaced by
another, while the outcome in anothercase
may be that a single element has its verbal
form replaced by another.""
It goes without saying that, in this latter case, it is not hard for
us to grasp that an exchange has taken place, nortograsp, by the
same token, the meaning of the oneiric image, provided that the
dreamer's language is fairly familiar to us. But by what sign d o we
recognize a substitution of the other sort, and how do we find the
repressed signifier?
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afterwards, Freud began to express doubts regarding
her 'aetiology' Le., the seduction by the father; for the
very frequency of these 'facts' led him to suspect them.
This dream therefore concerned the hysteric's secret:
is it asecret thatsheconfesses,or ratherasecret which
is confessed?
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The Primary Processes in the Dream
Moustapha Safouan

If dreams are tied to the exigencies of staging, they are, on the
other hand, freed from t h e criteria of intelligibility which govern
the exchange of speech with others. Which is why it is that, in
dreams, we are often faced with a message whose w o r d i n g may
be somewhat vague. For example: 'Things did not turn out as he
said'. We then have to ask ourselves: 'What things?', 'to whom
does this p r o n o u n he refer?', 'What precisely did he say?', 'Was it
a lie that was involved, or a rectification?' and, last but not least,
'why did one come to write such a message?'

It is to answer such questions as these that we appeal to an
analysand's free associations.
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1.0 In fact, the central element in the manifest dream, the one
that causes the dreamer to wonder why he dreamed of that,
generally turns out t o be an irrelevant one, which is as distant as
can be from the dreamer's preoccupations and habitual
concerns. Now, than.ks to the free associations, we often, if not
always, succeed in discovering that there is more than one chain
linking the irrelevant element to another theme; we invariably
find that this latter theme was provoked by an event of the
previous day, or that events of the previous day have recalled it to
mind. We will also find that the theme, far from being an anodyne
one, is one that is of crucial concern to thedreamer. He will either
recognise the importance of the theme treated by the dream
immediately, the instant that, thanks to the free associations, he
discovers it, or else he will find that hecomestorecogniseitafter
the event ('the thing was more important than I thought, or than I
wished to think'.)
Freud accounts for this discrepancy between the centre of the
manifest dream and that of the latent content as follows. The
dream effects a 'displacement' that deprives the dream theme of
its intensity, so as t o channel it in a multiplicity of associative
directions which lead, one and all, to the element, which is in fact
irrelevant, in the manifest dream. This multiplicity of directionsor
paths, this .'fabric of thoughts" reminds Freud of the weaver's
masterpice:
"...a thousand threads one treadle throws,
where fly the shuttles hither and thither,
unseen the threads are knit together, and an
infinite combination grows."2

1.a I think not. For it often happens that the dreamer remains
'obsessed' by the irrelevant but central element i n the manifest
dreams, saythe TourdeFrance,until hediscoverswhy itisthathe
had been dreaming about it. By 'obsessed' I mean that the
element in question keeps on cropping up in his mind, on any and
every occasion, and often by the way of the most artificial verbal
associations. Whenever, for instance, he sees or hears a word
beginning with the syllable bi h e cannot help thinking of a
bicycle. and therefore of the Tour de France. The irrelevant
element thus appears t o the subject t o be like an enigmatic
signifier which insists upon saying something (what?) regarding
something else which is of the utmost importance to the subject
(but what is it?) and it is clear that if he or she finds an answer to
the second question he will stand a much greater chance of
finding an answer to the first. Now all these superficial
associations, which provide a bridge between the irrelevant
element and certain impressions that arise afterthe dream, have
played no part in the formation of the dream itself. Why is this not
also true of those superficial associations which are linked t o the
impressions or events ofthe previousday?Thisquestion iseasily
answered if we,recall a point also stressed by Freud, namely, that
every superficial association conceals a deeper .one.. The
irrelevant but central element in the manifest dream invariably
has very meaningful links in the dream's crucial theme. But what
are we then to make of the insistence of this element in valueless
associations?
I would answer this question, and thereby hope to shed some
light on the most meaningful links in the dream, in the following
terms:where the dream narrative leaves us i n no doubt as t o the
metaphorical character of an element i n the manifest dream (as
in this dream fragment: 'the window was black, I mean that itwas
surrounded by a black tissue, even the curtains were black,a
window in mourning, in short...') this same element will
invariably feature several times in the analysand's free
associations. From which one may conclude that the insistence
orfrequencyof oneand thesamedream element, apparent inany
number of different kinds of association, is the actual sign, of
metaphorical substitution which we were seeking in as much as it
is conditioned by condensation, displacement designates,
rather, the reasons which determine the choice of metaphor.

Freud .calls this multiplicity of directions or of associative
chains 'over-determination'. and, inasmuch as it opens out on to
one and the same element, which 'represents' the whole, he also
calls it 'condensation.' 'Overdetermination' and 'condensation'
are two virtually synonymous terms; the only difference being
that the former.designates the multiplicity of associative chains,
whereas the latter emphasizes their convergence. We can
therefore sum up Freud's account as follows: the dream-work
consists of a displacement for which the in some sense
mechanical condition is condensation -another condition (in the
sense of motive or end) being that it should avoid the censor?
Should we take this description at face value?
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All the dreams quoted by Freud to illustrate condensation bear
out this point. Suppose we consider the first, the dream of the
botanical monograph:
"I h a d w r i t t e n a m o n g r a p h on a n
(unspecified) genus of plants. The book lay
before m e and lwas at the moment turning
over a folded coloured plate. Bound up in
the copy was a dried specimen of the
plant. "'

As soon as the memory of his conversation with Konigstein the
previous evening came back to him, Freud was in no doubt
whatsoever that there was a very strong link between this same
conversation and the botanical monograph. Not because it had
been interrupted by the arrival of Professor Gartner, and his wife
Flora, for had Freud had a purely anodyne conversation with his
colleague Konigstein he would not have had this dream, even if
their conversation had been interrupted in. the same way:
conversely, the odds are that this conversation would have given
rise to a dream, even if it had been interrupted in some other
manner.
KBnigstein, whom'Freud (as we know) had previously rebuked
for having neglected his (Freud's) observations regarding the
anesthetic properti,es of cocaine, thereby allowing Dr,Karl Koller
to take all the credit for their discovery, had in the,course of this
conversation touched upon a subject which 'deeply moved'
Freud each time an. allusion was made . t o it. His colleague
reproached him, much as his father had been wont t o do, for
yielding too much to his phantasiesP The botanical monograph
is, beyond a shadow of a doubt, an allusion t o the monograph on
cocaine that Freud had once written, and with which he was no
longer concerned. But what does this ghost mean?
When it is a question i n a dream not simply of reproaches, but
of reproaches from all quarters, from one's wife, one's.
colleagues, and finally from' one's father,. we' have reason to
suppose that the dream places the subject i n question,,not at the
level of its acts, but at the level of its desires. As nothing was
further from Freud's mind at the time of this dream than the idea
of writing a .botanical monograph,he concluded that this
monograph hid another 'hare' a conclusion which accords with
I 3a
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my own line of argument, namely,that the insistence of the
signifier botanical must be the sign of a metaphorical
substitution.
Freud was in fact involved, at this point i n his life, in the writing
of an altogether different sort of book, the Traumdeutung. And
from his associations wediscover that he was not theonly person
who had been thinking of it. For, the previous day. his friend
Fliess had written to him from Berlin:'l am thinking a great deal
about your book on dreams. I see i t in front of me,finished. and I
am leafing through it'. I t is thus not hard t o see why the botanical
monograph should have been substituted forthe Traumdeutung,
for this substitution contains the very meaning.or function of the
work that Freud's transference with Fliess had occasioned: Freud
was writing that work as another (Fliess) and forthis other. This is
not belied by the fact that, theday after thedream, Freud, without
knowing why.fell into a daydream which revolved around the
theme (which he thought that he had forgotten) of the 'unknown
author' of the discovery of the anaesthetic properties of cocaine.
For, as well as being the author, h e could also be said t o b e the
victim, since this daydream also concerned an eye operation
which he, like his father before him, would have to undergo.
In the second example, a lovely dreams the connection
between the manifest element in the dream and the latent
thought assumes a material form somehow. It featured a-modest
inn. which conjured up the hotel in which thedreamer. instead of
going away for his holidays, preferred to put up (abgestiegen,
literally, 'stepped down') for some time so as to remain 'in the
vicinity of' his lady friend. The dream placed this inn in the very
same street in which his friend lived, which was inaccurate. The
fact that a play was being performed in this inn reminded him
once again of this samewoman, who was an actress. Finally, the
hotel i n which Freud's analysand had put up had been
transformed by a cab-driver's words into an inn:
"When he left the hotel he had said to his
cab-driver: 'Anyhow I'm lucky not to have
p i c k e d u p a n y vermin:'
(This,
incidentallyowasanother of his phobias). To
this. the driver had replied: 'How could
anyone put up at such a place! It's not a
hotel, it's only an inn."'
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This inn was immediately associated in his mind with these lines
from one of Uhland’s riddles:
B e i einem ‘Wirte’ wundermild,
Da war I c h jungst zu Gaste.
I was lately a guest a l an ‘inn’,
With a most gentle host.
The host in this riddle is an apple-tree. Some other lines then
came t o be associated with this coup1et:Faust (dancing with the
Young Witch);
A /ove/y dream came once t o me,
And I beheld an apple-tree,
On which two lovely apples
shone;
They charmed me so. I climbed
thereon.
Young Witch:
Apples have been desired by you,
Since first in Paradise they grew;
And I am moved with joy to know
That such within my garden
grow.8
This apple-tree and these apples left Freud i n no doubt,
especially as the lovely breasts had been among the charms that
had attracted the dreamer to ‘his actress’.
Once again, then, we have to d o with a substitution. By putting
an object which does not exist (the inn to which nothing
corresponds in reality) in place of the object which, in this same
reality, moves the analysand the most, this substitution provides
us with what might be called the secret of the ‘charm’ which
chains the dreamer t o his friend. It is not simply a breast, but a
breast of the kind that the analysand rediscovers as much in the
nursery rhymes of his childhood as in his dreams of paradise; a
lack for which poetry alone will provide the ‘figures’and which is
also signified in the same dream as organising itself around the
signifier (which, for its part, ek-sists) of the object which had
really been lost, which was formerly the object of fraternal
jealousy, and whose ‘spectacular’ structure is illuminated by St.
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Augustine’s famous description of it, as Lacan has so often
reminded US.^
Here is Freud’s third example, the dream of a ‘patient’ of his in
which themes of cruelty and sensuality are strangely interwined:
“She called to mind that she.had two maybeetles in a box a n d that she must set them
free or they would suffocate. She opened
the box and the may-beetles were in an
exhausted state. One of them flew out of the
open window: b u t the other was crushed by
the casement while she was shutting i t at
someone’s request (signs of disgust).”’O

.

Let me remind the reader of the main associationstowhich the
may-beetles gave rise: the cruelty to animals, may-beetles
included, that the dreamer’s daughter had shown as a child (she
was fourteen at the time of the dream); Katchen von Heilbronn’s
words (from the play by Kleist):

Verliebt ja ein ‘Kafer’ bist du mir.
You are madly (lit., like a beetle)
in love with me.
May-beetle or Maikafer reminded the analysand of her birth and
her marriage, for she had been born in May and married in May;
the most powerful aphrodisiac, cantharides (commonly known
as ‘Spanish fly’), was prepared from crushed 6eetles;some days
before, while going about her business, the dreamer was
horrified to find herself thinking of addressing her husband with
the impe.rative ‘Go and hang yourself !’for she had read few hours
earlier that when a man is hanged he gets a powerful erection.
This ‘Go and hang yourself !’ apparently conceals the wish
‘Desire me at any price!’ But we have no reason toaccept Freud’s
own interpretation of this imperative: ‘The wish for an erection
was what had emerged .from repression in this horrifying
disguise. ‘Go and hang yourself !’ was equivalant, to: “Get
yourself an erection at any price !”’’ For there was nothing
repressed about either her husband’s impotence or the
frustration of her desire. Three days after her marriage, the
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dreamer wrote to her parents to say how happy she was, when in
fact she was nothing of the sort. Besides, why would she want her
husband to have an erection at any price, if she were not the
cause of it? The wish which this 'Go and hang yourself' conceals
may more properly be translated as: 'May he stiffen in my sight
(and upon seeing me) at any price !'
Can one then talkofasubstitutionof Maikaferforthedreamer?
One can indeed, except that she was not, as we have just seen,
Maikafer for her husband (and up to this point no dream is
required). On the other hand, what she was not for her husband
she was for herdaughter, for herh'usband wasonajourneyatthe
time of her dream and.it was her fourteen year old child who was
sleeping with her. Maikaferwas thus as much a metaphor for her
in relation to her daughter as it was for herdaughter in relation to
her. Therein, if one may put it like this, lay her tenderness and
cruelty, a 'cruelty' that the child was probably calling for by
displaying her own.12

1.b The above observations confirm a'fact emphasised by
Freud, namely, that the manifest dream unfolds around 'another
centre' than the one with which the dreamer is concerned. Which
is also why he talks of a 'displacement' that is 'one of the chief
methods'') in what he terms Traumentstellung or Dream
distortion.
Freud holds that this distortion is dictated by the censor. Now,
what ' I have .just said about the metaphorical character of
condensation, or, more precisely. of the element that is marked
by it (botanical inn, may-beetle), suggests another interpretation
of the distance between the two centres. This distance, which
separates the unknown (Unbewusste) thought of thedream from
its manifest text, in which this thought is signified, would then
simply be the actual mark of the division of the subject. Doesthis
mean that dream distortion has no relation to the censor?
2.0 Before answering this question, we 'ought to limit
displacement to the strict meaning which Freud, recalling the
adage Is fecit c u i profuit, assigns to it when he terms it. a
mechanism in the service of the censor. Considered from this
point of view, displacement a n d ' metonymy would be
synonymous.
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2.a Suppose we consider the following example: I dreamedofa
woman who was out walking with a little dog.This woman
reminded the analysand of another, whom he had met at a
reception but had hardly attracted him at all: Perhaps he dreamed
this dream, he observed, because he had seen the Russian film
The.Woman with the LittleDog. Afew momentslater, hesaid how
surprised he had been at finding himself apply the insulting
description 'What a dog !'to a man for whom he in fact had a great
deal of admiration. This was as far as it went. And yet I know that
the dreamer's sister, whom he had not seen forages, had,a small
dog which never left her side. 'The girl with the small dog' would
describe her perfectly.
Almost all the examples that Freud gives of 'composite images
intended t o deceive the censor' are metonymic allusions of this
sort. How is one to account for the analysand's failure to discern
the meaning of the allusion, when it would seem to be. obvious
enough to the casual listener? T o answer this, I would point out
that, for him, his sister was not onlya desired object, she was also
the actual object which had imposed upon his desire its
'indestructible' form. For what he desired was also what he
abhorred the most, to be this enigmatic dog, for whom,
unknowingly he had a great deal of admiration, and to which she
was so.attached.
Moreover, the jokes whose technique I have termed
'metonymic' have theirequivalents in the Traumdeutung. Indeed,
the reader will find one on almost every page." If Freud does not
treat them as examples of 'displacement' i t is undoubtedly
because he gives most space to considerations respecting the
possibilities of representation. In fact, the first time that he
compares dreams and jokes (a comparison which he
subsequently makes several times, emphasizing the
untranslateable character of dreams, and therefore of his own
book) it is in the context of AlexandertheGreat'sdream. in which
satyr= Sa Tyre ('Tyre is thine').15 Now, a rebus is not a metonymy:
the two are ever so clearly distinguished by their respective aims.
A rebus, even if its craftiness does make us smile, is a procedure
which 'aims at transcription. Metonymy, however, is a detour
imposed by the censor.
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2.b From this perspective, displacement can be seen as the
procedure par excellence for allowing one to hear what ought not
often thanks to the material links between the
to be said
signifiers. First there is homophony, which dreams use a great
deal in order to deceive the censor, as when, for instance, the
phrase de'cor minable [shabby-looking decor] is used i n place of
des corps minables [pitiful bodies]. Alliteration is also used; you
might, for instance, find the phrase one partie de tenis [a gameof
tennis] being used t o represent another partie [part (of the body)
and therefore, through alliteration, and substitution of p . f o r t
penis]. Double meanings occur too; thus, the'sentence un feu
pour 'feu Monsieur Untel'[a light (feu) for 'the late (feu) Mr. Soand-so'lis uttered when the gentleman i n question is still living.
We also find displacement, i n the sense of 'deviation', as when
someone says il calait un bateau [he sank a boat] in order not to
say that il calait 2 ses examens [he flunked his exams];there is
word play also, for instance un cadavre mac6rd [a macerated
corpse] for un cadavre m'a serr6 [a corpse embraced me], and
sometimes dreams use a common name instead of a proper
name, ,a procedure which, given that dreams are not slow t o
modify the latter a little for pejorative purposes, is only too
frequent.

childhood, and whose fear of her uncovering herself in her sleep
went so far that he would wake up several times in the night to
check: did he want to put on the cover or to remove the cover?
2.e A dreamer's 'verbal associations' are not merely cut from
the same cloth as jokes are, but, for this very same reason, they
also resemble the 'superficial' associations that played little part
in its formation. Which is perhaps another reason why Freud did
not identify them as being a key mechanism in the formation of
dreams. Yet the difference between the superficial associations
and the metonymies of a dream is attested by the fact that, once
the meaning of the latter has been discovered, the dreamer will
inevitably be somewhat surprised: 'I would.never have thought of
that!' Which surelygoes toshowthat, between the unconscious
thought and what is afticulated in our day-to-day speech there is
not merely 'distance' but that we have to deal, rather, with two
domains that are exterior to each other, an exteriority such that
the very n,otion of distance does not really do justice to it. Once
again we have to d o with Traumentstellung, a notion that I shall
now examine more closely.
3.0 In the Chapter. bearing the above title, Freud says of the
dream of Irma's injection that 'at -first sight[it] ...g ave ' n o
impression that it represented a wish of the dreamer's as
fulfilled.'" One then cannot help but ask, as one would of all
dreams: why is an analysis necessary? In other words, why does
a dream not say straight-out what it has to say? It is this very
phenomenon,.the fact that dreams d o not say what they have to
say, that Freud calls Traumentstellung: This gives rise to a
second question: what is the origin of this phenomenon?
It is in ordertoanswerthesequestionsthat Freudconsidersthe
dream My friend R. was my uncle,'a dream which consists in two
thoughts and two images, each image following on from a
.thought, although he only reports the first half of the dream,
'since the other half has no connection with the purpose for
which [he is] describing the dream."*

-

2.c Every 'verbal association' is not a displacement. We
sometimes find that one verbal form recalls another one, which
'rhymes'with it.Thedreamof thethreefatesjB is the bestexample
of this. The dream calls to mind Freud's memory, at theage of six,
of learning from his mother, that he owed a death t o nature. There
are a thousand and one forms by means of which one can
approach the theme of debt, but because one of the three'fates;
the one who was most central to the memories that the dream
evoked, was called PQlagie, it assumed the. form 'of plagiarism.
2.d Conversely, every displacement isnot a verbal association.
Sometimes, the links between signifiers depend upon
reverberations between significations. Here is another example
that bears out what I said above respecting alternatives: I did not
know if he wanted t o put on a roof or to take off a roof. This
phrase, which belongs to the dream narrative, refers to a memory
which gave the analysand every reason for suspecting the
intentions of ttie person who took care of her during part of her
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I My friend R. was my uncle I had. a great
feeling of tenderness for him.
II I saw before me his face, somewhat
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changed. I t was as thoughit h a d been drawn
out lengthways.' A . yellow beard that
surrounded it especially clearly.
We know where the interpretation of this dream, or what we
have of it; led Freud, namely,' to a thought 'so injurious to his
colleagues' and rivals for the title of Piofessoi
Extraordinarius
.
. ,
that he could hardly credit it:

"I feltobligedtoproceedstillfurtherwith my
interpretation of the dream; ,I felt I had not yet
finished dealing with it satisfactorily. I was
still uneasy over the light-heartedness with
which I had degraded two of my respected
colleagues in ,order to keep open my own
path to a professorship..:., In both these
cases [i.e., the present dreamand thedream
of Irma's injection] what my dreams' had
expressed was only my wish thatit,might be
so. " ' 9
Some have discerned a denegation in this passage, as if the
title of erofessor must be in"itself, without reference to anything
else, the supreme good. It has t o be said, moreover, that Freud
gives them good reason to think this. For why. was there this
wish? Why.did: R. have to beyan imbecile, and N. a criminal?
Because, if such 'had been the case, .there would have been
nothing to stop him. from 'hoping' t o be elected Professor.,But
this desire was actually a conscious desire, and.here we may
.recall, as,Freud dqes what we are told
in Hamlet:
. . .
"There needs no ghost, my,Lord,come from
. .
. . the grave, to.tell us this."20
In fact, Freud misleads ushere and, I would argue, deliberately.
It was while .analysing this dream that Freud, quoting Goethe
('After all, the best of .what.you know may not be told t o boys')
made most frequent use of the.censorship procedures whose
revelatory virtues he was demonstrating. T o smoke out the
unconsciou's signification of this dream; we should linger over
certain remarks that he only d e a k w i t h i n passing.
Thus he tells.'in passing' or 'incidentally! that his beard was the
same 'definite grey' as that of his friend R... This 'composite
146

image' therefore contained a metonymic allusion ('greybeard')
which was clearly ambiguous but nonethe lesseloquent forthat.
And what is one t o make of the structure of this dream, which
Freud must have had hi? reasons for emphasizing,viz., 'a thought
and a picture' a picture which, given the above, clearly conjures
up the idea of a mirror: lsaw before me his face. One does not
even miss the evocation of the frame (Rahmen) under Freud's,
pen.
And what is one to make of Freud's comment, i n a note,'on the
statement 'I never had more than one uncle...':
"It is astonishing t o ohserve the way in
which my memory - my waking memory was narrowed at this point, for the purposes
of the anaysis. Actually I have known five of
my uncles, and loved and honoured one of
them. But at the moment at which I
overcame my resistance to interpreting the
dream I said.to myself that I never had more
than one uncle -the one that was intended in
the dream."21
If we are 'meant t o consider this sort of commentary as an
integ-ral part of the dream, as Freud has taught us to, what
precisely is being said here?
The phrase that Freud had heard the previous day from N.'s
own lips at the end of a narrative that this'criminal'gave him, was
as follows: 'But y o u have an unblemished character.'22 Now, who
but his own mother could have said that he, Freud, could.not be
compared with othersor, again, 'I haveonlyoneSigmund?' It was
thus his identification with his mother as 'signifier of the relation
of love' (Lacan) that caused this curious tenderness to arise, and
not some ill defined 'dissimulation' or 'disguise'. Not that such
disguise is lacking, for this dream is a disguise through and
through. But it was in and through this disguise that Freud's
narcissism (through a regression which was altogether
comprehensible at the moment when he was the object of the
most stupid of hatreds) was signified. In fact, returning t o this
dream a few pages on, and t o the ambition that it attributes t o him
he writes as follows:
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...I recalled an anecdote I had often heard
repeated in my childhood. At the time of my
birth an old peasant-woman had prophesied
to my proud mother that with her first-born
child she had brought a great man into the
"

Freud regards this memory as the source of what he calls his
'megalomania'. It is in fact merely a wish, a wish for infinite love,
but one which would most probably have become a real
megalomania if another word had not SeNed to limit the demand
which gaveitsstructuretothewish. I havein mind herethesevere
but indulgent words that Freud's father 'whose hair had turned
grey in a matter of days because of his grief,' often used t o
describe the 'criminal' uncle: 'he was not a bad man, but he was
not very sensible: This obervation should help us to arrive at a
more exact understanding of the the relation between censorship
and the Traumentstellung.
3.a The dream's desire, its unconscious thought, is signified
from the very point where.it is madness, a madness of which the
real other, being the one from whom the subject actually borrows
the elements with which it speaks, and to whom it is bound by the
tie of language, would refuse t o hear. The censor is not at the
origin of the Traumentstellung, but it isnevertheless thecase that
whatever testifies to the existence of primary repression testifies
to that of the censor also.
To put it more precisely, the censored dream-thought comes
from a locus which no l inhabits. Indeed, it is this absence of an /
which is the defining feature of the primary p r o c e s s e ~ This
:~~
locus is~th.atof the Other, a locus from which 'the operations of
language derive.' Insofar as Other speaking subjects come to
occupy this locus of the other, the place of censorship in Freud's
sense, may be described as the space. between two subjects
where something is said by being
The Freudian censor shows us that this locus is:
"...the very o n e i n which the transparency of
the classical subject i s divided a n d
undergoes the effects .of 'fading' which
define the Freudian subject as occluded by
an ever purer signifier."26
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3.b Indeed, what makes Freud's comparison between the
dream censor and the political one so telling is the manner in
which it illuminates the factthat, forthe purposesofsignification,
the dream doesmot merely exploit the links between signifiers,
upon which metonymy depends, but that it also makes uses of
that aspect of the signifier which causes the censor to fail, in the
most radical sense of the term, namely, 'Russian censorship,' i.e.,
that it gives itself away just where it is effaced. Was the following
dream, a patient of Freud's asked him, thefulfillmentof a desire?
"I saw Karl lying before me dead. He was
lying in his little coffin with his hands fblded
and with candles a// round -in fact just like
little Otto, who was so dear to me."*'
The analysand tried t o interpret it i n accordance with Freud's
own theory: "...Does the dream mean that I would. rather Karl
were dead than Otto of whom I was so much fonder?' Freud,
however, rejected this interpretation out of hand. We learn from
an account of the highlights of her love life that, in spite of a
breach which she had not chosen but which was due to the
intervention of her elder sister, the mother of Karl and Otto,
'whose motives were never fully explained,' she was unable to
break free of her attachment t o the man who [had] madea lasting
impression on her heart.' Whenever it was announced that the
object of her affection, who was by profession a literary man, was
to give a lecture anywhere, she was invariably i n the audience.
Freud also knew 'that the Professor was going to a particular
concert and that she intended t o go t o it as well so as t o enjoy a
glimpse of him once more.' Freud made an inspired guess and
asked her if she remembered anything that had happened at the
time of Otto's death. Her answer was not long i n coming:
"Of course; the Professor came t o see us
again after a long absence, and I saw him
once more beside little Otto's coffin."28
And so Freud interpreted her dream as a dream of impatience,
which anticipated by a few hours the glimpse she was to have of
the Professor. Which is an interpretation that an analyst would
have no hesitation in rejecting, if he did not recall a host of
'moderated' or prudent interpretations from his own pratice.
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What is signified in this dream, in spite of or, rather, thanks to
the censorship, is not sacrifice but the thought of the sacrifice
that the dreamer would make i n order to find the Professor once
more, as before, beside Otto's coffin. No price, even if it were
Karl's death, would be too high. In other words, this dream
signifies the unconditional natureof thepatient'sunavowed love,
but also the vanity, in all senses of the term, of that love. Is there
not in this a message, withoui'any common measure of the few
anticipated moments, which the manifest dream does not even
trouble to bestow upon the analysand: since the professor does
not actually appear in it?
In the psychoanalytic sense of the term, the censor testifies to
the oppression the subject of the unconscious undergoes,
inasmuch as it constitutes the first effect of the signifying
relation, an effect which precedes the complicity by whichsocial
rela!ions are defined.

ST.AUGUSTINE
The Confessions of Saint Augustine.Translated by
E.B. Pusey. London, S.M.Dent and Sons. 1953.
LOC.cit., p. 289.
LOC.cit., p. 291.
This is reminiscent of the following lines from The
Magic Flute, which Freud's analysand herself
mentioned, loc. cit., p. 291.
Fear not, to love I'll ne'ver compel thee;
Yet 'tis too soon to set thee free.
LOC.cit.. p. 308.
Consult the analytic index of the Standard Edition of
the Traumdeutung. the entries play upon words, puns,
jokes, switch-words, alliteration. etc.
LOC.cit.. p. 99 note 1. Alexander's desire may well have
been to hear this confirmed by a fortune-teller, so as to
assert his privileged relations with the gods.
LOC.cit.. p. 204.
LOC.cit., p. 136.

Notes

' FREUD,S.

LOC. Cit., p. 283.

2

Wo ein tritt tausend fijden regt,
Die Schlifflein heruber scheissen,
Die Faden ungesehen fliessen,
Ein Schlag tausend Verbindungen Schlagt,
Goethe. Faust, Part I, quoted in S. Freud, loc. cit.,
~.283.

FREUD, S. 'loc., cit.,p. 308
LOC.cit., p. 282.
LOC.cit., p. 173.
LOC.cit.. p. 285.
LOC.cit., p. 286.
LOC.cit., p. 287.
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LOC.cit., p. 137.
LOC.cit.. p. 140.
LOC.cit.. p. 175. Quoted by Freud
LOC.cit.. p. 138 note 1
LOC.cit., p. 139.
LOC.,cit., p. 192
Some writers refuse to consider metaphor and
metonymy as primary processes because they see
them as conscious mechanisms, whereas the primary
processes are unconscious. They fail thereby to notice
that the same objection might be levelled at Freud's
assertion that the dream is a writing. Such an objection
simply sevres to show their limited understanding of
the reality of the unconscious.
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LACAN, J.

2eLACAN,J.
?'FREUD, S.
28

Subversion ofthe Subject end the Dialectic ofDesire
in Ecrits. 'Translated by Alan Sheridan. London,
Tavistock. 1977, p. 299.
LOC.cit., 1977, p. 299 (translation modified).
LOC.cit., p. 152ff.
LOC.cit.. p. 153.
~
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In the Border of the Neurosis
lsidoro Vegh '
Chu Tu Tze. negator of miracles had died: his son-inlaw was keepingavigil. Atdawnthecoffinrosefromthe
floor and remained suspended a few feet in the air. The
pious son-in-law was horrified. "Oh venerated fatherin-law, I pray you don't destroy my faith in the
impossibility of miracles." The cotfin then descended
slowly and the son-in-law regained his faith.'

A Step for the Clinic?
The text that I am going t o develop has a brief history: a few
weeks ago3 The Freudian School of Montevideo organized a
symposium to which the members of The Freudian School of

iPsychoanalyst. lounding member of Escusle Frsudiana de Buenm Aims. Director 01

publication Revisla Cuadsrnos Sigmund Freud. Author 01 La Clinica Freudians (1984)
published by Lugar Editorial. Argentina.
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Buenos Aires were invited, myselt amongst them. The title of the
symposium was, The Foundation of the Clinic; Isurprised myself
in a flash and as a sort of joke I said that the name of my paper
would be A Step tor the Clinic. It seemed that a step could well
serve as a foundation. As always, when we speak, it is impossible
to equate what is known with what is said: then I thought of the
Freudian text on The Gradiva.'
Given thetitle. I read again the textand I wasagain surprised by
the disposition of the author to risk himself between problems
and questions which again put his knowledge to the test.
I propose The Gradiva as an exemplary Freudian clinical
history. I will try to articulate it with the Lacanian affirmation that
topology is not a model, topology is not beyond the real of which
a practice is p r o d ~ c e d . ~

feet. One foot rested squarely on the
ground; the other lifted from the ground in
the act of following after, touched it only
with the tips of the toes'while the sole and
heel rose almost perpendicularly. It was
probably the unusual and peculiarly
charming gait thus presented that attracted
the sculptor's notice and that still, after so
many centuries, riveted the eyes of its
archaeological admirer.
The interest taken by the hero of thestory in
this bas-relief is the basic psychological fact
in the narrative."
In this can then be read the choice of the title, A First Step for
the Clinic, which coincides with the Freudian thesis: the clue to
the enigma i s in the foot.
" I t .was n o t immediately explicable
(continues Freud) Dr. Norbert Hanold,
Lecturer in Archaeology, did not in fact find
in the relief anything calling for special
notice from the point of view of his branch of
science. 'He could not explain to himself
what there was in it that had provoked his
attention."'

The Novel of the Neurosis

I

Freud wrote The Gradiva at the instigation of Jung who,
acquainted withthenovelof theGerman writer,Bchoseit because
of the three dreams of the narration which seemed appropriate to
him to display the thesis that he concluded i n the
.Traurndeutung.' By a kind of displacement, our interest will not
be centred 'on the dreams but on the delusion.
Freud tells us in the first page:
" A young archaeologist, Norbert Hanold,
had discovered in a museum of antiquities in
Rome a relief which had so immensely
attracted him that he was greatly pleased at
o.btaining an excellent plaster cast of it
which he could hang in his study in a
German'university town and gaze at which
interest ."n
From the beginning something comes into play which attracts
and produces pleasure. What is that plaster cast? ',
"The sculpture represented a fully grown
girl stepping along, with her flowing dressa
little pulled up so as to reveal hersandalled
154

incognita: the subject does not know the reason for that which
attracts him.
"He only knew that he had been attracted by
something and that theeffect had continued
unchanged ever since."
The foot - first glance - thesubject ignores the reason that
sustains his attraction.
"But his imagination was occupied with the
sculpture without ceasing. He . found
something 'of today' about it, as though the
artist had had a glimpse in the street and
captured it 'from the life'. He gave the-girl
thus pictured as she stepped along the
name of 'Gradiva' - 'the girl .who steps
along."'
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He.then translates Gradiva as the "beautiful walk":
"He made up a story that she was no doubt
the daughter of an aristocratic family,
perhaps 'of a patrician aedile, who carried
out his office.in the service of Ceres', and
that she was on her way to the goddess's
temple. Then he found it hard to fit her quiet,
calm nature j n t o the busy life of a capital
city. He convinced himself, rather, that she
must be transported to Pompeii __."
In the field of the fantasm the foot which attracts him carries the
name of a maiden, as well as the name of a place.
History, Diagnosis and Cure
Why this commentary on a Freudian commentary on a literary
text, where there were authors who gave proof of their rigour in
contemporary psychoanalysis who have.said that the Gradiva
has nothing to d o with a clinical history? Octave Mannoni who
has read Freud attentively affirmed in his book Freud, the
Discovery of the Unconscious that Freud,failed in his intention
because it is a narration without defence. As always I prefer to bet
with Freud who says:
"We are going to repeat, the poet has given
us a complete correct psychiatric study in
which wecan measureour understanding of
the psychic life: aclinical history and cureas
if it had been done to recommend certain
fundamental doctrines i n the medical
science of the soul."
Freud affirms that it is a clinical history and more:
"The procedure which the author makes his
Zoe adopt for curing her childhood friend's
delusion shows a far-reaching similarity
no, .a complete agreement in its essence
with a therapeutic method which was
introduced into medical practice in 1895 by
Dr. . Josef
Breuer and myself, and to the
.

-
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perfecting ot wnich I have since then
devoted myself. This method of treatment,
to which Breuer first gave the name of
'cathartic' but which I prefer to describe as
'analytic' ...'Q
The Freudian affirmation not only says that this is a case
history but it also points out the "total essential coincidence"
with the psychoanalytic cure.
Incited by this forceful impact let us return to the clinical
history: a bas-relief;a fantasm offered to the subject as an
answer, also as a fact: one day from his study he believed he saw
in the street aladywhowalkedliketheGradiva:Indesperation,to
reach her. he forgot that he was wearing only underwearand the
smile of the people in the street made him remember.
Freud said:
"Soon afterwards he had a terrifying dream,
in .which he found himself i n ancient
Pompeii on the day of the eruption of
Vesuvius a n d witn'essed t h e c i t y ' s
destruction. 'As he was standing at theedge .
of the forum beside the Temple of Jupitor.
he suddenly saw Gradiva at no great
distance from him. Till then h e had n o
thought of her presence, but now it
occurred t o him all at once and as though it
was something natural that, sinceshewasa
Pompeian, she was living in her native town,
and, withouf his having suspecfed it, living
as his contemporary.' Fear of the fate that
lay before her provoked him to utter a'
warning cry, whereupon the figure, as she
calmly stepped along; turned her face
towards him. But shethen proceeded on her
way untroubled, till she reached the portico
of the temple; there she took her seat on one
of the steps and slowly laid her head dow'n
on it, while her face grew paler and paler, as
though it were turning into marble. When he
hurried after her, he found her stretched out
157
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on the oroad step with a peaceful
expression, like someone asleep, till the rain
of the ashes buried her form.
When he awoke, the confused shouts of the
inhabitants of Pompeii calling for help still
seemed to echo.in his ears, and the dull
muttering of the breakers in the agitated
sea. But even after his returning.reflection
.recognized the sounds as the awaken,ing
signs of noisy life in'a greatcity, he retained
his beliefforalongtimeintherealityofwhat
he,had dreamt. When at length he had freed
himself of the notion that he,himself had
been present at the destruction of.Pompeii
almost two thousand years earlier, he was
neverthelessleft with what seemed a true
conviction that Gradiva had lived in Pompeii
and had been buried,there with theothersin
, .
the year 79 A.D. The dream had as its result
that now for the first time in his phantasies
about Gradiva he mourned for her as
someone who was lost."!O
These are the antecedents of the actual state of the illness. To
this bas-relief follows a fantasm, then an event which the reader
of the novel cannot differentiatebetween an illusion orsomeother
more complicated .thing, this dream occurred and then the
impulse to travel. Fascinated by his science t o the extent that for
many years the indifference of his gaze was lamented by women,
he felt the wish to reach "the freedom of the birds." Then it
, occurred to him that "he should make a journey to Italy.""

From the Dream to the Real
From the dream to the real: he walks in Pompeii and a new
movement in the dialectic of the illness, which after thisallows us
to read in retrospect, is unchained. In the ruinsof Pompeii, happy
at mid-day without the couples who only think of satisfying their
prosaic alimentary necessity, he rested in the abandoned and
solitary streets of the town long agocovered byashes,at the time
in which the ghosts return from beyond. Engaged in this fantasy
suddenly he saw:
" ... the unmistakable Gradiva of his relief
come out of ahouseand step trippinglyover
the lava stepping-stones t o the other side of
the street, just as he had seen her d o in his
dream the other night, when she had lain
down as though t o sleep, on the steps of the
Temple of Apollo. 'And together with his
memory something else came into his
consciousness for the first time: without
being aware himself.of the impulse within
him, he had come t o Italy and had travelled
on t o Pompeii, without stopping in'Rome or
Naples, i n ordertoseewhether hecould find
any traces of her. And "traces" literally; for
with her peculiar gait she must have left
behind an imprint of her toes i n the ashes
distinct from all the rest."''z

He went to Italy. to Rome, and he didn't feel comfortablethere.
He felt sad. He went to Naples always angry seeing the German
honeymoon couples: he draws an ironical picture of them going
on honeymoons to places that they suppose are specially well
disposed for love: finally he finds himself walking towards
Pompeii.

From the fantasm to thedream,from thedreamtothedelusion.
The history culminates at the point of the florid symptomatology,
with a delusion, which demands from us a differential diagnosis.
What sort of curedoesadelusionrequire? Whichdelusion allows
a cure:? Here also I follow Freud. When Lacan invited us to the
Freudian text, not only d,id he call us.to a productive return t o his
metapsychology but also t o ' h i s nosology, which showed its
consequences. Consequences afterwards sutured b y a
discourse which also did not acknowledge the incomparable

.
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In the Delusion
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value of his clinical co.nclusions. The: theory of,the psychotic
nucleus elaborated by,the Kleinian school, where the extension
of 'the field of'psychosis was enlarged to limits that Freud never
agreed with,obliges Us at least to ask ourselves the reason for our
choice.
Confronted with thedelusion, this.is thediagnosis proposed by
Freud:

realized that the protagonist M.H. is suffering adelusion. Besides
she decided to return, as she agreed at, the end of the first
encounter which answers well the Lacanian ethic when i t says;
we should not recoil in front of psychosis; but since this nosology
is not a psychosis for us, rigorously speaking, we should say she
did not recoil in front of the delusion.

"In point of fact, thecaseof N.H. would have
to be described as an hysterical delusion, not
a paranoic one. The indications of paranoia
are absent from it."
. .
"A p~ychiatrist.:."'~
Freud does not accompany him.
" ... would perhaps place Nobert Hanold's
delusion in the great groupof 'paranoia'and
p o s s i b l y d e s c r i b e i t as ' f e t i s h i s t i c
erotomania', because the most striking
thing about it was his being in love with the
piece. of sculpture ' a n d because in the
psychiatristk view, with its tendency to
coarsen, e v e r y t hi n g , t h e .you n g
archaeologist's Interest in feet and the
posturesbf feet would be bound to suggest
'feti~hism'."'~
. ..
Freud in disagreement with the supposed psychiatrist says it is
not a paranoid delusion but a hysterical delusion.
Following the narration, we learn that the protagonist
approaches the woman he supposes to be the Gradiva; initially
with a lot of hesitation, then he spoke to her in Greek. Shelooked
at him and did n.ot answer; he insisted in Latin; he doesn't obtain
an answer. either 'until she. answers him. in. German. I t was
discordant that.G,radivaanswered in.German, but i n the middleof
his delusion'he didn't ask anything but accepted, that although
she lived in'P0mpeij:she was capable of.answering i n a living
modern tqngue. The supposed Gradiva at the b.eginning does not
understand the questio'n that the protagonistaddresses to her in
foreign tongues: Everything seems t0,b-emisunderstanding until
the author showed that:not only us but also thesupposed Gradiva
160

Interventions
She kept the appointment the following day atthesametimeof
the supposed ghosts: she took responsibility for the cure. As.a
diagnostic proof -its efficacy would be nil in psychosis- some of
the interventions of Gradiva when N.H. told his history, when he
went to the street following the lady who walked like her, when he
arrived at Pompeii searching for her, she answered, " What a pity
- maybe there would have been no need to make such a long trip
to here." . ,
Another intervention: knowing thatthe herocalled the figureof
the bas-relief Gradiva she told him her name, Zoe (life in Greek):
"The name suits you" answers N.H. ;but it sounds to me like a
bitter irony since Zoe means life." Zoe intervenes again "it i s
necessary to accept the irreparable and I have accustomed
myself now for a long time to being dead." In this way she
intervenes in the delusion, at least in the hysterical delusion. It is
an example of what Lacan called the misunderstanding
(m&onnaisance), but with a specific feature: it is not thesameas
that one which concerns the neurosis i n the moment of
compensation; her intervention made her to participate i n the
delusion, including herself in it.
N.H. brought her asphodels, flowers of the dead, while
husbands and lovers give red roses to their women. When he
offers her the asphodels,white flowers of the deadflowers of the
shades, she answers: "The flowers that belong to me from your
hand are the flowers of forgetfulness. Another intervention of
Zoe: "Someone has to die first to become alive, but for the
archaeologist that is without doubt necessary." Then: "It seems
to me'as if once two thousand years ago, we ate our bread
together in the same way." She accepts the time of the delusion:
two thousand years ago: "CanYyou remember ? "
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A la ,Lettre.. . ..
.. . .
. .
..
while^ the protagonist in the mesh of his,delusion begins to
qu,estion: who ' i s .Zoe-Gradiva? Does she have corporeal- or
ghostly consistency? After many 'many years. of. ignoring
absolutely every woman, he again finds one, but of plaster. Now
the consistency of the female' body.is imposed on him as an
enigma. He decides to experience: in agiven moment in which he
meets Zoe-Gradiva when over her hand there hovers a fly 15. he
swatted it. He wants to know if that hand is of flesh and bones; if
there is blood in it or if it is a ghost. Zoe-Gradiva is surprised and
for the first time answers him in another way: "You have become
crazy Norbert Hanold:' she exclaimed. In the face of which he
runs. in fear. He had. never told her his name. When his fear is
assuaged, helped by. the serenity with which Zoe waits for him in
one of. the walls of Pompeii; she told him her real name: .Zoe
Bertgang.. The novelist clarifies what Bertgang means.
Bert=precious and gang=walk, like Gradiva ! A homophony that
psychoanalysis proposes, it corrects a given mistake when it is
b,elieved that it is the immediate significant identity. Becauseone
operation is elided, which underlines that the instance is of the
letter. An operation'of transliteration an effect of language which
in the middle of itssaying produces its own writing.16 Bertgang is
transfered by the wri!ing of the unconscious as Gradiva and they
are. homophones because both are read "the precious walk."
That from a Bertgang; a precious walk a foot could bedetached
as a: remainder,
.
.
is a conclusion,that unfolds.

. .
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see the lack of a penis. We are going to try to produce with the
topology shown by Lacan in L'Etourdit, the logic of these
affirmations. Taking advantage of the one who helped me in
these times to understand the topological questions, I refer to
Carlos Ruiz. I will use some schemas proposed by him for the
different topological surfaces with which Lacan worked this
question. In a retangular surface, a paper strip, we put at each of
its vertices a letter

'

.

If I stick the border a-d to the border b-c in such a way that a=b
and d=c I obtain a cylindrical band. With the same band, I makea
half torsion on its axes and

....

Now
. ... a Little Topology

Up to this point, this is what I wanted to say of the history,,for
the time being..Now as Lacan said a little topology, an attempt to
articulate, the 1,ogic of the difference between. the. hysterical
delusion. and'the. paranoid delusion, also of .the time- of.the
delusion in a hysteria and the neurosis when it does not go too
far. In the last instance it is the logic of the double condition that
Freud poses for castration.. In Freudian terms castration is
fu!filled.if there is an'agent for it;,onewho sustains the threat.and
another, the mother. or a surrogate, in whom the subject could
162
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C

I obtain the Moebiusstrip. If Ifollowthe border, I c a n d o i t without
crossing the surface and if I walk on the surface.Iike the famous
ant, I can do it totally, obverse and reverse, without crossing the
border.
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Now I go to anothertopological surface, the torus, represented
. .
by a life-buoy :

Torus

Starting with the Cylinder

.a

-

h

1

d

a=b
d=c

C

C

’

a=d
b=c

I transform the cylinder, a topological surface with a border of
two circumferences i n t o a torus by sticking the two
circumferences eliminating the border and having then in the
structure, the hole which occupies the centre.
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Lacan told us” to take this life-buoy and hold it tightly with one
finger from the top and another from below and make it turn i n
such a way that i n the end the finger that was below finishes on
top and the one on the top finishes below, that is to say t o make a
half torsion.Tocarryitoutpractically1doitwithacut torusasif it
were a flattened cylinder. I make the torsion and at the end it
looks like a Moebius strip. The torus flattened with half a torsion
is a Moebius strip, so long as we play the fiction that it does not
have two surfaces, that there is only one.
Now we are going to make an operation. We will cut with
scissors what would be its borderto separate the two strata. What
would we obtain: a cylinder with two borders, twosurfaces and an
even torsion. If I trace one border that I mark with an X, I will
return to the point of departure, but I do not go through the
border that I mark with a Y. This is a topological proof that it is not
a Moebius strip, a Moebius strip has only one border.
What seemed to be a Moebius strip obtained by the flattening
and torsion of a neurotic torus -Lacan represents in the torus the
structure of neurosis- is shown as a pseudo Moebiusstrip- astrip
bisected which i n reality is a cylinder.
What would happen with the bisected cylinder if instead of
undoing it, I make a displacement and I stick one border against
itself ? Now yes I obtain the true Moebius strip. What is all this
for? I think it is a highlydidactic demonstration that Lacan found.
A discovery at least to me, to understand rigourously what it
means to say that the subject is the cut in act.

The Line Without Points
What do I obtainif Icutthisstripbyalinewhichisnottheonein
the middlebutanyotherlineparallel totheborder?I willdrawthe
Moebius strip with a line with points, the median line: orsocalled
median line, it is not the fact that it is the one i n the middle which
interests us -topology excludes metrics- but that this line closes
itself with one turn while the border and any other parallel lines
not the one in the middle. need two turns.
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I cut thetrueMoebiusstrip byaparallel linetothe borderwhich
is not the median line. I get a chain constituted by two links
knotted, one of which, if I trace it, we will discover is a cylinder
and the other i s no other than the smaller Moebius strip. I cut
again in the same way and I obtain a cylinderand a Moebiusstrip
even smaller. I repeat the operation.

b

I
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oubla t u r n of any Other l i n e
from t h e border Or parallel
t o t h e border.

Hosbius s t r i p

.

Border o f t h e
strip

Cylindrical
Strip 18

I n t & a l eight

Internal eight makes two turns, the double loop said Lacan.
Instead the line of the middle, the median line, makes only one
turn.
Finally, what is left? In the middle the Moebiusstrip, identical to
the median line. The Moebius strip identical to a line which is a
line without thickness, a trace which is not the paper which
covers it, it is between the paper and the ~ a p e r .Lacan
'~
named it
"line without points."The line without points, the median line is
the Moebius strip, cut i n act. It is the subject in act, it is also the
cut which cuts.

-

Then is any circle because in the last instance I may represent
this median line as a circumference - which is closed in one turn,
a Moebius strip?
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In the Border of the Strip: the Point out of the Line
In the border of the strip, ,writes Lacan, we can represent the
saying, double loop of the demand, that the interpretation fastens
in a counter strip through the line without points, cutting in act of
thesubject, subjectintheactofthecut.ButtoLacantheMoebius
strip is not enough, he needs another topological surface to
include this border and something else. We will now deform it,
intoa clover leaf, wedeform it intoan internaleightandthisintoa
circumference. Homeomorph’ism without breaking the figure. I
pass from one to the other and each of its points correspond to
the points of the others.

Internal Eight Deformed
into a Circumference

Internal Eight

Lacan proposes to stick it to the Moebius strip in its border.
Sticking each of the points of the border of this spheric casket to
the border of the strips, there will be a moment when I no longer
can do this without crossing the surfaces. Its impossible
empirical realisation doesnot impede its topological result: the
cross-cap. one of the representations of the projective plane, a
projective plane situated in space. The question insists, why does
Lacan resort to the cross-cap?
From another perspective, I have a sphere and I cut from it a
rectangular surface a.b,c,d.

I take away that surface a,b.c.d, and I stick it as in the Moebius
strip to obtain a=c, d=b.

a

Now I draw a sphere and I cut it by any circumference:
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I makeacut in thesphereand I open itasif itwerearubberball
and stick it as in the Moebius strip with a half torsion. I obtain an
entry into a sphere that was impossible to penetrate without
traversing the surface so I make a window which annihilates
entry and exit, inside and outside. Tracing the surface I passfrom
the supposed. interior to the supposed exterior without
discontinuity.
I return to the spherical casket; thecircumference which i n its
border coincident with the border of the strip, I can transform into
a smaller circumference. Each one of its points encounters its
equivalent part point in the other circumference. I will repeat this
operation until I reduce it to a point. The border of the strip
reduced to a point, makes of the strip a line without points plus a
point out of the line.

I

I

~

Point
Circumference

This point out of the line, equivalent to the border of the strip
and also to the border of the spherical casket will help Lacan to
represent the objet a. A circumference a trivial knot, a line which
closes in one turn, equivalent to the Moebius strip so long as
there is left on the horizon the point out of the line.
From this tentative topology we will return to the clinical
history.
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In the Case Hislory...
In him, something shows that an inscription was produced: the
possibility of displacement, which i s written in the real of the
letter till a metaphorical significant dimension that tells us of a
first inscription which we marked in the line without points was
obtained. However something impedes the fulfillment of the
operation. What is lacking? That which is indicated by what
returns. The objeta which i n the hysterical delusion returns i n the
real.
The foot, the place where the first glance is fixed-returns in the
real. The spherical casket lacks the function which sustains the
point out of the line which makes a line that is'closed i n one turn
appear as a iine without pointswhich producesthesubjectinact.
This condition of the point out of the line, when one is offered t o
sustain the sphere i s what we call the function of the Other in as
much as it i s the support of the lack.20
That N.H. did not look at women indicates what lacks: the body
of a woman which may sustain what Freud said. I t was the place
where the littleboy orthelittlegirlsawthelackof p e n i s w h a t i s i t
that allows us to affirm not only by the outcome of the history that
the first inscription was there? Signifiers that in the history are
displaced: the sun, present in multiple places of the narration, as
in the mythology, inscribes a function; a metaphor of the author,
"that warm wind, son of the father sun" which remits you to the
Name-of-the-father. And the third dream that anticipates the
resolution when Zoe Bertgang catches a lizard as her father used
to do, clear allusion "to catch it in order to marry it" (a good
catch). Finally, the sentence spoken the day before:
"Please be quite still. Our colleague is right;
the method is a really good one and she has
made use of it with excellent results'?'
Zoe Bertgang can marry, she can acquire consistency of the
body sustained by the lack i n the operation that a ~ f a t h e r
anticipated for the subject. It comes in the second time at the
place of an anticipated efficacy.
What is it that could have prevented, made difficult for the
protagonist, the production of the point out of the line which
would have impeded the delusional chain? The case history tells
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u s t h a t forthefirsttimehew.eptforadeadwoman.Hesituatesthe
plot in the buried city of Pompeii. It is a dead woman Gradiva,
who in his fantasm h e supposes her t o be the daughter of a
patrician noble -pater- an officer in the temple of Ceres.zzCeres,
says the mythology, endured the death of his daughter till with
the agreement of the Gods he was able to obtain that she would
live for six months a n d spend the other six months in Hades.
The insistence of a dead, buried body of a woman, leads us to
venture: if h e who had t o sustainathe fault were dead, lacking in
the real, w h o in thestructure would be offered in the placeof the
support, 23 of the body of the sphere, cut out, sustained to the
horizon of the function of the middle?

The body of the mother, place of the Other, writes its topology
and from there reminds us that the lack is n o t avacuum, but the
efficacy that a hole obtains from a border.
From the author, who was n o t deluded, Freud insinuated also
his conjectures, which he did not fully confirm. Jensen wrote to
him that the girl h e had loved and played with asa child had died.
Jensen was not N.H. He wrote a hysterical delusion f r o m a
neurotic position.
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